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ABSTRACT
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Advisor:
Dr. Chris Whitfield

Bacteria coat their surfaces with diverse polysaccharides that provide survival
advantages, such as protection against the mammalian immune system. Despite this
diversity, the general strategies used for their assembly are limited. In one of the major
processes found in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, the surface glycan
is polymerized in the cytoplasm on a polyprenol lipid carrier and exported through the
cytoplasmic membrane by an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter. Here, the ABC
transporter-mediated export of O-antigenic polysaccharides (O-PS) was investigated.
In one established prototype O-PS synthesis system, characterized in Escherichia
coli O9a, the polysaccharide is capped with a methylphosphate group at the non-reducing
terminus. The capping enzyme contains a ‘molecular ruler’ and modifies the O-PS at the
site of elongation when it reaches a minimal length to halt further extension. The ABC
transporter, Wzm-Wzt, contains a carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) appended to the
C-terminus of Wzt which binds the O-PS and ensures only fully-extended polysaccharides
are transported. The CBM is required for export of the glycan and provides a level of
substrate specificity to the transporter that is not observed in related transporters that lack
a CBM.

In this thesis, the Klebsiella pneumoniae O12 biosynthesis system was
investigated heterologously in an E. coli K-12 strain to identify conserved features.
Results are presented demonstrating that the O12 glycan is susceptible to phagemediated glucosylation, which had not been previously observed in ABC transporterdependent polysaccharide biosynthesis systems. Additional evidence confirms that the
WztO12 C-terminal domain is required for glycan presentation on the cell surface and
comprises a CBM. The CBM can only bind to Kdo-capped O-PS and this ensures that
only capped (and fully extended) O-PS is exported. These properties were re-examined
in the E. coli O9a model system, which is capped with a methylphosphate group. It was
demonstrated that the initial phosphorylation is sufficient for chain-length control, but
subsequent methylation is required for CBM-binding and display of O-PS on the cell
surface. Finally, additional polysaccharide ABC transporters containing CBMs were
identified using a bioinformatics approach. These candidate systems imply additional
terminator chemical diversity beyond that observed in available structural investigations.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 ABC transporters
The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter superfamily is among the
largest in nature, with ABC transporters found in every living organism examined
to date. Almost all ABC transporters drive the active transport of substrates through
transmembrane channels by ATP binding and hydrolysis (Jones and George,
2014; Locher, 2016). Eukaryotic ABC transporters, including P-glycoprotein, are
responsible for the multidrug resistance of some cancers (Cordon-Cardo et al.,
1990) and defects in others can result in various health conditions, such as cystic
fibrosis (Cheng et al., 1990). Bacterial species utilize ABC transporters for a wide
array of substrates, including the export of drugs, toxins and cell envelope
components, as well as the import of nutrients, including amino acids, sugars and
vitamins. Structural and biochemical studies of these bacterial proteins have
contributed significantly to working models for the mechanisms of all ABC
transporter family members.
1.1.1 ABC transporter structure and function
The core architecture of ABC transporters consists of four domains. This
includes two transmembrane domains (TMDs) and two nucleotide-binding
domains (NBDs), which form the translocation pathway and provide transport
energy, respectively. In bacteria, TMDs and NBDs can be contributed by individual
polypeptides, which take on a tetrameric arrangement as classically seen in
importers (Fig 1.1A), or as dimers of TMD-NBD fusion proteins, or ‘halftransporters,’ observed in most bacterial exporters studied to date. In contrast,
some eukaryotic ABC transporters possess all 4 domains within a single
1

polypeptide (Dean et al., 2001).

Figure 1.1 Overview of ABC transporter structural features. Bacterial ABC
transporters contain a pair of transmembrane domains (TMDs) and nucleotidebinding domains (NBDs) arranged as a heterocomplex or homodimers of halftransporters (A). Structure of maltose importer NBD dimer, MalK2, with ATP bound
2

to the dimeric interface (PDB id 1Q12) as a cartoon representation (B). One
subunit is coloured pale blue while the other subunit is colored green (helical
subdomain) and orange (RecA-like subdomain). Conserved motifs are indicated.
Protein structures were generated using PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC). Summary of
NBD interactions with ATP (C), illustrating the involvement of conserved residues
and motifs to support catalysis (Adapted from (Chen et al., 2003)). Important
residues for MalK catylyzed ATP hydrolysis found in Walker B (D158 and E 159),
Q-loop (Q82) and H-loop (H192) motifs surround the -phsphate (D).
TMDs are structurally diverse and vary in number and arrangement of
transmembrane helices (TMHs). Individual TMDs are typically comprised of 5-10
TMHs and the pair of TMDs create the transport channel. NBD structures,
however, display high sequence and structural conservation throughout the ABC
transporter superfamily. NBDs can be structurally subdivided into a large RecAlike subdomain and a small helical subdomain, which is not seen in other (nonABC transporter) ATPases (Fig. 1.1B and C) (Smith et al., 2002). NBDs catalyze
the hydrolysis of ATP to provide transport energy. Free NBDs dimerize in the ATPbound state and crystal structures of NBD dimers in a head-to-tail arrangement
revealed many conserved motifs, consistent with full transporter structures (Aller
et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2003; Dawson and Locher, 2007; Hollenstein et al., 2007;
Kadaba et al., 2008; Locher et al., 2002; Pakotiprapha et al., 2008; Pinkett et al.,
2007; Ward et al., 2007). The Walker A (P-loop; GXXGXGK(S/T)) and B (hhhhDE;
where h represents any hydrophobic residue) motifs, both located in the RecA-like
subdomain, are responsible for binding Mg2+-ATP and coordinating the hydrolytic
water (Smith et al., 2002; Walker et al., 1982). These motifs form the ATP binding
pockets at the dimer interface, together with the LSGGQ signature motif (C-loop)
located on the helical domain of the opposite subunit (Loo et al., 2002). The
signature motif is used to identify ABC transporters. Binding of ATP to the exposed
3

catalytic site promotes rotation of the helical domain in the dimer to a closed,
ATPase-proficient conformation. The catalytic glutamic acid, located upstream of
Walker B in the D-loop, forms a dyad with the conserved His of the H-loop (also
known as the switch motif) (Jones and George, 2012; Zaitseva et al., 2005).
Substitution of this glutamic acid with glutamine renders the NBD deficient for
ATPase activity and this has been exploited for the crystallization of transporters
in ATP-bound states. The Q loop joins the RecA-like subdomain to the helical
subdomain and contains a conserved glutamine which coordinates the attacking
water (Hopfner et al., 2000; Yuan et al., 2001). Due to its high flexibility, and its
contact with the TMDs, the Q loop is also suspected to couple hydrolysis to
transport (Locher et al., 2002).
Some NBD subunits contain additional regulatory domains (Fig. 1.2A). For
example ModAB2C2, a molybdenum transporter from Archaeoglobus fulgidus
contains an intracellular tungstate binding site involved in trans-inhibition
(Hollenstein et al., 2007). Substrate binding to its NBD C-terminal domain locks
the transporter in an ATPase-deficient conformation to impair both ModA/substrate
binding and transport when the intracellular levels are already sufficient. This
feature is conserved in the Escherichia coli methionine importer, MetNI, where high
levels of intracellular methionine inhibit import (Kadner, 1975). As well, the MalK
subunit of the maltose importer contains a C-terminal regulatory domain (Chen et
al., 2003). Two proteins act competitively to modulate the maltose transporter
function. Unphosphorylated enzyme IIAglc suppresses transport by binding to the
NBD-regulatory domain interfaces to impair domain closure (Boos and Shuman,
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1998). MalT binds in the absence of intracellular maltose to stimulate maltose
intake.

Figure 1.2 Important examples of bacterial ABC transporters. Importers (A)
and exporters (B) are composed of a pair of TMDs and a pair of NBDs, as well as
additional domains that modulate activity. TMDs are displayed in blue, NBDs red,
C-terminal regulatory domains in green, and additional domains or proteins
(substrate binding proteins, IIAglc) as tan ribbons. The approximate position of the
membrane is indicated. PDB ids: 3TUZ (MetNI), 2ONK (ModAB2C2), 4JBW
(MalFGK2-EIIAglc), 4R9U (BtuCD), 5Tv4 (MsbA), 2HYD (Sav1866).

5

The overall transport mechanism is conserved among classical ABC
importers and exporters in bacteria, although structural differences necessitate
distinct intermediate steps. ABC transporters act through an alternating access
and release switch mechanism, with some notable exeptions, similar to that
described for facilitative transporters (Jardetzky, 1966). In the accepted alternating
access model, the channel formed by the TMDs switches substrate binding from a
high affinity site on one side of the membrane to a low affinity site on the opposite
side of the membrane (van Veen et al., 2000), consistent with an alternating
access and release model (Fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3 ABC transporter alternating access mechanism. The central
substrate binding pocket between the TMDs alternates accessability between
opposite faces of the membrane. Conformational changes are driven by ATPbinding and hydrolysis by the NBDs.

Analysis of L. lactis OpuA (a glycine betaine (trimethylglycine) importer) in
proteoliposomes demonstrated that two ATP molecules are hydrolyzed for each
6

transported substrate molecule, representing a single transport cycle (Patzlaff et
al., 2003). Although this is the most widely accepted value, there is much variation
in the literature, with stoichiometries ranging from 1-50 molecules of ATP
hydrolyzed for each transported substrate molecule (Ambudkar et al., 1997;
Bishop et al., 1989; Davidson and Nikaido, 1990; Eytan et al., 1996; Liu et al.,
1997; Mimmack et al., 1989; Muir et al., 1985; Sauna and Ambudkar, 2000;
Shapiro and Ling, 1995, 1998). This variation in ATP requirements likely reflects
limitations in the experimental methodologies employed and the high basal rate of
ATP turnover seen in reconstituted proteoliposomes in the absence of substrate.
As such, a turnover stoichiometry of 1-2 molecules of hydrolyzed ATP/ transported
substrate is expected, depending on whether one or two substrate molecules are
transported per cycle. Though the latter is favoured in current models, it is not clear
whether hydrolysis is concerted, i.e. both ATPs are hydrolyzed simultaneously, or
by sequential action involving both NBDs. In this case, ATP hydrolysis would occur
at two distinct steps in the cycle, to open and then close the channel, as observed
in some eukaryotic transporters (Gadsby et al., 1998; Sauna and Ambudkar,
2000). This ongoing controversy is not considered in the mechanisms described
below, but intermediate steps may need to be considered before the mechanisms
can be considered fully understood.
1.1.2 ABC importers
Importers are typically classified as type I or type II based on the number
and arrangement of TMHs in the TMDs, as revealed by crystal structures. The
crystal structures of these ABC transporters illustrate their transport mechanisms
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(Fig. 1.2). The type I importers, including the maltose (MalFGK2), methionine
(MetNI) and molybdate (ModAB2C2) importers, contain TMDs with 6 or 8 TMHs
which intertwine (Gerber et al., 2008; Hollenstein et al., 2007; Kadaba et al., 2008;
Khare et al., 2009; Oldham and Chen, 2011; Oldham et al., 2007). In comparison,
the type II importers, exemplified by the vitamin B12 importer (BtuCD) (Locher et
al., 2002), are composed of 10 TMHs organized in separate bundles, and this
architecture can accommodate larger substrates. Importers commonly require a
large excess of a dedicated periplasmic substrate binding protein (SBP) in order
to deliver substrate to their translocation channels (Heide and Poolman, 2002).
The SBPs are frequently lipoproteins to ensure their linkage to the membrane but
some extend off the C-terminus of the TMDs, while others remain soluble.
A model mechanism for import is supported by crystal structures displaying
TMDs in either inward or outward orientations (Fig. 1.2). In the absence of
substrate, TMDs are in an inward facing conformation, with the NBD binding
pockets open (Khare et al., 2009). The process is initiated by interaction of
substrate-bound SBP with external loops of the TMDs, inducing rotation of the
TMDs. This induces ATP-binding by the NBDs and formation of a closed dimer.
NBDs interact intimately with TMD cytoplasmic L-loops and coordinate NBD dimer
formation with TMD concerted rigid-body movements, wherein the TMDs open to
the periplasm and can accept substrate from the SBP into the transporter lumen
(Oldham et al., 2007). ATP-hydrolysis shifts the transporter back to the inwardfacing resting state where substrate is released into the cytosol and the transporter
is ready for the next cycle. The dynamic changes induced in the transmembrane
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channel that are suggested by the crystal structures were corroborated by electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (Hvorup et al., 2007). In type II importers,
additional intermediate states have been observed, but the overall process is
similar (Korkhov et al., 2012, 2014; Locher et al., 2002).
1.1.3 ABC exporters
The lipopolysaccharide (LPS) exporter MsbA is among the earliest and
most extensively studied ABC exporters and a wealth of structural and biochemical
data are available for this protein (Doerrler and Raetz, 2002; Eckford and Sharom,
2008; King and Sharom, 2011; Reuter et al., 2003; Whitfield and Trent, 2014).
MsbA is essential for viability in E. coli due to the structural requirement of LPS in
its outer membrane outer leaflet. Structures of MsbA in both its native and ATPbound forms have been elucidated using cryoelectron microscopy and X-ray
crystallography, which offer broad insights into the alternating access transport
mechanism (Mi et al., 2017; Moeller et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2007). Fully functional
MsbA is a dimer of identical half-transporters. The exporter NBDs share most
structural architecture with importer counterparts but the X-loop (TEVGERV) is
confined to exporters and interacts with coupling helices from each TMD to exert
structural changes in the complex (Dawson and Locher, 2007). The TMDs contain
intra-cytoplasmic loops (ICLs), extending much further into the cytoplasm than
those in importers, to form the coupling interface with the NBD X-loops. This allows
coupling of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis to the mechanical energy associated
with translocation (Dawson and Locher, 2006). The TMD from the opposite subunit
is responsible for the majority of the interaction interface between the domains.
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Structural data was obtained for MsbA in inward- and outward-open states,
supporting an alternating access mechanism. The inward-facing MsbA crystals,
obtained in the absence of nucleotide substrates, have large separations between
the NBDs that are not expected to be physiologically relevant. Indeed, exporters
operate when the NBDs are held in proximity by engineered dicysteine crosslinks
(Jones and George, 2015; Loo et al., 2010). As NBDs likely rapidly cycle between
ATP- and ADP-bound states, completely unbound MsbA may only occur on such
short time scales during nucleotide exchange that the inward ‘open’ conformation
is never achieved. As such, the NBD separation in the inward state is likely less
dramatic. This is supported by the recent cryo-electron microscopy generated
model of MsbA in lipid nanodiscs (Mi et al., 2017), where distances between
Walker A and signature sequence in NBDs are substantially smaller than in
nucleotide-free and nucleotide-bound crystal structures. Substrate-binding within
a cavity formed between the two TMDs could be observed in the inward-facing
conformation (nucleotide free).
When crystallized with nucleotides, the TMDs are outward-facing (Fig. 1.2)
(Dawson and Locher, 2006; Mi et al., 2017; Ward et al., 2007). Following substratebinding by the TMDs, the binding of a molecule of ATP to each NBD stimulates the
formation of the NBD sandwich (closed) dimer, bringing associated TMD loops
closer together, and switching the TMDs to an outward facing orientation, releasing
the transported molecule to the periplasm (Dawson and Locher, 2006, 2007).
Finally, ATP hydrolysis promotes return to the resting state. Orthovanadate was
used to trap the MsbA post ATP-hydrolysis, ADP-bound state, prior to -phosphate
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release. This revealed a novel intermediate state, representing post LPS flipping
and release. The TM helices are completely perpendicular to the membrane and
the central binding pocket is closed off to both the cytoplasm and periplasm.
1.2 Major bacterial cell surface glycans
Bacterial cell envelopes almost always possess carbohydrate polymers
anchored to the outer surface in the form of complex glycoconjugates.
Glycoconjugates

are

proteins

or

lipids

modified

with

carbohydrates

(monosaccharides, oligosaccharides or polysaccharides), and these molecules
fulfill myriad roles related to microbial cell biology and virulence, including
mediating contact with other cells and surfaces in their immediate external
environment. They are often essential for the viability and pathogenicity of bacteria.
Biosynthesis of glycoconjugates, carried out by glycosyltransferases (GTs), occurs
in the cytoplasm due to the requirement of most GTs for activated nucleotide-sugar
donors. As a result, a dedicated export system is needed to deliver the completed
glycan, or assembled intermediates, to the external face of the cell. ABC
transporters play a critical role in the export of many cell surface polysaccharides.
Glycoconjugates can be subdivided based on physical and chemical properties
(Table 1.1). Major examples include capsular polysaccharides (CPS) (reviewed in
(Whitfield, 2006)), teichoic (or teichuronic) acids (reviewed in (Weidenmaier and
Peschel,

2008)),

lipopolysaccharides

(LPS)

which

contain

O-antigenic

polysaccharides (O-PS) (reviewed in (Raetz and Whitfield, 2002)), and N- and Olinked glycoproteins (reviewed in (Eichler and Koomey, 2017; Schäffer and
Messner, 2017)).
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Table 1.1 Examples of glycoconjugates assembled using ABC-transporter
dependent mechanisms. Glycose representations conform to standard symbol
nomenclature for glycans.

The high-resolution crystal structure of Campylobacter jejuni PglK, along
with complementary biochemical data offers an elegant model for ABC transportermediated glycan export (Fig. 1.4A) (Perez et al., 2015). The PglK substrate is a
lipid-linked heptasaccharide. The lipid, undecaprenol-diphosphate (Und-PP), is a
55-carbon polyisoprenoid common to glycan synthesis in bacteria. Although, 3dimensional models feature PglK in inward (apo) or outward facing (nucleotide12

bound) conformations, it is proposed that the inward-facing orientation is an
artefact of protein solubilization in detergent and the outward facing orientation is
maintained throughout the entire export process. In the ‘outward-only’ mechanism
(reviewed in (Locher, 2016)), the lipid component of the Und-PP-glycan remains
within the lipid bilayer, associated with the outside of the TMDs (Fig. 1.4B). This is
mediated by an essential external helix located on each TMD in an inter-TMH loop
region that creates a hydrophobic groove and anchors the lipid in place. The
pyrophosphate head group is critical for the flipping process, as it is
electrostatically attracted into the PglK lumen characterized by the presence of
several arginine residues, and onward to the periplasm. This is a substantial
divergence from the alternating-access mechanism described previously. The
MsbA and PglK examples offer insight into ABC transporter-mediated glycan
export but do not reflect the full structural and mechanistic diversity of glyco-ABC
transporters.
1.2.1 LPS
LPS forms the lipid portion of the Gram-negative outer membrane outerleaflet and is important for viability and pathogenicity (Whitfield and Trent, 2014).
LPS has a tripartite structure (Fig. 1.5A), consisting of the outer membrane
embedded component, lipid A, a core oligosaccharide, and a structurally variable
and immunogenic sugar polymer (O-PS) (Raetz and Whitfield, 2002). O-PS
consists of several identical copies of a short oligosaccharide, termed the repeat
unit. Following cell lysis within the host, excessive quantities of liberated lipid A,
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Figure 1.4 Structure and mechanism of C. jejuni PglK, a glycan ABC
exporter. Crystal structure of PglK (PDB id 5C73) (A). Lipid-anchoring helices
are indicated in red. The approximate position of the membrane is indicated.
PglK undergoes an outward-only mechanism to flip an Und-PPheptasaccharide substrate (B).
often referred to as endotoxin, can lead to potentially lethal septic shock by
activation of Toll-like receptor 4 and myeloid differentiation protein 2 (reviewed in
(Molinaro et al., 2015)). In human pathogens, O-PS is among the first molecules
encountered by the host and it helps defend the bacterium from immune processes
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such as the complement system (Goebel et al., 2008; Joiner, 1988; Lerouge and
Vanderleyden, 2002; Mäkelä et al., 1988; Pluschke et al., 1983). For resistance to
serum killing, the length of the O-PS is a critical factor in promoting a successful
defense, with longer O-PS providing a more effective barrier (Burns and Hull, 1998;
Grossman et al., 1987). O-PSs are normally assembled with a range of chain
lengths close to a target (modal) value; this is termed the modal distribution
(Goldman and Hunt, 1990; Whitfield et al., 1997). Loss of O-PS chain-length
regulation results in loss of serum resistance and susceptibility to leukocytes in
some Gram negative bacteria (Burns and Hull, 1998).

Figure 1.5 LPS structure. Schematic representation of an LPS molecule featuring
the three covalently linked regions (A). The archetypal lipid A from E. coli K-12 is
a hexa- -hydroxyacyl 1,4′-bis-phospho 1,6-diglucosamine (B).
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Significant progress has been made in establishing the precise structures
and modes of assembly of O-PSs in some genera. As an example, in E. coli there
are more than 180 chemically and serotypically distinct O-PS, and the structures,
genes and biosynthetic enzymes have been catalogued (Iguchi et al., 2014;
Lundborg et al., 2009; Rojas-Macias et al., 2015; Stenutz et al., 2006). Diversity in
glycoconjugate structures results from recombination events within genetic loci
responsible for the synthesis of polysaccharides to generate a new structure and
by acquisition of unlinked genes whose products modify existing structures
(Bogomolnaya et al., 2008; Cunneen and Reeves, 2007; Davies et al., 2013; Kintz
et al., 2017; Wang and Reeves, 2000). Seroconversion can help pathogens
enhance host colonization by resisting phage infection and detection by the
acquired immune system.
1.2.2 An overview of LPS biosynthesis
LPS biosynthesis occurs via two separate biosynthetic pathways that
converge in the periplasm. Lipid A is assembled at the cytosol-inner membrane
interface by action of the Raetz pathway Lpx enzymes (reviewed in (Whitfield and
Trent, 2014)). This pathway is highly conserved in Gram negatives and is almost
always essential for viability. The first committed step is acylation of UDP-GlcNAc
by LpxC, which has no close homologues in humans, making it an attractive target
for antimicrobial drug development (Ding et al., 2018). The overall process results
in the production of a 2,2′,3,3′--hydroxyacyl (with additional -hydroxyacyl chains
added to 2′- and 3′-acyl chains), 1,4′ bis-phosphorylated 1,6-diglucosamine (Fig.
1.5B). The hexaacyl derivative is the minimal LPS structure required for viability in
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E. coli (Mamat et al., 2008; Meredith et al., 2006). However, a diverse consortium
of lipid A structures have been defined, varying in terms of the number and identity
of acyl chains added, depending on the species being examined (Molinaro et al.,
2015). These differences can have profound effects on immune recognition of lipid
A, leading to an exacerbated response (Di Lorenzo et al., 2015), or inhibition of
immune recognition processes (Molinaro et al., 2015). Some bacteria also possess
further environmentally-regulated modifications of lipid A, such as addition of
phosphoethanolamine and 4-amino-4-deoxy-L-arabinose groups and these occur
after export to the periplasm (Needham and Trent, 2013). These processes are
important for creating LPS species that protect bacteria from cationic-antimicrobial
peptide-mediated

killing

by

masking

negative

charges

and

modulating

immunostimulatory properties (Burns and Hull, 1999).
The LPS core region is divided into two structurally and functionally distinct
domains (Heinrichs et al., 1998a; Raetz and Whitfield, 2002) (Fig. 1.6). The inner
core is largely composed of ʟ-glycero-ᴅ-mannoheptose (Hep) and 3-deoxy-ᴅmanno-oct-2-ulosonic acid (Kdo) residues and is assembled sequentially on the
lipid A acceptor by GTs. The first two sugars of the inner core (Kdo residues) are
added to the nonreducing terminus of the diglucosamine before lipid A completion.
The conservation of the inner core likely corresponds to its necessity in maintaining
outer membrane structure. Indeed, the negative charges on constitutive phosphate
groups in E. coli and Salmonella enterica are believed to bind divalent cations to
form cross bridges between adjacent LPS molecules, and between LPS and
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Figure 1.6 Representative core oligosaccharides. The inner core is primarily
composed of heptoses and negative moieties while the outer core consists mostly
of hexoses.
protein molecules, to stabilize the outer membrane (Raetz and Whitfield, 2002). In
contrast, there are no phosphate residues in the core oligosaccharide of Klebsiella
pneumoniae and carboxylate groups of galacturonic acid residues are thought to
play an equivalent role (Frirdich et al., 2005). The outer core shows more structural
diversity both within and between species. For example, there are five core
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structures identified from E. coli isolates, designated R1-R4 and K-12 (Heinrichs
et al., 1998a) and two in K. pneumoniae isolates (Regué et al., 2005; Vinogradov
et al., 2002). The variability of the core structures is primarily due to the differences
in the outer core region and result from the specific group of sugar nucleotidedependent GTs encoded within the waa* locus. Non-stoichiometric core
modifications by phosphate, phosphoethanolamine or phosphocholine additions
may account for a wider degree of variation in some species (Frirdich and
Whitfield, 2005).
The model ABC transporter MsbA flips lipid A-core through the inner
membrane and this protein is absolutely required in E. coli (Fig. 1.7) (Doerrler and
Raetz, 2002; Eckford and Sharom, 2008; Karow and Georgopoulos, 1993; Polissi
and Georgopoulos, 1996; Trent et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 1998). Under normal
circumstances, the minimal LPS structure for viability of E. coli is hexa-acyl lipid A
and this is imposed by the specificity of MsbA (Doerrler and Raetz, 2002). In
mutants making only tetra-acyl precursors, cell growth requires compensatory
mutations in MsbA or in other cellular proteins with no assigned function (Mamat
et al., 2008; Whitfield and Trent, 2014).
As described previously, MsbA operates by an alternating access
mechanism. A cryo-electron microscopy-generated model revealed an inwardopen conformation with a single lipid A bound deep within the cleft formed by the
two TMDs (Fig. 1.8) (Mi et al., 2017). Interestingly, the acyl chains interact with a
hydrophobic pocket within the TMD cavity, reaching as deep as the membrane
outer leaflet, and the glycan remains solvent exposed up to the point of flipping. A
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Figure 1.7 LPS assembly and transport. Assembly of lipid A-core is carried out
by the Raetz pathway Lpx enzymes and Waa GTs. Lipid A-core is flipped through
the inner membrane by MsbA. The Lpt complex delivers LPS to the cell surface.
ring of hydrophilic and electropositive sidechains surrounds the disaccharide
phosphate groups to improve affinity. Switching to an outward facing state may
drive flipping of the lipid by exposing the hydrophobic acyl chains to the hydrophilic
periplasmic space.
Biosynthesis of LPS is completed by the transfer of fully assembled O-PS
to the nascent lipid A-core oligosaccharide acceptor on the periplasmic face of the
inner membrane. O-PS is assembled as a lipid-linked intermediate in a separate
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Figure 1.8 LPS-binding by inward-facing MsbA. The nucleotide-free, LPSbound state of MsbA was resolved using cryo-electron microscopy (A; PDB id
5TV4). MsbA contains deep a hydrophobic pocket which binds to LPS acyl chains
(B). The approximate position of the membrane is indicated. Figure adapted from
(Mi et al., 2017).

process, described below. The membrane-embedded enzyme WaaL has been
implicated as the O-PS ligase (Schnaitman and Klena, 1993). WaaL enzymes
show a high degree of substrate specificity for the core oligosaccharide acceptor.
The structural requirements extend beyond the accepting monosaccharide to
additional proximal residues (Heinrichs et al., 1998b). In comparison to acceptor
specificity, WaaL O-PS donor specificity is quite relaxed. Indeed, WaaL can ligate
polysaccharides with structural differences in the reducing terminal sugar and
repeating units, (Abeyrathne et al., 2005; Grabowicz et al., 2014; Meredith et al.,
2007). Donor substrate flexibility is shared by related enzymes involved in O-linked
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glycan transfer (Faridmoayer et al., 2008). As such, E. coli K-12 strains (encoding
native K-12 waaL) have been used routinely for the recombinant expression of
various structurally diverse O-PS which are efficiently ligated to lipid A-core to
complete LPS synthesis (eg. (Bronner et al., 1994)).
Once fully assembled, LPS is translocated to the outer leaflet of the outer
membrane by the seven-member Lipopolysaccharide transport (Lpt) complex (Fig.
1.8) (reviewed in (May et al., 2015; Okuda et al., 2016; Sperandeo et al., 2017)).
The outer membrane and inner membrane components are linked by an LptA
bridge spanning the periplasm (Sherman et al., 2018). LptA is a periplasmic protein
composed of a -jelly roll fold containing a hydrophobic LPS-binding pocket (Fig.
1.9B) (Suits et al., 2008). LptA oligomerizes in a head-to-tail fashion at the edges
of -sheets to span the periplasmic space (Fig. 1.9A) (Santambrogio et al., 2013).
The inner membrane protein LptC, and outer membrane protein, LptD, each
contain homologous -jelly roll domains which integrate into the poles of the LptA
oligomers to anchor the LptA bridge to each membrane (Fig. 1.9D and E)
(Freinkman et al., 2012; Schultz et al., 2017; Sestito et al., 2014; Tran et al., 2017).
This bridge, consisting of an unresolved number of LptA monomers, contains a
continuous hydrophobic groove on which LPS can traverse the periplasm.
Entry of LPS onto the bridge is controlled by the inner membrane complex,
consisting of the ABC transporter LptB2FG which physically interacts with LptC
(Luo et al., 2017; Narita, 2011). It has been proposed that structural changes in
LptFG, driven by ATP hydrolysis by LptB, facilitates extraction of LPS from the
inner membrane and transfer to the transperiplasmic bridge (Okuda et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.9 Crystal structures of Lpt components. LptA monomer contains a
deep hydrophobic cleft which bind LPS acyl chains (A). LptA oligomerizes in a
head-to-tail arrangement to form fibres (B). LptB2FG is an ABC transporter that
couples ATP-binding and hydrolysis to LPS extraction from the membrane using
an outward-only mechanism (C). LptC periplasmic domain contains a similar fold
to LptA and can bind LPS (D). LptD (orange) and LptE (red) form the outer
membrane complex (E). LptD-N binds LptA and LPS and LptD-C forms a -barrel
outer membrane pore for LPS extrusion to the surface. LptE resides within the
barrel to guide LPS and prevent periplasmic leakage.

Recent crystal structures of LptB2FG revealed an outward-facing conformation in
the absence of nucleotide (Dong et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2017). In the proposed
mechanism, LPS enters the periplasm-exposed hydrophobic pocket formed
between the six-helix TMDs of LptF and LptG by lateral diffusion within the
membrane. Transduced though cytosolic coupling helices, ATP hydrolysis by the
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LptB dimer may induce a further separation of LptF and LptG periplasmic domains,
facilitating abstraction of LPS from the membrane and onto a transenvelope
protein ‘bridge’ using an ‘outward-only’ mechanism. Both LptF and LptG contain
large periplasmic -jelly roll domains which could interact with other members of
the Lpt complex or play direct roles in LPS extraction (Fig. 1.9C). It should be noted
that the asymmetry of the complex implies that LptF and LptG play distinct roles in
the process.
Subsequent rounds of LPS extraction by LptB2FG pushes the preceding
molecules along the bridge toward the outer membrane in a continual stream. The
LptD C-terminal domain forms a -barrel that facilitates extrusion of LPS directly
through the membrane from the periplasmic bridge (Fig. 1.9E) (Gu et al., 2015;
Qiao et al., 2014). The outer membrane lipoprotein, LptE, is essential for proper
folding of LptD and inserts into the LptD lumen. Within the lumen it may play dual
roles in acting as a plug to prevent leakage of periplasmic material as well as
helping guide LPS through the barrel.
1.3 O-PS assembly systems
Three biosynthetic mechanisms for O-PS assembly and transport have
been established and the general strategies are conserved in the biosynthesis of
other bacterial glycans. The three known pathways are the Wzx/Wzy-dependent
pathway (reviewed in (Islam et al., 2011), the synthase-dependent pathway
(Keenleyside and Whitfield, 1996), and the ABC transporter-dependent pathway
(Greenfield and Whitfield, 2012; Liston et al., 2017). The only known example of
an O-PS produced using the synthase-dependent pathway arises from S. enterica
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serovar Boreze O54 (Keenleyside and Whitfield, 1996). E. coli cellulose synthase
provides a prototype for synthase-dependent biosynthetic processes (reviewed in
(Low and Howell, 2018)). The other two pathways are widely distributed. The key
features are described below, with the ABC transporter-dependent pathway
forming the subject of this thesis research. Although the two main O-PS synthesis
systems share some common features, they differ substantially in the modes of OPS polymerization and export across the inner membrane.
O-PS assembly relies on the critical involvement of a 55-carbon
polyisoprene carrier lipid (undecaprenol phosphate; Und-P), which is embedded in
the inner membrane (Wright et al., 1965, 1967). The Und-PP-linked OP-S serves
as an activated donor for downstream ligation reactions. The initiating reaction
occurs by a membrane embedded phosphoglycosyltransferase (PGT) which adds
a sugar-1-phosphate to Und-P as the first committed step in glycan synthesis
(reviewed in (Lukose et al., 2017)). Bacterial PGTs are responsible for the initiation
of lipid-linked polysaccharides and peptidoglycan subunits and these enzymes can
fall into two categories on the basis of sequence and structural features.
In E. coli, WecA is the PGT responsible for O-PS initiation by transferring
GlcNAc-1-P to Und-P. The E. coli wecA gene is not found within the O-PS
biosynthetic gene cluster, and WecA initiates the assembly of other E. coli glycans
(Meier-Dieter et al., 1992; Rick et al., 1994; Rush et al., 1997). Orthologous
enzymes are found within most Enterobacteriaceae where WecA is involved in
initiating all three varieties of conserved O-PS synthesis systems (Clarke et al.,
1995; Keenleyside and Whitfield, 1996; Raetz and Whitfield, 2002). Aquifex
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aeolicus MraY is the only bacterial PGT with an entirely resolved 3-dimensional
structure, and contains a similar 11 TMH membrane topology to WecA (Chung et
al., 2013; Lehrer et al., 2007). The active site is formed by inter-TMH loops that
extend into the cytosol. A second model PGT is WbaP from S. enterica, which
catalyzes the transfer of Gal-1-P to Und-P. A C-terminal soluble domain contains
the active site (Patel et al., 2012). A WbaP homologue from C. jejuni involved in
N-linked glycan synthesis (PglC) has a catalytic domain with high sequence
similarity to WbaP. Unlike most WbaP homologues which transfer hexose-1-P,
PglC transfers the diamino sugar N,N′-diacetylbacillosamine (diNAcBAc)-1-P.
1.3.1 Wzx/Wzy-dependent system
The Wzx/Wzy-dependent O-PS assembly system is characterized by the
generation of Und-PP-linked O-repeat units, which are flipped to the periplasm
where they are polymerized in an en bloc manner to a complete polymer (reviewed
in (Islam and Lam, 2014)). This is the predominant strategy for O-PS production
by E. coli (including K-12). K-12 strains are the most common E. coli molecular
biology laboratory strains. These strains do not produce their own O-PS due to an
insertion mutation in the gene for the rhamnosyltransferase, wbbL (Fig. 1.10A) (Liu
and Reeves, 1994). When complemented with a functional wbbL, K-12 strains
produce the O16 polysaccharide (Fig. 1.10B) (Stevenson et al., 1994), using a
Wzx/Wzy-dependent mechanism (Fig. 1.10C). This system exemplifies Wzx/Wzysystems as well as important O-PS modifications (described below; Fig. 1.10D),
and O16 biosynthesis is relevant for experiments described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.10 The E. coli O16 assembly system is an example of Wzx/Wzydependent O-PS synthesis. The wb* gene cluster (A) encodes the requisite
machinery for O16 (B) synthesis. Individual O units are assembled and flipped to
the periplasm by Wzx where they are polymerized by Wzy into a full length glycan
(C). WaaL ligates O-PS to lipid A-core. Side-chain addition is carried out by the
GtrABC system (D), encoded for outside the wb* cluster. Crystal structure of small
drug exporter, EmrE (E; PDB id 3B62). The flippase, GtrA, belongs to the same
protein family as EmrE and is expected to have a similar structure and mechanism.
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In

the

Wzx/Wzy-dependent

pathway,

individual

oligosaccharides

constituting a single O-PS repeating unit (O unit) of ~3-8 sugars, are built at the
cytoplasmic face of the inner membrane on Und-PP by the coordinated activity of
a series of serotype-specific GTs to the non-reducing terminus (Fig. 1.4C). O units
are

flipped

through

the

bilayer

by

the

Multidrug/Oligosaccharidyl-

lipid/Polysaccharide (MOP)-superfamily transporter, Wzx (Liu et al., 1996; Rick et
al., 2003). On the periplasmic face of the inner membrane, O units are assembled
into the complete O-PS by Wzy which can be regulated by Wzz.
The proposed mechanism of Wzx is best illuminated by the structure of the
putative lipid-linked peptidoglycan subunit (lipid II) flippase and MOP-superfamily
member, MurJ (Fig. 1.11). Its structure has been resolved in an inward-open
orientation (Kuk et al., 2017) and, has been demonstrated using crosslinking
experiments to adopt both inward- and outward-facing conformations (Kumar et
al., 2019). Along with structures of other MOP drug-exporters in an outward-facing
orientation (He et al., 2010; Mousa et al., 2016), this provides strong evidence for
an alternating-access transport mechanism. In an alternating access mechanism,
exposure of a central substrate binding-site alternates between accessibility
towards each side of the membrane. A lipid-linked O unit binds when the internal
cavity is exposed to the cytosol. Substrate binding to the internally exposed central
cavity initiates reorientation of the transporter to an outward facing state, and
release of the O-unit on the opposite side of the membrane. Wzx has a cationic
lumen that supports antiport of protons, derived from the proton-gradient
generated during respiration (Islam et al., 2012; Marino et al., 1991). This is
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consistent with observations of related drug exporters which rely on Na+ or H+
antiport (He et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2013b, 2013a; Tanaka et al., 2013).

Figure 1.11 Crystal structure of peptidoglycan lipid II exporter MurJ in an
inward-facing conformation. MurJ (PDB id 5T77) operates in an alternatingaccess manner, independent of ATP-binding and hydrolysis. The approximate
position of the membrane is indicated.

The substrate specificity of Wzx variants varies between serotypes and
species. Wzx from various S. enterica strains are highly specific and can only flip
native O units. However, in some cases Wzx cannot discriminate between O units
differing only in the identity of the reducing terminal or side-branch sugar residue
(Hong and Reeves, 2014; Hong et al., 2012). Wzx from Pseudomonas and
Yersiniae may have less specificity, based on comparison of wzx sequences from
different serovars (Hong et al., 2017; Islam and Lam, 2014). It is plausible that Wzx
specificity offers a checkpoint to ensure that only fully assembled O units are
transported to the site of chain elongation.
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Once available in the periplasm, O units are polymerized in an en blocassembly process by the polymerizing GT, Wzy (Collins and Hackett, 1991;
Weiner et al., 1965; Wright et al., 1965). Growth of the glycan chain occurs by
incorporating Und-PP-linked O units at the reducing terminus of the growing UndPP-linked polymer (Robbins et al., 1967). Wzy homologues can catalyze inverting
or retaining reactions, depending on the serotype, at various positions of the
acceptor sugar unit. In the absence of structural models, precise details of the
reaction mechanisms remain elusive. Topological investigations into the retaining
Wzy from P. aeruginosa PAO1 revealed two large periplasmic loops (Islam et al.,
2010). Each loop contains arginine residues essential for polymerization (Islam et
al., 2011). In the authors’ proposed ‘catch-and-release’ model, one loop is required
to recruit single O units, while the other (retaining) loop holds the Und-PP-linked
intermediate. The leaving group Und-PP is released and then the Und-PP-linked
polymer is recaptured by the ‘retaining loop’ as new O units are incorporated into
the chain. This mechanism may be shared by Wzy homologues catalyzing
inverting reactions, as they share similar profiles in hydropathy plots, suggesting
that the periplasmic loops are conserved.
The fine details of Wzy O unit specificity have yet to be fully elucidated. Wzy
proteins can tolerate modest structural variability in the structure of the O unit. For
example, among S. enterica O units with identical trisaccharide main chains but
differing in the identity of the sidebranch, Wzy could support chain polymerization
(Nurminen et al., 1971). As well, P. aeruginosa wzy genes are identical in strains
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producing trisaccharide O units differing in the identity of the non-reducing terminal
sugar (eg. D-Man vs L-gulose) (Islam and Lam, 2014).
The modal distribution of O-PS chain lengths is conferred by Wzz. Although
several structural studies have been undertaken, molecular details of the chainlength control mechanism remain elusive. A cryo electron microscopy structure of
the full length S. enterica Wzz in liposomes revealed a dodecameric, cylindrical
arrangement (Collins et al., 2017). Purification of Wzz periplasmic domains from
various species as soluble complexes revealed smaller oligomers of variable
stoichiometry (trimer to octamer) (Kalynych et al., 2012; Larue et al., 2009; Tocilj
et al., 2008). Embedded within the membrane by N- and C-terminal helices on
each subunit, the bell-shaped dodecamer extends 10 nm into the periplasm.
Cross-linking experiments support the hypothesis that Wzz and Wzy form a
heterocomplex (Nath and Morona, 2015), and their functions, possibly along with
WaaL, are tightly coupled. Several models have been proposed to describe chainlength control. These rely on an association between Wzz and O-PS. In a
‘molecular ruler’ model, when the O-PS reaches a specific length, Wzz
mechanically signals to Wzy to halt elongation (Kintz and Goldberg, 2011).
Conversely, in a ‘molecular stopwatch’ mechanism, disassembly of the Wzy-Wzz
complex would disassociate O-PS from Wzy (Bastin et al., 1993). The affinity of
Wzy for Wzz would influence the duration of O-PS polymerization, and therefore
the length of the polymer.
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1.3.2 O-PS modifications
Some O-PS are modified following assembly and transport by systems
encoded outside the wb* gene cluster. Prevalent examples include glycosylation,
acetylation, phosphorylation and inversion of the inter-O unit glycosidic linkage
(Knirel et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2013). However, only O-PS glycosylation will be
addressed here as this topic is important for experiments described in Chapter 3.
O-PS glycosylation consists of modifying the native polysaccharide
repeating unit with side-branch monosaccharides. This modification has been
studied extensively in the context of seroconverting bacteriophages from S.
enterica (34 and P22), where it was originally described (Lüderitz et al., 1966;
Robbins and Uchida, 1962), and Shigella flexneri (Sf phages) (Knirel et al., 2015),
which serve as model systems. As well, a cryptic prophage (KplE1) in the E. coli
K-12 genome encodes genes responsible for the glycosylation pathway (Panis et
al., 2007) and is responsible for the Glc sidechain addition to GlcNAc during O16
biosynthesis (Fig. 1.10D). O-PS seroconversion by lysogenic bacteriophages is
the outcome of processes evolved to prevent subsequent infection by related
phages that exploit the same O-PS as a receptor. In addition, seroconversion may
potentially protect the bacterium from a pre-existing immune response against the
unmodified O-PS. Glucosylation of S. flexneri O-PS was found to alter the
biophysical properties of the glycan, which adopted a condensed and helical,
rather than extended and linear, conformation (West et al., 2005). As a
consequence, this increased S. flexneri virulence by improving exposure of the
type-three secretion system apparatus to the host cell.
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Phage-mediated O-PS glycosylation occurs in the periplasm, potentially to
bypass any requirement for recognition of the modified substrate by Wzx. Three
proteins are required for periplasmic glycosylation (Allison and Verma, 2000; Huan
et al., 1997; Mavris et al., 1997). Similar three-component systems modify diverse
glycoconjugates from Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and key features
are conserved (eg. S. enterica lipid A amino-arabinosylation (Needham and Trent,
2013)). The extracytoplasmic location of the glucosylation reaction dictates the use
of activated direct donors other than sugar nucleotides. In the current glucosylation
model, the first enzyme, GtrB, acts at the cytoplasmic face of the inner membrane.
GtrB is related to dolichol phosphate mannose synthase 1 enzymes and is
predicted to catalyze the transfer of Glc from UDP--ᴅ-Glc to Und-P to create
Und-P--ᴅ-Glc, the direct donor for O-PS modification (Guan et al., 1999; Uchida
et al., 1965). The reaction therefore exploits the same 55-carbon undecaprenyl
lipid used in synthesis of all O-PSs. However, the glucosylation modification
reaction is distinguished from O-PS assembly pathways by utilizing Und-P-linked
intermediates (not substrates for Wzy and WaaL enzymes) instead of Und-PPlinked intermediates. A dedicated transporter, with sequence similarity to the small
drug extrusion protein EmrE (Fig. 1.10E) (Yan et al., 2007), then ‘flips’ the lipid
intermediate to the periplasm. GtrA is thought to be the cognate Und-P-Glc
flippase, although its biochemical activity has not been directly confirmed. The
predicted GtrA and GtrB proteins from different serotypes are highly conserved
and functionally interchangeable. GtrC (or Gtr* in S. flexneri, where the asterisk is
replaced by the serotype of the lysogen) is the serotype-specific GT responsible
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for the final Glc transfer. In contrast to GtrA and GtrB, Gtr* enzymes have limited
sequence and structural similarity, reflecting the structural diversity of target
acceptors. GtrC belongs to a family of GTs which do not utilize nucleotide-linked
sugar-donors. As such, they do not operate in the cytosol and can modify glycans
post-transport.
Glucosylation of S. enterica and S. flexneri O-PS occurs in the context of a
Wzx/Wzy-dependent pathway. While initial studies led to the proposal that 34–
mediated glucosylation of completed LPS was possible in Salmonella, (Uchida et
al., 1965), subsequent studies demonstrated modification of Und-PP-linked O-PS
in a LPS core mutant lacking the O-antigen ligation site, indicating that the
modification must occur prior to ligation of the O-PS to lipid A-core (Takeshita and
Mäkelä, 1971). Furthermore, the reducing terminal O-unit in the glycan lacked the
Glc side-chain, implying a post-polymerization modification reaction (Wright,
1971). Consistent with this, the LPS products of Salmonella wzy mutants contain
a single unmodified O unit (Hammerling et al., 1970; Ruden and Makela, 1974)
and, in bacteria producing full-length glucosylated O-PS, the modification is
confined to chains exceeding 6 repeat units in length (Helander et al., 1992). In
contrast, wzy mutants of S. flexneri contained LPS species with a single
glucosylated O-repeat unit (Simmons and Romanowska, 1987) and the
mechanistic explanation for the contradictory phenotypes has not been
investigated. It is conceivable that the post polymerization glucosylation of
Salmonella O-PS reflects substrate-specificity unique to Salmonella enzymes and
it is uncertain whether this property is conserved in all isolates.
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1.3.3 ABC transporter-dependent system
ABC transporters provide a second strategy used in the export of O-PS
(Cuthbertson et al., 2010). In the ABC transporter-dependent system,
polymerization is completed in the cytoplasm and the nascent O-PS is exported
through the membrane by action of an ABC transporter composed of Wzm and
Wzt. In the periplasm, O-PS is ligated to lipid A-core and translocated to the
surface using the same components that process Wzx/Wzy-dependent O-PS. Two
widespread model systems for O-PS have been described: K. pneumoniae O2a
and E. coli O9a.
1.3.4 The K. pneumoniae O2a prototype ABC transporter-dependent system.
The mechanistically simpler ABC transporter-dependent O-PS synthesis
model has been developed from observations of K. pneumoniae O2a synthesis
(Kos et al., 2009). Glycan assembly relies upon three galactosyltransferases (Fig.
1.12) which form a membrane-associated complex (Guan et al., 2001; Kos and
Whitfield, 2010). WecA provides the Und-PP-GlcNAc acceptor for galactan
assembly (Clarke et al., 1995). A single sugar is then contributed by each of WbbN
and WbbO to form an adaptor region (Clarke and Whitfield, unpublished data).
WbbM is a multifunctional enzyme responsible for complete elongation of the
glycan on this short adaptor. Polysaccharide export is obligately coupled to chain
elongation and these processes may occur simultaneously, suggesting the
possibility of an enzyme-transporter complex (Kos et al., 2009). Alternatively, this
observation may be due to overextension of O-PS substrates to lengths which
exceed the maximum size which can be accommodated by the export machinery.
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Observation of the LPS profile by SDS-PAGE reveals a wide distribution of chain
lengths, ranging from O-PS of a couple repeat units to >20 (Whitfield et al., 1997).
This chain-length distribution is dictated by the relative activities of GT enzymes
and the ABC transporter. Overexpressing the ABC transporter through use of an
inducible protomer results in a decrease in average O-PS chain-length, and the
opposite effect is observed when GTs are overexpressed.

Figure 1.12 The K. pneumoniae O2a model ABC transporter-dependent O-PS
assembly system. The wb* gene cluster (A) encodes the requisite machinery for
O2a (B) synthesis. Three galactosyltransferases, WbbMNO, assemble the O-PS
which is flipped through the inner membrane by an ABC transporter, Wzm-Wzt (C).
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1.3.5 The E. coli O9a prototype ABC transporter-dependent system
The prototype provided by E. coli serotype O9a serves as an important
model for the second ABC transporter-dependent O-PS assembly strategy. In
comparison to K. pneumoniae O2a, this system incorporates additional
mechanisms that impose a strict level of control over chain-length, as well as ABC
transporter substrate specificity (Fig. 1.13) and this is the major focus of this thesis
research. Following the addition of the initiating GlcNAc-P to Und-P by WecA, two
membrane-associated GDP-Man-dependent GTs, WbdC and WbdB act
consecutively to assemble an adaptor region of three Man units on Und-PPGlcNAc (Greenfield et al., 2012a). This provides an acceptor for the dual-domain
GT polymerase, WbdA, to extend the glycan with a polymannose repeat unit
structure. WbdA catalyzes formation of alternating pairs of 1-2 and 1-3-linkages
and operates in a distributive (rather that processive) manner, where the nonreducing terminus is released from the enzyme at each step (Greenfield et al.,
2012b; Liston et al., 2015). Conversely, the WbdA homologue from E. coli O8
contains three GT domains, corresponding to the three linkages seen in its
trisaccharide mannan repeating unit (Greenfield et al., 2012b).
The O9 polysaccharide differs from O9a by addition of a single 1-2 Man
residue within the repeat unit. This difference arises from a single amino acid
substitution within WbdA (C55R) that apparently adjusts the mechanism which
controls the number of sugar additions by each domain (Kido and Kobayashi,
2000). A more recent investigation of K. pneumoniae serotype O3 strains
(equivalent to O9 in E. coli) revealed three subtypes consisting of tri- (O3b), tetra37

Figure 1.13 The E. coli O9a model ABC transporter-dependent O-PS
assembly system. The wb* gene cluster (A) encodes the requisite machinery for
O9a (B) synthesis. Steps of O9a assembly (WecA, WbdABCD) and transport
(Wzm-Wzt ABC transporter) (C). WaaL ligates O-PS to core within the periplasm.
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(O3) or penta- (O3a) saccharide repeat units, differing in the number of 1-2
linkages (Guachalla et al., 2017). Comparison of the wbdA genes from O3 and
O3a strains revealed a difference of C80R, predicted to be responsible for the
increased oligosaccharide length. However, comparison of O3b wbdA with either
O3 or O3a revealed more sequence variability than between O3 and O3a, making
it difficult to predict specific residue changes responsible for the partial
seroconversion. The mechanism involved in precise control over the number of
sugar additions could be similar to C. jejuni PglH. PglH adds three GalNAc
residues onto the product of the PglC-catalyzed reaction. The 3-dimensional
structure PglH, revealed a novel counting mechanism that relies upon sets of
arginine sidechains interacting with the carrier lipid diphosphate (Ramírez et al.,
2018).
The length of the O9a (and O8) O-PS is dictated by WbdD. The C-terminus
of WbdD contains a membrane anchoring helix and a region that recruits WbdA to
the membrane to form an active heterocomplex (Fig 1.14A) (Clarke et al., 2009;
Liston et al., 2015). The N-terminus of E. coli O9a WbdD possesses kinase and
methyltransferase catalytic sites, and the addition of a phosphomethyl moiety to
the non-reducing terminus of the O-PS blocks further extension by WbdA (Clarke
et al., 2004, 2011; Hagelueken et al., 2012). Its E. coli O8 homologue only displays
methyltransferase activity, but is predicted to contain a coiled-coil (Clarke et al.,
2004). The physical separation of the chain-terminating domain from the
membrane by an extended coiled-coil structure ensures that only O-PS of a
minimum length can be capped (Hagelueken et al., 2015). A smaller range of O-
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Figure 1.14 Chain-extension and termination in E. coli O9a and K.
pneumoniae O12. E. coli O9a WbdA associates with the WbdD membrane anchor
to form a heterocomplex (A). When the O-PS reaches a minimum length, defined
by a coiled-coil molecular ruler, it is capped at the site of chain elongation by WbdD
with methylphosphate. The K. pneumoniae O12 WbbB incorporates chainextension (WbbB-C) and termination (WbbB-N) into a single protein containing a
coiled-coil molecular ruler between the domains (B). Figure adapted from (Williams
et al., 2017).

PS lengths are observed (9-18 repeat units (King et al., 2014)) as evidenced by a
tighter bundle of bands on silver-stained SDS-PAGE gels of whole cell lysates,
demonstrating a greater control over chain-length than K. pneumoniae O2a
(Whitfield et al., 1997). In addition to operating as a molecular ruler, the coiled-coil
facilitates multimerization of functional WbdD trimers. The relative abundance of
WbdA and WbdD also affects the distribution of O-PS lengths, and it was
demonstrated that overexpression of WbdD results in premature chain termination
and a reduction in the average chain-length as WbdD can better compete for
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substrate. This has been explained by the ‘variable geometry’ mathematical model
that describes the outcome of changes in the stoichiometries of the WbdA-WbdD
heterocomplexes and incorporates the influence of the molecular ruler (King et al.,
2014). The capped O9a polysaccharide is the substrate for the ABC transporter
(section 1.4.5).
A second example of molecular ruler- and ABC transporter-dependent OPS assembly comes from K. pneumoniae O12 (Mertens et al., 2010). However,
this biosynthesis system has characteristics that distinguish it from the O9a model
(Fig. 1.15). The O12 O-PS repeat unit, [→4)--L-Rha-(1→3)--D-GlcNAc-(1→], is
capped at the non-reducing terminal Rha by a single -(2-3)-linked Kdo
(Vinogradov et al., 2002). WbbL adds the initial Rha of the O-PS to the GlcNAcPP-Und carrier provided by WecA (Mertens et al., 2010). The trifunctional enzyme,
WbbB, provides both chain-elongation and -termination activities. It contains a Cterminal pair of GTs responsible for assembly of the disaccharide repeat units of
the O-PS chain (Fig. 1.14B) (Williams et al., 2017). These domains are separated
from the third GT at the N-terminus of the polypeptide by a coiled-coil molecular
ruler. The N-terminal domain adds the -Kdo terminator residue to halt elongation
(Ovchinnikova et al., 2016).
1.3.6 O-PS ABC transporters
The Wzm-Wzt transporter is responsible for the export of Und-PP-linked OPS in several species. Wzt and Wzm provide the requisite NBDs and TMDs,
respectively. The O-PS length represents a substantial substrate that is not
considered in current ABC transporter models. The outward-only mechanism
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Figure 1.15 Biosynthesis of the K. pneumoniae O12 O-PS. The wb* gene
cluster (A) encodes the requisite machinery for O12 (B) synthesis. WbbB contains
a pair of membrane-associated GTs which assemble the O-PS, as well as a -Kdo
transferase which arrests chain elongation (C). O12 export is facilitated by the
Wzm-Wzt ABC transporter.
provides an elegant alternative to the alternating-access mechanism. Although the
outward-only model exemplified by PglK offers a candidate mechanism to describe
polysaccharide-flipping,

many

cell-surface

glycans,

including

O-PS,

are

substantially (> 10X) larger than the PglK heptasaccharide substrate. In addition,
these ABC transporters have an architecture typically associated with importers,
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with separate polypeptides composing NBDs and TMDs. Collectively, this
suggests that CPS (KpsMT), teichoic acid (TarGH/TagGH) and O-PS transporters
(Wzm-Wzt) could follow a mechanism distinct from the PglK prototype.
The K. pneumoniae O2a Wzm-Wzt ABC transporter does not possess strict
O-PS specificity and is capable of exporting polymers with diverse repeat-unit
structures (Kos et al., 2009). The minimal requirements for substrate engagement
and flipping by the transporter are unknown. It is predicted that some portion of
Und-PP-GlcNAc is recognized, as this substructure is conserved in all substrates
that have been investigated. Alternatively (or coincidently) some component of the
biosynthetic machinery may need to engage Wzm-Wzt, such as the PGT or
WbbMNO complex. The K1 CPS transporter, KpsMT, has relaxed specificity and
may be interchanged with its K5 homologue (Bliss and Silver, 1996; Lo et al., 2001;
Whitfield, 2006). In this case, it is assumed that the conserved carrier
glycerophospholipid is the recognized element. The WTA transporters from B.
subtilis (TarGH) and S. aureus (TagGH), which export Und-PP-linked polyribitol
phosphate and polyglycerol phosphate teichoic acids, respectively (Brown et al.,
2013), are interchangeable (Schirner et al., 2011), reflecting relaxed substrate
specificity.
In addition to providing transport energy, Wzt provides an essential qualitycontrol mechanism for capping-dependent chain-length regulation. In E. coli O9a
and O8, Wzt contains a C-terminal carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) which is
specific for its cognate O-PS and does not bind O-PS from other serotypes
(Cuthbertson et al., 2005, 2007). Mutants lacking the CBM do not present O-PS
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on their cell surface and the glycan is accumulated within the cell. The CBM
ensures that only terminated (and chain-regulated) O-PS is exported for assembly
on the cell surface. The CBM contains an immunoglobulin-like fold with back-toback antiparallel--sheets which forms a tight dimer through -strand exchange
(Fig. 1.16). Functional defects of amino acid substituted derivatives have mapped
the binding interface along a groove on the face of 4-stranded sheet. The binding
interaction relies critically upon aromatic and charged residues which could interact
with the polysaccharide through ring stacking -interactions and polar/electrostatic
interactions, respectively.
As

their

name

implies,

CBMs

are

non-catalytic,

polysaccharide/oligosaccharide-recognizing subdomains of many glycosidic
enzymes and lectins. Currently there are 83 defined CBM families, based on
primary sequence similarity, classified in the CAZy database. The main purpose
of CBMs is to potentiate long-term saccharide-protein interactions. The CBMs of
some glycosyltransferases assist in substrate recruitment (Alderwick et al., 2011).
For example, in Trichoderma reesei a CBM increases the relative concentrations
of a glycosidic hydrolase on its cellulose substrate (Reinikainen et al., 1992), in
turn increasing the efficiency of degradation (Várnai et al., 2013). Type A CBMs
bind crystalline glycan surfaces (e.g. cellulose) while type B CBMs recognize
internal components of a glycan chain, and type C CBMs bind terminal units
(Boraston et al., 2004; Gilbert et al., 2013). The structure of Wzt-C from E. coli O9a
reveals a type C CBM belonging to the -sandwich structural family, since it
comprised an immunoglobulin-like fold (Cuthbertson et al., 2007). However, it has
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not yet been classified on the CAZy server within a CBM family because Wzt has
no modifying activity directed against a carbohydrate substrate.

Figure 1.16 Structure of the E. coli O9a Wzt CBM. Cartoon representation of the
CBM with one chain displayed in rainbow and the other in grey (A). The inset panel
displays the putative binding site, with residues essential for in vitro LPS-binding
and in vivo O-PS export labelled. W418 (*) is contributed by the second subunit of
the dimer. Topology diagram of the CBM (B).
1.4 Hypothesis and objectives
The K. pneumoniae O12 assembly process shares features with the E. coli
O9a model important for chain-length control. This includes the incorporation of a
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coiled-coil which acts as a molecular ruler and an O-PS non-reducing terminal
modification which halts chain-extension. It was therefore hypothesized that the
transport recognition process mediated by Wzt in K. pneumoniae O12 conforms to
the model seen in E. coli O9a, with -Kdo providing an export signal in addition to
terminating extension. However, the Wzt C-terminal domain (Wzt-C), containing
the hypothetical CBM, possesses limited sequence identity to E. coli O9a Wzt-C
(27%, E = 3e-8), which prevented a strictly bioinformatic approach to ascribing a
carbohydrate-binding function (Fig. 1.17). The goals of this thesis research were
to: i) define the role of K. pneumoniae O12 Wzt-C in O-PS biosynthesis, and ii)
investigate the necessity of complete termination for carbohydrate-binding by the
CBMs of K. pneumoniae O12 and E. coli O9a.

Figure 1.17 Comparison of K. pneumoniae O12 Wzt to prototype
homologues. Values denote the percent identity (percent similarity) of the given
domain to K. pneumoniae O12 Wzt.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Bacterial strains and growth conditions
Bacterial cultures (Table 2.1) were grown with aeration at 37 °C in Luria
Broth Base (LB) (Invitrogen) unless otherwise stated. Media were supplemented
with appropriate antibiotics (100 g mL-1 ampicillin; 34 g mL-1 chloramphenicol;
50 g/mL kanamycin).
Table 2.1 List of strains
Strain
name
Top10

Description

CWG1217
CWG1218
CWG1219
BL21(DE3)
B834(DE3)
CWG28

Top10 wzx/wzy-wbbK Kanr
CWG1217 gtrA Camr
CWG1217 gtrA
F- ompT hsdSB (rB-mB-) gal dcm
F– ompT hsdSB (rB–mB–) gal dcm met
K- E. coli O9a:K30 derivative; trp his lac rpsL cpsK30;
Smr

CWG634

CWG28 manA; Smr, Tcr

CWG635

CWG634; wbdD1-600::aacC1; Smr Tcr Kmr

CWG638

CWG634; wzm-wzt::aphA-3; Smr Tcr Kmr

CWG900

CWG634 wbdD; Smr, Tcr

R. terrigena
ATCC
33257

Spontaneous K- mutant of an environmental isolate

Ref.

F-, mcrA, Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC), ϕ80, lacZΔM15, Invitrogen
ΔlacX74, deoR, nupG, recA1, araD139, Δ(ara-leu)7697,
galU, galK, rpsL(Strr), endA1

Jerry King
This study
This study
Invitrogen
Novagen
(Whitfield
et
al.,
1989)
(Clarke et
al., 2004)
(Clarke et
al., 2004)
(Clarke et
al., 2004)
(Clarke et
al., 2009)
(Mertens et
al., 2010)
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2.2 DNA methods
2.2.1 Cloning
Custom oligonucleotide primers (Appendix 1) were obtained from Sigma
Aldrich. Chromosomal DNA was obtained using the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini
Kit (Invitrogen). PCR-amplification was performed using KOD DNA Polymerase
(EMD Millipore) and the PureLink PCR purification kit (Invitrogen) was used to
purify PCR products. Oligonucleotide primers used for cloning strategies
introduced restriction sites into the DNA fragments. Restriction digestions (NEB;
Invitrogen) and ligation reactions (using T4 DNA ligase from NEB) were performed
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids generated and/or used in this
research are described in Table 2.2. The PureLink Quick Plasmid Miniprep kit
(Invitrogen) was used to isolate plasmid DNA from overnight cultures. DNA
sequencing was performed in the Genomics Facility of the Advanced Analysis
Center at the University of Guelph.

Table 2.2 List of plasmids
Plasmid
name
pBAD18Kn
pBAD24
pBSL15
pCP20

Description
Plasmid vector with L-arabinoseinducible promoter; Knr
Plasmid vector with L-arabinoseinducible promoter; Apr
Source of kanamycin resistance
cassette; Knr
Source of Flp recombinase,
temperature sensitive replicon; Apr

Inducible
promoter
pBAD
pBAD
NA
NA

Ref.
(Guzman et
al., 1995)
(Guzman et
al., 1995)
(Alexeyev,
1995)
(Datsenko
and Wanner,
2000)
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pKD3

Source of chloramphenicol resistance
cassette; Cmr

NA

pKD4

Source of kanamycin resistance
cassette; Knr

NA

pKM114

a pMBL19 derivative containing the
10.3-kb R. terrigena wb* gene cluster
λ-red recombinase helper plasmid,
temperature sensitive replicon; Apr

NA

pWQ284 derivative containing FLAGwztO12; Cmr
pWQ573 derivative containing E. coli
Top10 gtrA-gtrB-gtr*; Cmr
Plasmid vector with L-arabinoseinducible promoter; Cmr

pBAD

(Datsenko
and Wanner,
2000)
(Datsenko
and Wanner,
2000)
(Mertens et
al., 2010)
(Datsenko
and Wanner,
2000)
This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

pBAD24 derivative containing an
EcoRI/KpnI fragment encoding WzmWztO9a; Wzt contains a C-terminal
His6-tag; Apr
pBAD24 derivative containing K.
pnenumoniae O2a wzm-wzt and a Cmrcassette from pKD3 cloned into the
ScaI site; Cmr
pBAD24 derivative containing His6wbdD
Protein expression vector under
control of pTet; Apr
pWQ284 derivative; NcoI site in cat
gene removed; XbaI in MCS replaced
by SpeI; Cmr
pWQ811 derivative containing wbbLwzm-wzt-wbbB; Apr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12;
Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
with an internal NdeI site; Cmr
pWQ811 derivative containing wbbLwzm-rbs-wbbB; Apr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12His10; Cmr
pWQ552 derivative containing wbbLrbs-wbbB; Apr

pBAD

(Greenfield
et al.,
2012b)
(Cuthbertson
et al., 2005)

pSIM6

pWQ114
pWQ115
pWQ284

pWQ332

pWQ391

pWQ470
pWQ552
pWQ573

pWQ672
pWQ674
pWQ675
pWQ677
pWQ689
pWQ703

NA

pBAD

(Kos et al.,
2009)

pBAD

pTet

(Clarke
et
al., 2009)
(Willis et al.,
2013)
(Greenfield
et al.,
2012b)
Jerry King

pBAD

Jerry King

pBAD

Jerry King

pTet

This study

pBAD

Jerry King

pTet

This study

pTet
pBAD
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pWQ811

pWQ830

pMBL19 derivative containing
pTet
r
tetracycline-inducible promoter; Ap
pWQ470 derivative containing His6- pBAD
wbdDH132A
pWQ470 derivative His6-wbdDD351A
pBAD

pWQ831

pWQ470 derivative His6-wbdDY16FA

pBAD

pWQ840

pWQ284 derivative containing FLAGwztO12(1-265); Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wzmwztO2a; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wzmwztO12; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing His6TEV-wzt-CO12; Cmr
pWQ552 derivative containing
wbbB(401-1103)-rbs-wbbL; Apr
pBAD18-Kan derivative containing
wztO12-C; Knr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
F298A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
G348Q; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
Q355A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
D358A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
G361Q; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
R407A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
Q412A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12
R414A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing FLAGwztO12 G348Q; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing FLAGwztO12 E183Q; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 F298A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 G348Q; Cmr

pBAD

(Hagelueken
et al., 2012)
(Hagelueken
et al., 2012)
(Hagelueken
et al., 2012)
This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

Jerry King

pBAD

This study

pTet

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pWQ829

pWQ841
pWQ842
pWQ843
pWQ844
pWQ845
pWQ847
pWQ848
pWQ849
pWQ850
pWQ851
pWQ852
pWQ853
pWQ854
pWQ855
pWQ856
pWQ857
pWQ858
pWQ859

This study
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pWQ860
pWQ861
pWQ862
pWQ863
pWQ864
pWQ865
pWQ866
pWQ914
pWQ915
pWQ916
pWQ917
pWQ918
pWQ919
pWQ920
pWQ921
pWQ922
pWQ923
pWQ924
pWQ925
pWQ926
pWQ927
pWQ928
pWQ929

pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 Q355A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 D358A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 G361Q; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 R407A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 Q412A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing wztO12C-His10 R414A; Cmr
pWQ284 derivative containing FLAGwztO12 E183Q G348Q; Cmr
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15A
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15E
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15K
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15V
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15W
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15L
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt Y15I
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15F
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y15R
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192A
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192K
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192V
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192W
pWQ332 derivative containing Y192L
mutation in wzm
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192I
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192F

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD
pBAD

This study
This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study
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pWQ930
pWQ931
pWQ932
pWQ933

pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzm
Y192R
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y14V
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt
Y14L
pWQ332 derivative encoding Wzt Y14I

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

pBAD

This study

2.2.2 Site-directed mutagenesis
wztO12 mutants were generated by site-directed mutagenesis using pWQ674
as a template. The protocol from the Quickchange Mutagenesis kit (Agilent) was
followed but the cycling conditions were altered to adhere to the directions
provided for the KOD polymerase.
2.2.3 Lambda-RED mutagenesis
Deletion mutagenesis was performed using the -red recombination
system. To remove part of the K-12 wb* gene cluster to generate E. coli CWG1217
(Δwzx/wzy-wbbK), pKD4 (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000) was used as a template
to amplify the kanamycin resistance cassette using oligonucleotide primers
containing 50-nucleotides of homology with wzx and wbbK genes; the primers
used were C1217 Fwd and C1217 Rev (Table A1.1). Electrocompetent cells of E.
coli Top10 containing pSIM6 (Datta et al., 2006) were transformed with the linear
PCR product and, after recovery overnight with aeration at 30 °C, mutants were
selected on LB agar containing 15 µg mL-1 kanamycin grown for 2 days at 30 °C.
The correct deletion was confirmed by a series of diagnostic PCR-amplification
reactions using primers with sequences located outside and within the deleted
regions. Sensitivity to ampicillin indicated loss of pSIM6.
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To

construct

E.

coli

CWG1218

(Δwzx/wzy-wbbK

ΔgtrA),

the

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase gene was amplified from pKD3 (Datsenko and
Wanner, 2000) using oligonucleotide primers OL1019 and OL1020 (Table A1.1).
These primers contain approximately 50-nucleotide extensions identical to the
sequences flanking the target open reading frame, which is designated yfdG in E.
coli DH10b (Genbank Accession Number NC_010473.1). The process for
mutagenesis, confirmation, and curing of pSIM6 was the same as that described
for CWG1217, except mutants were selected on LB agar containing 10 μg mL -1
chloramphenicol at 30 °C. Potential downstream (polarity) effects arising from the
cassettes replacing gtrA or wzx/wzy-wbbK had no influence on the experimental
strategy, so they were left in place for most experiments. However, they were
excised using the pCP20 helper plasmid (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000) to
construct E. coli CWG1219 (Δwzx/wzy-wbbK ΔgtrA).
2.3 Protein methods
2.3.1 SDS-PAGE
Protein samples were boiled in SDS-PAGE loading buffer for 10 minutes
and separated on a 12% acrylamide resolving gel by SDS-PAGE using Tris-glycine
buffer (Laemmli, 1970). Purified protein was detected by SimplyBlue SafeStain
(Life Technologies).
2.3.2 Western immunoblotting
For Western immunoblot analysis, protein was transferred to nitrocellulose
membranes (Amersham Protran, 0.45 m). Commercial murine monoclonal
primary anti-FLAG (Sigma, diluted 1:5000), anti-His5 (Qiagen, diluted 1:3000), anti-
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maltose binding protein (MBP; New England Biolabs, diluted 1:10000), polyclonal
rabbit antibodies directed against WztO9a (Cuthbertson et al., 2007) and polyclonal
rabbit antibodies directed against the C-terminal domain of WztO12. To generate
polyclonal antibodies specific for WztO12-C, serum was collected from rabbits
immunized with purified His-tagged WztO12-C and antibodies were purified by
affinity chromatography using WztO12-C protein conjugated to CNBr-activated
sepharose. Antibodies specific for WztO12-C were eluted with 200 mM glycine pH
2.8.
The secondary antibodies were alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat antirabbit (Cedarlane, diluted 1: 3000) or alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat antimouse (Qiagen, diluted 1: 3000). The detection reagents were 5-bromo-4-chloro3-indoyl phosphate and nitroblue tetrazolium (Roche Applied Science).
2.3.3 WztO9a-C expression and purification
WztO9a-C was purified as previously described (Cuthbertson et al., 2007).
Briefly, E. coli Top10(pWQ424) was grown at 37 ºC with aeration to midexponential growth phase and expression was induced with 0.3% L-arabinose for
an additional 2 hours. Cells were collected by centrifugation, resuspended in buffer
A (25 mM Tris, pH7.5 containing 100 mM NaCl) and lysed by sonication. Cleared
lysate was applied to 1 mL columns of nickel affinity resin. Resin was washed with
buffer A containing 20 mM imidazole and protein was eluted using buffer A
containing 200 mM imidazole.
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2.3.4 WztO12-C protein expression and purification
For apo-protein expression, E. coli BL21(pWQ844) cells were grown in 1L
LB cultures (with 34 g/mL chloramphenicol) at 37 C until an A600nm 0.6 was
reached. Recombinant protein expression was induced by adding 0.1%

L-

arabinose and continuing incubation for 2 hrs at 37 C. For selenomethionyl protein
expression, E. coli B834(pWQ844) cells were grown in 5 mL LB cultures (with 34
g mL-1 chloramphenicol) at 37C overnight. Cells from the overnight culture were
harvested by centrifugation and resuspended in selenomethionine supplemented
minimal media (SSMM) (0.25 mM L-selenomethionine, 0.4% (w/v) glucose, 1 mM
MgSO4·7H2O, 0.3 mM CaCl2, 4 M biotin, 3.8 M thiamine, 56 mM Na2HPO4, 29
mM KH2PO4, 8.6 mM NaCl, 9.3 mM NH4Cl, 0.17 mM EDTA, 65 M FeCl2, 6.2M
ZnCl2, 0.76 M CuCl2·2H2O, 0.42 M CoCl2·7H2O, 1.6 M H3BO3, 80 nM
MnCl2·4H2O). 5 mL of the culture was incubated for 1 hr at 37C then used to
inoculate 90 mL SSMM. This culture was grown until an A600nm ~0.8 was achieved
and then used to inoculate 900 mL SSMM. When the culture reached A600nm ~0.8
it was transferred to 16 C and recombinant protein expression was induced using
0.1% L-arabinose for 20 hrs. For both native and selenomethionine proteins, the
source cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 × g for 15 min at 4C,
resuspended in buffer B (50 mM Bis-Tris pH 7.0 containing 150 mM NaCl and 50
mM imidazole) and frozen at -20 C. Cells were lysed using an EmulsiFlex-C3
(Avestin) at 15,000–17,000 psi. The cell lysate was cleared using successive
centrifugation steps at 5,000 × g for 15 minutes and 74,000 × g for one hour. Cell
and membrane-free supernatant was loaded on a 2 mL Ni-NTA agarose IMAC
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gravity column (BioRad). The matrix was washed in successive steps with 10 mL
of buffer B with 50 mM imidazole and then 100 mM imidazole, before protein was
eluted with 20 mL buffer B supplemented with 500 mM imidazole. Eluted protein
was dialyzed against storage buffer (150 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 containing 150 mM
NaCl), using a 3500 Da MWCO Slidealyzer Dialyzer Cassette (ThermoScientific),
to remove the imidazole and then concentrated using a VivaSpin500 3 kDa MWCO
column (General Electric Healthcare). Folding of proteins was confirmed using
differential scanning fluorimetry (Phillips and de la Peña, 2011), using the Protein
Thermal Shift Dye Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific), according to manufacturers
instructions. A StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (ThermoFisher Scientific)
was used in this protocol.
2.3.5 WztO12-C structure determination
Form 1 crystals were grown in a sitting drop configuration by mixing 5 mg
mL-1 protein (selenomethionyl or native) at a ratio of 1:1 with 0.1 M Na HEPES pH
7.5 containing 0.8 M sodium phosphate and 0.8 M potassium phosphate. Crystals
formed small plates (50 m) after five days at room temperature. Form 2 crystals
grew in a sitting drop configuration by mixing 23 mg mL-1 protein at a ratio of 1:1
with 0.1 M Tris.Cl pH 8.5 containing 0.3 M sodium acetate and 20% w/v PEG 2000.
Crystals formed large (600 m) prisms. Crystals were cryoprotected with paratoneN prior to freezing with liquid nitrogen. Form 1 crystals were of the monoclinic
space group C2, and diffracted to 1.85 Å with selenomethionyl protein, and to 1.7
Å with native protein. Form 2 crystals were of the orthorhombic space group
P212121 and diffracted to 2.2 Å. The structure of WztO12-C was initially determined
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using single anomalous scattering from the form 1 selenomethionyl crystals.
Anomalous substructure searching with Phenix autosol found all nine selenium
atoms. Despite relatively weak phases (overall FOM 0.239), the presence of threefold non-crystallographic symmetry allowed autotracing to correctly trace over half
of the structure. Manual rebuilding in Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004), and
refinement in Phenix (Adams et al., 2002) was used to complete the structure. The
higher-resolution native monoclinic dataset was refined in the same way. The
orthorhombic structure was then determined using molecular replacement in
Phenix. Data collection and refinement statistics are shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.3 Data collection, model refinement and final structure statistics
Crystallographic data collection statistics
Sel Met (peak)

Monoclinic

Orthorhombic

Pdb i.d.

-

5HNO

5HNP

Space group

C2

C2

P212121

a=

141.65

141.75

47.78

b=

53.60

53.55

104.07

c=

87.71

87.47

106.33

=

125.38

125.77

90.0

Wavelength (Å)

0.978635

1.03322

Resolution range (Å)

50 – 1.85

40 – 1.7

45 - 2.2

Redundancy

2.9

3.7

7.6

Completeness (last shell)a

0.993 (0.998)

0.995 (0.994)

0.998 (1.0)

<I/(I)> (last shell)a

10.5 (1.4)

19.8 (1.87)

20.1 (2.35)

Cell dimensions:

1.03321
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Rsym (last shell)a

0.073 (0.953)

0.035(0.88)

0.054 (0.95)

CC½ highest shell

67

80

80

X-ray structure refinement statistics
Rcryst

0.1831

0.1928

Rfreeb

0.2155

0.2189

Protein chains

3

2

Water molecules

276

201

Other molecules

2

1 Cl-

protein

49.35

41.2

water

45.66

40.1

r.m.s.d. bond lengths (Å)

0.0043

0.0037

r.m.s.d. bond angles ()

0.921

0.889

Ramachandran favored (%)

97.4

97.8

0

0

Asymmetric unit contents

Average ADPs (Å2)

outliers (%)
aThe

last shell includes all reflections between 1.90 and 1.85 Å for the
selmethionine dataset, between 1.74 and 1.70 Å for the native monoclinic dataset,
and between 2.26 and 2.20 Å for the native.
bR
free calculated using 5% of the data which were chosen randomly.

2.3.6 In vitro LPS binding assays
Binding assays were performed in 1 mL reactions comprising buffer C (25
mM Bis-Tris pH 7.0, containing 250 mM NaCl), 200 g of native LPS (or 8.9 mg
LPS with non-terminated O12-PS) and 200 g Wzt-C-His10. Reaction mixtures
were incubated on a rotary shaker for 30 mins at room temperature. Each reaction
mixture was added to 50 L PureProteome Nickel Magnetic Beads (Millipore)
equilibrated with buffer C and incubated for 30 mins at room temperature on a
rotary shaker. The beads were collected with a magnet and washed three times
with 500 mL of buffer C. Protein was eluted stepwise from the beads using three
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washes with 100 L buffer C containing 500 mM imidazole. The samples were
then examined for protein and LPS contents by PAGE.
2.4 LPS methods
2.4.1 LPS detection
Whole cell lysates were prepared by solubilizing equivalent amounts of cells
(determined by A600nm) in SDS-PAGE loading buffer, heating to 100 C for 10
minutes, and treating with proteinase K (Hitchcock and Brown, 1983). The resulting
lysates were separated using SDS-PAGE in Tris-glycine buffer on a 12%
acrylamide resolving gel (Laemmli, 1970). LPS was visualized with silver staining
(Tsai and Frasch, 1982). Immunoblot detection of O antigens was performed by
transferring lysates separated by SDS-PAGE to nitrocellulose membranes
(Protran, PerkinElmer Life Sciences) and probing with rabbit antiserum specific for
the R. terrigena ATCC 33257 O antigen structure. O9a antigen was detected using
rabbit antiserum (Clarke et al., 2004). Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat antirabbit secondary antibodies (Cedarlane) were used and the immunoblot was
developed with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoyl phosphate and nitroblue tetrazolium
(Roche Applied Science).
2.4.2 Immunofluorescence microscopy
Overnight cultures grown in LB, 0.4% D-glucose were subcultured 1:100
into fresh LB, glucose. After 4 hours, cells were resuspended in fresh media
containing 0.4% D-mannose and 0.02% L-arabinose to facilitate WbdD synthesis
and growth was continued for an additional hour before cells were harvested.
Microscopy was performed on intact and permeabilized formaldehyde-fixed cells
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as previously described (Clarke et al., 2004). Antigen detection used rabbit-antiO9a primary antiserum and FITC-conjugated goat-anti-rabbit secondary antiserum
(Thermo Fisher Scientific).
2.4.3 LPS purification
LPS was extracted and purified from R. terrigena ATCC 33257 and various
E. coli strains using the hot-water phenol method (Westphal, 1965). 5 g of cell
pellet was resuspended in 50 mL of 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5 containing 5 mM EDTA
and the cells were disrupted by sonication for 3 mins in 15 s pulses. Hen egg white
lysozyme (Sigma) was added to a final concentration of 2 mg mL-1 and the solution
was stirred for 16 hours at 4 C. The solution was diluted to a final volume of 100
mL by adding the same buffer and MgCl2 was added to a final concentration of 10
mM. DNA and RNA removal was performed by adding 125 Units of Benzonase
endonuclease (Novagen) and incubating at room temperature for 30 mins on a
rotary shaker. The solution was warmed to 70 C in a water bath. An equal volume
of 90% phenol (prewarmed to 70 C) was added to the suspension. The mixture
was stirred by for 20 minutes until a single phase was evident. The mixture was
then cooled on ice to <15 C and the resulting phases were separated by
centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 15 minutes. The aqueous phase was collected and
dialyzed against water until no phenol odour was detectable. The retentate was
lyophilized under vacuum (Labonco) and dissolved in 25 mL 20 mM sodium
acetate pH 7.0. LPS was collected as a pellet after ultracentrifugation at 105,000
× g for 16 hours at 4 C, resuspended in MilliQ water and lyophilized.
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2.4.4 O-PS purification
150 mg LPS was resuspended in 2% acetic acid and heated to 100°C for 2
h. The lipid precipitate was removed by centrifugation and the carbohydratecontaining supernatant was fractionated on a Sephadex G-50 superfine column
(2.5 cm × 75 cm) in 50 mM pyridinium acetate buffer (pH 4.5) at a flow rate of 0.6
ml min-1. Elution was monitored with a differential refractometer (Knauer).
2.4.5 O-antigen structure determination by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
spectroscopy
Polysaccharide samples were deuterium-exchanged by lyophilizing twice
from 99.9% D2O and then examined as solutions in 99.96% D2O. NMR spectra
were recorded at 35 °C on a Bruker AvanceII 600 MHz spectrometer equipped
with a cryoprobe, using internal sodium 3-trimethylsilylpropanoate-2,2,3,3-d4 (δH
0, δC –1.6) as a reference. Two-dimensional experiments were performed using
standard Bruker software, and the Bruker TopSpin 2.1 program was used to
acquire and process the NMR data. Mixing times of 100 and 200 ms were used in
total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) and nuclear Overhauser effect
spectroscopy (NOESY) experiments, respectively. The heteronuclear multiplebond correlation spectroscopy (HMBC) experiment was optimized for the JH,C
coupling constant 8 Hz.
2.5 Bioinformatic methods
2.5.1 Identification of terminator-dependent Wzt homologues
A Python script (Appendix 2) employing the BioPython package (Cock et
al., 2009) was used to run a tBlastn search against the non-redundant nucleotide
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sequence database with an expect value cutoff of 10e-20 (Altschul et al., 1990),
using WztO9a as a query sequence. A second script was written to locate the wzt
homolog within the Genbank file of each hit in the tBlastn output, using the position
of the High-scoring Sequence Pair. A final script identified Wzt homologues
ranging in length from 325 to 550 amino acids and located within 7500 bp on the
chromosome as one or more marker genes, which encode a polysaccharide
synthesis protein or nucleotide-sugar synthesis protein, where the annotation
contains

one

of

'glycosyl',

'manno',

'polysaccharide',

'wb',

'lps',

'lipopolysaccharide','wzt', 'tagh', 'glucose', 'rhamnose' or 'gt'.
For each of the identified candidate Wzt homologues, ORFs surrounding
wzt were analyzed by COILS from the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (Lupas,
1996; Lupas et al., 1991; Parry, 1982). ORFs containing a coiled-coil region were
subjected to domain prediction analysis using InterProScan software (Mitchell et
al., 2019).
2.5.2 Sequence similarity networks
The Enzyme Similarity Tool from the Enzyme Function Initiative (EFI; Carl
R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology) was used to evaluate relationships among
Wzt CBMs (Gerlt, 2017; Gerlt et al., 2015; Zallot et al., 2018). Protein domains
belongining to the Pfam family Wzt_C sequences identified by Pfam were used.
Sequence Similarity Network nodes represent sequences with > 80% sequence
identity. An ‘alignment score’ of 28 was chosen to produce edges connect nodes
with sequence identity >~40%.
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CHAPTER 3. BACTERIOPHAGE-MEDIATED GLUCOSYLATION CAN MODIFY
LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE O-ANTIGENS SYNTHESIZED BY AN ATP-BINDING
CASSETTE (ABC) TRANSPORTER-DEPENDENT ASSEMBLY MECHANISM
This chapter has been published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry in a
modified form (Mann et al., 2015).
3.1 Statement of contributions
Dr. Chris Whitfield and I conceived the study. I performed all experiments,
with technical assistance for NMR experiments provided by Dr. Olga G.
Ovchinnikova. Dr. Jerry King constructed strain CWG1217 and certain plasmids
listed in Table 2.2. O. G. O., C. W. and I analyzed and interpreted the data.
3.2 Rationale
O-antigen flipping by K. pneumoniae O12 is hypothesized to depend on a
terminator-recognition process by its cognate ABC transporter. In order to
investigate this hypothesis, my first goal was to recapitulate the pathway
heterologously in the more genetically tractable E. coli K-12 background. To
facilitate this, Dr. U. Mamat provided Raoultella terrigena ATCC 33257, which
produces the O12 antigen, and pKM114, which harbours the R. terrigena ATCC
33257 gene cluster. Raoultella terrigena ATCC 33257 has an identical O-PS
structure (and serological cross-reactivity) and wb* organization, and these
systems are considered interchangeable (Fig 3.1 and 3.2). Although R. terrigena
ATCC 33257 O-PS and associated wb* gene cluster was the direct subject of
study, it will be referred to as K. pneumoniae O12 (here and in Chapter 4) for
simplicity.
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Figure 3.1 Structures of the O-polysaccharide repeat units.

Preliminary experiments revealed that O-PS generated by recombinant
expression of pKM114 in E. coli K-12 did not behave as expected when probed by
O12 sera on immunoblots, so I resolved to investigate possible explanations. K.
pneumoniae O12 is built up of repeat-units containing an -L-Rha-(1→3)-DGlcNAc disaccharide. This represents a motif that is modifiable by a three
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Figure 3.2 Organization of the O-antigen biosynthesis genes.
Shown are the wb* O-antigen biosynthesis gene cluster from E. coli K-12
(GenBank Accession Number NC_010473), R. terrigena ATCC 33257 (GenBank
Accession Number AY376146) and the KplE1 prophage (also named CPS-53) in
E. coli K-12 genome.

component periplasmic glucosylation system (GtrABC) in E. coli K-12 (Fig. 3.1).
This is encoded for by the KplE1 prophage (Panis et al., 2007) which is active
against the same disaccharide in the serotype O16 ancestor of modern K-12
strains. O-antigen glucosylation has been studied in great detail in the context of
the well-distributed Wzx/Wzy-dependent process (Knirel et al., 2015; Mann and
Whitfield, 2016). However, many O antigens, including K. pneumoninae O12,
follow a different synthetic pathway, defined by the involvement of an ABC
transporter (Cuthbertson et al., 2010). The association of glucosylation
modification with the Wzx/Wzy-dependent pathway may reflect the limits to which
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systems have been characterized at a bioinformatics and biochemical level or may
result from the glycosylation system being critically dependent on elements of the
Wzx/Wzy-dependent machinery. Here I generated a heterologous E. coli K-12
strain capable of generating the K. pneumoniae O12 O-PS (Fig. 3.2), important for
downstream experiments (Chapter 4). In doing so, I provided evidence that the
ABC transporter-dependent pathway provides no intrinsic mechanistic barriers for
the glucosylation process, by examining the potential for the native E. coli K-12
glucosylation machinery to modify O12.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Generation of recombinant strains expressing the O12 antigen from K.
pneumoniae
The O12 antigen from K. pneumoniae was selected as a novel ABC
transporter-dependent O-PS assembly system due to the presence of unique
features which differentiate it from the O9a model. The O-PS gene cluster cloned
in pKM114 (Mertens et al., 2010) contains 8 genes involved in O12-antigen
formation (Fig. 3.2) (Izquierdo et al., 2003). The rmlBADC genes encode the
enzymes for production of the dTDP-L-Rha precursor (Macpherson et al., 1994)
and wbbL encodes an 1→3 rhamnosyltransferase (Izquierdo et al., 2003).
Homologs of these genes are found in the O-PS biosynthesis gene locus in E. coli
K-12 (including Top10). Located downstream of wbbL are the wzm and wzt genes
encoding the transmembrane (TMD) and nucleotide-binding (NBD) domains of the
ABC

transporter,

respectively.

The

wbbB

gene

product

possesses

rhamnosyltransferase and N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase domains (Williams et
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al., 2017), as well as a β-Kdo transferase which modifies the non-reducing
terminus (Ovchinnikova et al., 2016). WbbB participates in both chain extension
and chain termination.
Although E. coli K-12 strains lack inherent O-PS synthesis due to
mutation(s) in the biosynthesis gene cluster (Liu and Reeves, 1994), the ancestral
O-PS was serotype O16 (Stevenson et al., 1994) (Fig. 4.2). Expression of pKM114
in E. coli K-12 resulted in immunoblots with anomalies, where the detection levels
with O12 sera was lower than expected based on the amount of material
observed in silver-stained SDS-PAGE of proteinase-treated whole-cell lysates
(Mertens et al., 2010). It was proposed that the excess, non-reactive material was
produced by the K-12 cryptic O16 cluster due to complementation with K.
pneumoniae O12 wbbL. To exclude any interference between K. pneumoniae and
E. coli glycosyltransferases, and ensure a homogeneous glycan was synthesized,
pKM114 was introduced into E. coli CWG1217 (Δwzx/wzy-wbbK) which lacks all
of the glycosyltransferase activities, transport (Wzx) and polymerization machinery
(Wzy) encoded by the chromosomal O-antigen biosynthesis locus.
3.3.2 Differential reactivities of K. pneumoniae O12 LPS and LPS from the
recombinant strains with O-specific antibodies
Whole-cell lysate LPS samples were probed in immunoblots with antibodies
raised against the K. pneumoniae O12 antigen. The immunoreactivity of LPS in
CWG1217 (Δwzx/wzy-wbbK) containing pKM114 was dramatically reduced in
comparison to native whole cell lysate, despite the evident signal in the
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corresponding silver-stained LPS gel, suggesting an alteration in O-PS structure
(Fig. 3.3), since O16 cannot be produced.

Figure 3.3 Reaction of LPS from K. pneumoniae O12 and E. coli recombinant
strains with antibodies raised against K. pneumoniae O12.
The figure shows the silver-stained SDS-PAGE LPS profile (upper panel) and the
corresponding immunoblot (lower panel). The samples were proteinase K-treated
whole-cell lysates.
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3.3.3

Differential

antibody

reactivity

depends

on

bacteriophage-derived

glucosylation genes
The repeating structure of the O12 O-PS possesses an -L-Rha-(1→3)-DGlcNAc disaccharide motif that is subject to glucosylation in E. coli O16 and S.
flexneri 4a (Fig. 3.1). Addition of the glucosyl side chains in the O16 antigen of E.
coli K-12 has been attributed to prophage-mediated modification (Allison and
Verma, 2000). Examination of the deposited genome of E. coli DH10b (the parent
of Top10; Genbank Accession Number NC_010473.1) revealed a three ORF
cluster with high sequence identity to S. flexneri bacteriophage (gtr) glucosylation
clusters (Panis et al., 2007). The -red recombination system was used to remove
the first gene in this cluster, a gtrA homologue annotated yfdG. GtrA performs the
essential first step in glucosylation (Guan et al., 1999). Whole cell lysates from E.
coli CWG1218 (Δwzx/wzy-wbbK ΔgtrA) and its gtrA+ parent (CWG1217)
transformed with pKM114 showed the production of equivalent amounts of O-PSsubstituted LPS, as judged by silver stain. However, LPS from the CWG1218
(wzx/wzy-wbbK gtrA) background reacted more strongly with O12 antisera (Fig.
3.3). We therefore concluded that the decreased immunoreactivity towards the
heterologous O-PS may be due to glucosylation of the polysaccharide chain by a
lysogenic bacteriophage-derived gtr cluster within the E. coli K-12 chromosome.
3.3.4 Structural elucidation of K. pneumoniae O12 O antigen expressed in E. coli
mutants
To confirm the prediction above, LPS was isolated from E. coli CWG1217
(wzx/wzy-wbbK) and CWG1218 (wzx/wzy-wbbK gtrA) transformants, both
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harboring pKM114. Purified LPS samples were degraded with 2% AcOH and the
released polysaccharides were isolated by gel chromatography on Sephadex G50 for NMR spectroscopy.
Analysis of 1H and

13C

NMR spectra (Fig. 3.4, bottom; Table 3.1), as well

as the 1H,13C heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) spectrum of the
O-PS expressed in CWG1218 (wzx/wzy-wbbK gtrA), and comparison with data
reported previously (Mertens et al., 2010) confirmed that it possesses a
disaccharide repeat unit structurally identical to that of K. pneumoniae O12 (Fig.
3.1). This finding is in agreement with the observed wild-type level reactivity of the
recombinant LPS with anti-K. pneumoniae O12 antibodies (Fig. 3.3).
In contrast, the

13C

NMR spectrum of the O-PS expressed in E. coli

CWG1217 (wzx/wzy-wbbK) demonstrated a regular structure with a trisaccharide
repeat unit (Fig. 3.4, top). The spectrum contained signals for three sugar
residues, including those for anomeric carbons at δ 99.6, 102.3 and 102.5, one
nitrogen-bearing carbon at δ 57.0, one H3C-CH group at δ 18.4, two -OCH2-C
groups at δ 61.8 and 67.5, and one N-acetyl group at δ 23.5 (CH3) and 175.7 (CO).
The 1H NMR spectrum showed signals for three anomeric protons at δ 4.82, 4.85
and 4.96, one C-CH3 group at δ 1.26, one N-acetyl group at δ 2.05 and other
protons in the region δ 3.41-3.94 (Table 3.1). All signals in the NMR spectra were
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Figure 3.4 13C NMR spectra of the O-polysaccharides.
The spectra represent samples from E. coli CWG1217 (wzx/wzy-wbbK) (top) and
CWG1218 (wzx/wzy-wbbK ∆gtrA) (bottom) harboring pKM114. Numbers refer to
carbons in sugar residues designated as shown in Table 3.1. The displacement of
the A6 and A5 signals (C-6 and C-5 of GlcNAc) is due to positive α-effect on the
linkage carbon and negative β-effect on the neighboring carbon and indicates the
position of glucosylation.

assigned by using two-dimensional

1H,1H

correlation spectroscopy (COSY),

TOCSY, NOESY (data not shown) and 1H,13C HSQC (Fig. 3.5) and HMBC
experiments (Table 3.1). Analysis of 1H and

13C

NMR chemical shifts and

comparison with data on free monosaccharides reported previously (Jansson et
al., 1991), intra-residue H,H and H,C correlations, and the coupling constants
revealed spin systems for β-GlcN (residue A), α-Rha (residue B) and α-Glc
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Table 3.1 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts (δ, ppm)
Sugar residue

C-1, H-1

C-2, H-2

C-3, H-3

C-4, H-4

C-5, H-5

C-6, H-6
(6a, 6b)

K. pneumoniae O-polysaccharide produced in E. coli CWG1217 (wzx/wzy-wbbK)
A 102.5,
57.0,
82.7,
69.7,
75.7,
→3)--D-GlcpNAc-(1→a
4.82
3.80
3.61
3.60
3.62

67.5,
3.78,
3.94
B 102.3,
72.2,
71.6,
81.8,
68.4,
18.4,
→4)--L-Rhap-(1→
4.85
3.74
3.81
3.59
3.99
1.26
C 99.6,
72.8,
74.4,
70.9,
73.1,
61.8,
-D-Glcp-(1→
4.96
3.55
3.74
3.41
3.69
3.75;
3.84
K. pneumoniae O-polysaccharide produced in E. coli CWG1218 (wzx/wzy-wbbK ∆gtrA)
A 102.2,
57.0,
82.9,
69.6,
77.0,
61.9,
→3)--D-GlcpNAc-(1→a
4.80
3.78
3.60
3.50
3.42
3.75,
3.91
B 102.3,
72.1,
71.6,
81.4,
68.4,
18.1,
→4)--L-Rhap-(1→
4.85
3.74
3.81
3.60
3.99
1.27
a

Signals for NAc groups are at δH 2.05, δC 23.5 (CH3) and 175.7 (CO).

(residue C), all in the pyranose form. The presence of a GlcN H-2/NAc CO
correlation at δ 3.80/175.7 observed in the HMBC experiment indicated that GlcN
residues are N-acetylated.
The glycosylation pattern in the repeat unit was inferred from significant
downfield displacements of the signals for the linkage carbons, C-3 and C-6 of βGlcNAc and C-4 of α-Rha (at δC 82.7, 67.5, and δC 81.8, respectively), compared
with their positions at δC 74.8, 61.8 and 73.2, in the corresponding non-substituted
monosaccharides (Jansson et al., 1991). The chemical shifts for C-2 to C-6 of αGlc revealed no significant differences, indicating that Glc occupies the terminal
position in a side chain. Finally, the monosaccharide sequence in the repeat unit
was determined by the following inter-residue cross-peaks between anomeric
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protons and linkage carbons in the HMBC spectrum: GlcNAc H-1/Rha C-4, Rha
H1/GlcNAc C-3 and Glc H-1/GlcNAc C-6.

Figure 3.5 Partial 1H,13C HSQC spectrum of the O-polysaccharide of E. coli
CWG1217 wzx/wzy-wbbK harboring K. pneumoniae O12 O-PS gene cluster.
The corresponding parts of the 1H and 13C NMR spectra are shown along the axes.
Numbers refer to H/C pairs in sugar residues and are designated as shown in
Table 3.1.
Thus, the O antigen expressed in E. coli CWG1217 wzx/wzy-wbbK has
the structure shown in Fig. 3.1. It differs from K. pneumoniae O12 O-PS by the
presence of α-Glc residue attached to C-6 of GlcNAc, which is the same position
observed in the E. coli O16 antigen. No minor signals that would correspond to
non-glucosylated polysaccharide were observed in the NMR spectra.
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3.3.5 The O antigen is modified following export from the cytosol
A key feature of the phage-mediated glucosylation reaction is its periplasmic
location. To confirm the same location in the recombinant bacteria, we varied the
amount of expression of the wzt gene (encoding the NBD of the ABC transporter)
to control the flow of completed O-PS across the inner membrane to the site of
glucosylation and examined the effect on immunoreactivity. E. coli CWG1217
(Δwzx/wzy-wbbK) was transformed with pWQ677 carrying wbbL-wzm-wbbB under
the control of the Tet promoter and pWQ674 containing wzt behind the arabinoseinducible pBAD promoter. Expression of the biosynthesis genes was induced with
a constant amount of anhydrotetracycline, while wzt was induced with varying Larabinose. In the absence of induction of NBD expression, the silver-stained gel
revealed no detectable high molecular weight laddering indicative of O-PSsubstituted lipid A-core in either background (Fig. 3.6, upper panel). In the absence
of transport, cytosolic Und-PP-linked glycan is expected to accumulate and the
molecules seen under these conditions show strong reactivity with the antibody in
the immunoblot, consistent with the absence of glucosylation (Fig. 3.6, lower
panel). Induction of wzt expression from the pBAD promoter led to the formation
of O-PS-substituted lipid A-core in both cases, with little increase in the amount at
higher arabinose concentrations. Comparison of the silver-stained profiles shows
the individual bands are not in register as expected for molecules that differ in the
presence or absence of Glc residues. Following activation of transport in E. coli
CWG1217 (Δwzx/wzy-wbbK), the amount of immunoreactive material, consisting
of Und-PP and lipid A-core linked glycan, is reduced, consistent with the
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modification of reactive non-glucosylated intermediates in the periplasm and their
transition into the poorly reactive mature LPS containing glucosylated O-PS. In
contrast, the profile of immunoreactive intermediates in CWG1218 (wzx/wzywbbK gtrA) is unchanged when transport and completion of the LPS molecule is
activated. However, this strain expressed lower molecular weight O-PS than
CWG1217 (Δwzx/wzy-wbbK), as would be predicted for the absence of Glc
sidechains. These observations are consistent with the currently understood gtr
glucosylation mechanism.
3.4 Discussion
Bacteriophage-encoded activities play an important role in serological
diversity in Gram-negative bacteria. However, attributing O-PS glucosylation to
lysogenic bacteriophages requires both a solved glycan structure and identification
of the context and content of the O-antigen biosynthesis loci. While these types of
comprehensive data are available for some species (e.g. E. coli, Salmonella,
Shigella), this is not the case for many other bacteria. Although more recent data
contradicts this (see Chapter 7), at the time these experiments were performed OPS glucosylation was always observed in concert with a Wzy-dependent pathway.
As a consequence of generating a heterologous system to study O12 assembly,
evidence was provided for the proof-of-principle that an ABC transporterdependent mechanism poses no intrinsic mechanistic barrier to phage-mediated
glucosylation and could potentially occur in natural isolates, or in vaccine strains
producing recombinant O-PS. Glucosylation was dependent on genes encoded by
a prophage in E. coli K-12 and the O-PS was found to be α-glucosylated at the
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Figure 3.6 O-antigen modification occurs after export from the cytoplasm.
The samples were proteinase K-treated whole-cell lysates of E. coli CWG1217
(wzx/wzy-wbbK) and CWG1218 (wzx/wzy-wbbK gtrA) transformed with
pWQ674 and pWQ677. Gene expression was induced with 2.5 g mL-1
anhydrotetracycline to give a constant level of the biosynthesis enzymes and
titrated with L-arabinose to vary the amount of the ABC transporter NBD. LPS and
O-antigen expression were assessed using silver stain (upper panel) and
immunoblotting (middle panel) of proteinase K-treated whole-cell lysates. The
silver stain profile shows lipid-A linked O-PS, while the immunoblot detects O-PS
linked to both lipid-A and Und-PP. The lower panel displays WztO12-C expression
using anti-WztO12-C primary antiserum.
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position C-6 of the GlcNAc residues in the O-PS repeat unit, the same site seen in
the E. coli O16 antigen. That is the same position modified in the O-PS of S.
flexneri isolates infected with lysogenic phage SfIV (Allison and Verma, 2000) (Fig.
3.1).
Given its effect on serotype, glucosylation is an important consideration in
vaccine strategies (Rondini et al., 2015; Theillet et al., 2011). Molecular modeling
studies have established that glucosylation alters the conformation of Shigella OPS. In general, it affects the conformation of the nearest backbone linkage but the
influence varies, depending on the precise site modified (Theillet et al., 2011). In
some serotypes, glucosylation can lead to a substantial (up to 50%) physical
shortening of the O-PS chain (West et al., 2005). In many Gram-negative bacteria,
the O-PS is a critical determinant in resistance to serum killing (Lerouge and
Vanderleyden, 2002). While glucosylation does not appear to change this role in
Salmonella and Shigella (Bogomolnaya et al., 2008; Mäkelä et al., 1988; West et
al., 2005), other cellular properties are certainly impacted in a species-specific
manner. In Shigella, glucosylation leads to greater invasion, which is correlated to
enhanced function and exposure of the type 3 secretion system (West et al., 2005),
and elevated acid-tolerance (Martinić et al., 2011). In Salmonella, glucosylation is
associated with virulent isolates (Rahman et al., 1997) but is not a stable property
leading to antigenic (form) variation in the O-PS (Bogomolnaya et al., 2008;
Makela, 1966; Mäkelä et al., 1988). Glucosylation is induced by exposure to
macrophages and, while not required for invasion and systemic spread, it appears
to enhance long-term colonization (Bogomolnaya et al., 2008).
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The results presented here raise interesting questions about the
glucosylation process itself. Biosynthetic experiments suggested that the acceptor
for the modification reaction is the Und-PP-linked O-PS polymerization product,
rather than the incoming Und-PP-linked repeat units (Takeshita and Mäkelä,
1971). Consistent with this proposal, the LPS products of wzy mutants, which
contain a single O-PS unit, are not modified in Salmonella (Hammerling et al.,
1970; Ruden and Makela, 1974). However, in bacteria producing full-length LPS
forms, both glucosylated and non-glycosylated glycans can be produced by the
same culture and when these were separated, the modification was only found in
LPS molecules with O-PS exceeding ~6 repeat units in length (Helander et al.,
1992). In Wzy-dependent systems, growth of the glycan chain occurs one repeat
unit at a time at the reducing terminus, building on new Und-PP-linked
intermediates delivered by Wzx. The distribution of glucosyl modifications has
been interpreted as reflecting a process where the catalytic site of the GtrC/Gtr*
enzyme (mediating the final transfer) has no access to shorter polymerization
products, or lacks sufficient affinity for those products to allow modification. Only
when the glycan chain reaches a particular size would it become a substrate for
modification. The structure of the recombinant glucosylated O-PS described here
is not consistent with a large region of unmodified material but NMR analysis lacks
the sensitivity to reveal one or two unmodified repeat units at the reducing terminus
of long chains. Each O-PS chain retains part of the core oligosaccharide at its
reducing terminus, which is released from lipid A with acetic acid. Signals for the
core region are not evident because the NMR spectra are dominated by signals
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from the repeat units of long chains and the same would apply to a core
oligosaccharide linked to one or two unmodified core-proximal repeat units. In
Salmonella, the extent of the unmodified region was determined by comparing
mobilities of LPS molecules bearing very short O-PS chains by SDS-PAGE in the
presence or absence of glucosylation. Unfortunately, the K. pneumoniae O12
assembly pathway precludes a similar approach because it involves a chaintermination mechanism designed to generate only longer glycan chains, where the
limits of SDS-PAGE resolution preclude such comparisons (e.g. see Fig 3.6). The
underlying strategy for this type of chain-length regulation has recently been
resolved for E. coli O9a (Hagelueken et al., 2015; King et al., 2014). What is clear
from the spectrum is that the recombinant system in E. coli lacks the phasevariation that results in a combination of modified and unmodified chains in some
Salmonella isolates (Davies et al., 2013; Helander et al., 1992).
The WaaL enzyme that ligates nascent O-PS to lipid A is specific for UndPP-linked glycan donors and its mechanism and architecture are conserved across
species (Ruan et al., 2018; Valvano, 2011). This enzyme is unaffected by the
pathway of O-PS biosynthesis. For example, in addition to native Wzy-dependent
O-PS, E. coli K-12 hosts effectively ligate the products of ABC transporter
pathways. This property is shown here and in previous reports with different O-PS
of Klebsiella (Izquierdo et al., 2003; Kos et al., 2009). Although the preceding steps
may vary, immediately prior to ligation the Und-PP-linked glycans from either of
the assembly strategies are similarly confined to the interface of the cytoplasmic
membrane and the periplasm. This presumably offers comparable access of the
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glucosylation machinery to its glycan substrate but rules out any essential targeted
interaction of Gtr proteins with specific components of an O-PS assembly pathway.
In conclusion, the ABC transporter-dependent pathway provides no intrinsic
mechanistic barrier for bacteriophage-derived modification systems. This
possibility must now be considered in studies correlating O-PS structures with
genetic determinants and in the use of recombinant strains in vaccine strategies.
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CHAPTER 4. THE KLEBSIELLA PNEUMONIAE O12 ATP-BINDING CASSETTE
(ABC) TRANSPORTER RECOGNIZES THE TERMINAL RESIDUE OF ITS OANTIGEN POLYSACCHARIDE SUBSTRATE
This chapter has been published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry in a
modified form (Mann et al., 2016).
4.1 Statement of contributions
Dr. Matthew S. Kimber, Dr. Chris Whitfield and I conceived the study. I
performed all experiments, except for X-ray crystallography experiments
(performed by M.S.K.), with technical assistance from Dr. Bradley R. Clarke. Evan
Mallette, M.S.K., C.W. and I analyzed and interpreted the data.
4.2 Rationale
Synthesis of the O9a antigen in E. coli is dependent on a CBM appended
to the C-terminus of Wzt. Sequence analyses identify C-terminal domains,
potentially corresponding to CBMs, in ABC transporters other than the closely
related family of polymannose O-PSs represented by E. coli O9a (Cuthbertson et
al., 2010). However, there is currently no evidence for a conserved mechanism.
To address this, export of an O-PS structure composed of a disaccharide repeat
unit, →4)--L-Rha-(1→3)-D-GlcNAc-(1→, produced by Klebsiella pneumoniae
O12 (and Raoultella terrigena ATCC 33257) was investigated (Fig. 4.1) (Mertens
et al., 2010; Vinogradov et al., 2002). The O12 O-PS is elongated by the WbbB Cterminal domain glycosyltransferases (Williams et al., 2017) and terminated by the
WbbB N-terminal domain with a -linked Kdo (-Kdo) residue (Ovchinnikova et al.,
2016; Vinogradov et al., 2002). Here we test the hypothesis that the C-terminal
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domain of WztO12 specifically recognizes the -Kdo residue at the non-reducing
terminus of its cognate O-PS in order to regulate export.

Figure 4.1 Organization of the O-antigen biosynthesis gene cluster (wb*)
from K. pneumoniae O12 and R. terrigena ATCC 33257 and the
corresponding O-antigenic polysaccharide biosynthesis product.
WecA is encoded at a separate site within the chromosome. The rmlBADC genes
encode enzymes for the production of dTDP-D-Rha precursor and wzm-wzt
encode the ABC transporter TMD and NBDs, respectively. The system requires
two proteins with glycosyltransferase activities. WbbL is a monofunctional
rhamnosyltransferase, while WbbB contains three glycosyltransferase domains;
two are required for O12 polymerization and one for addition of the terminal -Kdo
residue.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 The terminating -Kdo residue is required for O-PS export
Biosynthesis of the O12 O-PS requires GT activity provided by the WbbL
and WbbB proteins (Mertens et al., 2010; Ovchinnikova et al., 2016; Williams et
al., 2017). Expression of WbbL and WbbB in E. coli CWG1219 (pWQ703)
generates O12 glycan that can be exported by the native ABC transporter (WzmWztO12) and assembled into LPS (Fig. 4.2A). The promiscuous ABC transporter
(Kos et al., 2009) from K. pneumoniae serotype O2a (Wzm-WztO2a), also
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transports the O12 glycan with a very similar size profile; a slight reduction in the
amount of shorter polymers was evident (Fig. 4.2A). An N-terminal domain
(residues 1-401) of WbbB encodes a -Kdo transferase domain responsible for
chain termination (Ovchinnikova et al., 2016). Expression of WbbB401-1103 with
WbbL in E. coli CWG1219 (pWQ845) resulted in synthesis of O-PS with wild-type
repeat-unit structure, as determined by reactivity with antibodies directed against
K. pneumoniae O12 antigen but the native chain-length regulation is lost as
expected (Fig. 4.2A). The western immunoblot detects both LPS and unexported
Und-PP-linked glycan, while the silver stained gel only reports O-PS that is
exported and incorporated into LPS (Chapter 3). The uncapped O12 glycan was
still exported by the O2a ABC transporter, as evidenced in the silver-stained SDSPAGE, but it was no longer a substrate for the native O12 ABC transporter.
Titration of the expression of the GTs (WbbL and WbbB401-1103) by increasing the
amount of anhydrotetracycline inducer resulted in enhanced synthesis and higher
average chain lengths in the non-terminated LPS (Fig. 4.1B). This is consistent
with the operation of the native O2a system where the stoichiometry of the export:
biosynthesis components controls chain length (Kos et al., 2009).
4.3.2 The C-terminal domain of WztO12 is required for export
The NBD protein (WztO12) has a size consistent with the presence of a
functional C-terminal CBM (Cuthbertson et al., 2010). WztO12 comprises 440
residues compared to the WztO2a protein at 246 residues. The additional C-terminal
sequence shares weak homology (27% identity, E = 3e-8) with the WztO9a CBM. To
investigate this further, WztO12 was truncated within a region predicted to be weakly
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Figure 4.2 The -Kdo reducing terminal residue is required for recognition of
O-PS by the ABC transporter in K. pneumoniae O12.
The figure shows representative SDS-PAGE of whole-cell lysates stained with
silver (upper panels), which highlights all LPS molecules (but not unexported OPS), as well as the corresponding immunoblot with antibodies specific for the O12
O-PS which identifies intracellular undecaprenyl diphosphate-linked glycan, as
well as O-PS exported and ligated to lipid A-core (lower panel). Properly
terminated O-PS is synthesized in E. coli CWG1219 transformed with pWQ703
encoding WbbL and WbbB. This material is exported to the surface by either the
native O12 ABC transporter (pWQ842), or the transporter from K. pneumoniae
O2a (pWQ841). The absence of chain termination in CWG1219 (pWQ845)
encoding WbbB401-1103 and WbbL generates glycan that is a substrate for the O2a
transporter but is no longer recognized by the O12 transporter. Panel B shows
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representative SDS-PAGE of whole-cell lysates stained with silver, demonstrating
the change in non-terminated O-PS chain length due to differential expression of
the biosynthesis enzymes under conditions of constant transporter production. The
expression of WbbL and the C terminal domains of WbbB (pWQ845) was elevated
using increasing amounts of anhydrotetracycline (AhT), while the levels of O2a
transporter remains constant (pWQ841).

ordered by JPred4 (Drozdetskiy et al., 2015). The resulting N-terminal domain
(residues 1-265) is referred to as Wzt-N. No export occurred in E. coli CWG1219
transformants expressing WbbL and WbbB, Wzt-N and the corresponding TMD
protein (Wzm) (Fig. 4.3A), despite the presence of abundant Und-PP-linked O-PS
detected in immunoblots with O12-specific antiserum (Fig. 3B). The absence of
export was not due to the absence of protein expression because Wzt-N-FLAG
was detected (Fig. 4.3C). Introduction of WztO12-C in trans restored transport of OPS, with longer O-PS structures favoured.
4.3.3 WztO12-C binds specifically its cognate -Kdo-terminated LPS in vitro
Purified E. coli O9a LPS or K. pneumoniae O12 LPS was incubated with
WztO12-C-His10. Protein-LPS complexes were bound to magnetic Ni-NTA beads.
Protein was eluted with imidazole and the fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE
to detect LPS and protein (Fig. 4.4). Elution fractions from reactions containing
WztO12-C-His10 and (negative control) E. coli O9a (CWG28) LPS contained only
protein; LPS was confined to the flow-through fraction. Conversely, when WztO12C-His10 was incubated with its cognate LPS, LPS and protein species co-eluted.
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Figure 4.3 The C-terminal domain of O12 Wzt is essential for export activity.
Panels A and B show SDS-PAGE and western immunoblots (as indicated) of
proteinase-K treated whole-cell lysates showing LPS and O12 glycan,
respectively. Panels C and D show immunoblots with primary antibodies directed
against N-terminal FLAG-tag on Wzt and the native C-terminal domain of Wzt,
respectively. N-terminally FLAG-tagged Wzt (pWQ114) or Wzt-N (Wzt1-265;
pWQ840), together with the TMD (Wzm) and the O12 biosynthesis GTs
(pWQ677). Induction of gene expression was accomplished using 0.1% arabinose
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(pWQ114) and 2.5 ng/mL anhydrotetracycline (pWQ840) and cell cultures were
grown to an A600nm of approximately 0.8. In lane 3, Wzt-C was introduced in trans
with pWQ847, while the first two lanes contain empty pBAD18-Kan vector controls.
The calculated sizes of the proteins are: FLAG-WztO12 49.2 KDa, FLAG-WztO12-N
29.1 KDa, WztO12-C 19.2 KDa.

Figure 4.4 The C-terminal domain of O12 Wzt binds specifically to its nonterminated LPS.
Pull-down experiments were performed using purified Wzt-CO12-His10 and three
different LPS species obtained from E. coli (CWG28) O9a, K. pneumoniae O12
(R. terrigena ATCC 33257) and a recombinant E. coli TOP10 derivative expressing
the wzm-wzt genes from K. pneumoniae O2a and the glycosyltransferases wbbL
and wbbB401-1103, encoding the O-PS polymerization domains from K. pneumoniae
O12 to produce non-terminated LPS. Reaction mixtures containing WztO12-C-His10
and the identified LPS were mixed with magnetic nickel beads. The supernatant
(flow through; FT) was collected. The beads were washed with buffer three times
(W1-W3) and protein was eluted with buffer containing 500 mM imidazole (E1-E3).
Protein samples were detected by SDS-PAGE (lower) and LPS was detected by
SDS-PAGE and silver staining after proteinase-K treatment (upper).
LPS with O-PS lacking the terminal -Kdo residue was purified from E. coli
CWG1219 cells coexpressing WbbB401-1103 and WbbL (pWQ845) and the
promiscuous Wzm-Wzt transporter from K. pneumoniae O2a (pWQ841).
Expression of pWQ845 was induced with 100 ng mL-1 anhydrotetracycline while
pWQ841 expression relied upon the leaky pBAD promoter (Guzman et al., 1995).
The elution profile of reactions containing WztO12-C-His10 and this LPS showed no
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binding. The LPS was confined to the flow-through, while protein eluted in the
elution steps (Fig. 4.4).
4.3.4 Structure of WztO12 C-terminal domain
The structure of the WztO12 C-terminal domain (WztO12-C) was determined
by single anomalous diffraction phasing of a selenomethionine derivative. This
crystal form proved monoclinic, with three molecules in the asymmetric unit. A high
resolution native structure was also determined for this crystal form. This structure
was then used to determine the structure of the native protein using a dataset from
an orthorhombic crystal with two molecules per asymmetric unit. Despite being
from substantially smaller crystals (less than 0.1 % of the volume of the native
crystals), the monoclinic crystal form diffracted considerably more strongly, and
our analysis will focus primarily on this structure. The three protomers in the
monoclinic structure are arranged as a dimer, and a half-dimer that is completed
by a second copy of the same molecule related by a molecular two-fold axis (Fig.
4.5A,B). WztO12-C adopts an immunoglobulin fold, and is organized as two
antiparallel -sheets, one five-stranded (order 5,4,7,8,1) and the other fourstranded (order 2,3,6,9´, with 9´ from the other half of the dimer). A single threeturn -helix is found at the N-terminus. This domain forms a dimer, with extensive
interactions afforded by the C-terminal -strand, which is domain swapped. The
first ordered residue is 274, indicating that residues immediately N-terminal to this
may form a linker.
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Figure 4.5 Structure of WztO12-C.
A) Structure of the WztO12-C dimer, with two orthogonal views. In the left panel, the
two-fold symmetry axis (dashed line) is in plane of the page. In the right panel, the
view is down the two-fold axis. Secondary structure elements as marked. The
structure is organized as a pair of back-to-back -sheets. The second sheet is
completed by the last -strand that is provided by its dimeric partner. B)
Superposition of Wzt-CO12 (white) on WztO9a-C (blue). The two structures are
overall very similar, with an r.m.s.d. of 2.2 Å. The major difference is in the Nterminus, especially A, which is longer and better defined in Wzt-CO12 and also
displaced. C) Domain flexibility in Wzt-CO12. The three independent dimers in the
two structures were superposed using the lower protomer. The apo dimer (white)
is at one extreme of the range of motion, while the C-C´ dimer of the Selmet crystal
is at the other end (blue); the A-B dimer of the Selmet crystal is intermediate in
conformation (cyan), and on the trajectory linking the two extremes. The red circle
marks the location of the rotation axis, which is orthogonal to the page and at right
angles to the dimers 2-fold symmetry axis. Note that the orientation of this panel
is as in A. D) Surface of WztO12-C colored by electrostatic potential. Blue
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represents positive potential, red negative. The dashed line shows the area of the
inset in panel E. E) Surface of WztO12-C colored by sequence conservation.
Sequences with E values for the C-domain of greater than e-24 were used to
construct the alignment, which was then mapped onto the structure using Consurf.
Magenta represent conserved residues on the surface, cyan are highly variable.
Note the ridge of conserved residues that is well positioned to interact with the
NBD domain. F) Key residues in the potential binding pocket, with side chains
shown as sticks (glycine C as spheres). These residues line an extended pocket
on the surface of WztO12-C and likely represent the terminal residue binding site.
Searching with DALI (Holm and Rosenström, 2010) shows that WztO12-C is
structurally most similar to WztO9a-C (PDB id 2R5O), with an r.m.s.d. of 2.2 Å and
a Z-score of 17.5. Sequence identity between these domains is 21%. The
structures show a common overall fold, differing mainly in that Wzt O12-C has an
extended N-terminal -helix; the corresponding residues are substantially
displaced in WztO9a. WztO12-C also shows weak similarity to a variety of other
immunoglobulin fold proteins, with the more similar examples including Rho-GDP
dissociation inhibitor 1 (2jhy, 2.3 Å r.m.s.d., Z-score 10.1) and -mannosidase
(PDB id 2VQU; r.m.s.d. 5.7 Å, Z-score 9.4).
4.3.5 Structural flexibility of WztO12-C
The independent observation of multiple copies of a given structure in one
or more crystal forms can be revealing, as crystal packing interactions contribute
a small amount of interaction energy that can weakly stabilize one conformer from
the envelope of conformations sampled by the protein in solution. Comparison of
the structures of the five independently determined protomers between the two
crystal forms shows that the structures superpose well, with r.m.s.d. values of 0.25
Å or less for each pairwise comparison. More flexible regions include the 7 – 8
loop, which is poorly ordered in all protomers, and the 2 - 3 loop, which adopts
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two distinct conformations. Comparison of the three independent dimers in the two
crystal forms (A-B and C-C´ in the monoclinic structure, and A-B in the
orthorhombic structure) (Fig. 4.5C) reveals flexibility in the dimer interface, with
protomers flexing along a hinge that is orthogonal to the 2-fold symmetry axis.
Residues in 9 as well as the preceding loop (423 to end) are more closely
associated with the second protomer and move with it. The A-B dimer from the
orthorhombic and monoclinic structures represent the two extremes of this motion,
with an 11.5˚ rotation between them; the C-C´ dimer from the monoclinic structure
occupies an intermediate state, though closer to the other monoclinic dimer. Of
note, the presence of this third conformation between the two extremes suggests
that there is a preferred rotation axis between the protomers, rather than the region
simply being generally flexible. The significance of this flexibility is not clear, but
could possibly play a role in the functional cycle of this protein. For example,
oligosaccharide binding may induce inter-subunit hinge bending in WztO12-C,
which in turn triggers export by NBD-WztO12. It is also worth noting that the
observed flexibility probably represents three random sampling points of the
trajectory in the absence of ligand. As such, it may not represent the full range of
motion available over the course of the protein’s functional cycle.
4.3.5 A candidate binding pocket
WztO12-C has a candidate substrate-binding pocket located on the exposed
surface of the five-stranded -sheet. This region is the most conserved surface on
the structure, and this is also the location of the pocket identified in Wzt O9a. This
sheet curves to create a distinctly concave surface, with the candidate
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carbohydrate-binding site located in its approximate center. Here, a deep pocket
is created by the presence of three glycine residues, Gly348, Gly361 and Gly398,
which combined with small adjacent residues Ala346 and Ser363 create an
extensive pocket with the backbone of the -sheet as its floor. While all three
glycine residues are conserved in WztO9a, the rest of the flanking residues are very
different, consistent with the different terminal residue specificities. Arg407,
Asp409, Gln412 and Arg414 on 8 form the back of the pocket, providing two Arg
residues which may be important for forming favorable electrostatic interactions
with the carboxylate group of Kdo. Ser350 and Asp358 are conserved residues
that line the pocket, contributed by adjacent strands. All of these residues are
highly conserved, though Arg107 and Arg414 are relatively mobile in the absence
of ligand (with high atomic displacement parameters, and large differences in
conformation between protomers). This pocket is larger than required to
accommodate Kdo, with space for the next two sugar residues available in the
direction of Ile365. The equivalent pocket in Wzt O9a-C was confirmed to be
important for O antigen binding and export (Cuthbertson et al., 2007).
Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain substrate complexes by soaking with
millimolar concentrations of either Kdo or a trisaccharide product of WbbB.
4.3.6 Mutation of the putative binding pocket alters LPS chain-length
Candidate amino acids from the proposed binding-pocket were selected for
site-directed mutagenesis. Variants of WztO12 were expressed alongside WbbLWzm-WbbB. Western blots with -WztO12-C primary antibodies demonstrate
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Figure 4.6 Mutagenesis of key residues in the Wzt-C putative binding pocket
alter O-antigen export activity.
Size distribution of LPS species is altered by the mutation of candidate O-PS
binding site residues in WztO12-C. Samples were proteinase-K treated whole cell
lysates that were subject to SDS-PAGE and silver-staining. Panels A and B are a
representative silver-stained SDS-PAGE and an -O12 immunoblot of proteinaseK treated samples, respectively. Panel C is an -WztO12-C Western blot which
demonstrates expression of Wzt variants.
similar levels of wild-type and variant WztO12 proteins (Fig. 4.6C). The LPS profile
produced with expression of the F298A, Q355A and D358A proteins were very
similar to the wild-type. WztO12G348Q and G361Q completely eliminated transport
under experimental conditions (Fig. 4.6A), even though O-PS was present (Fig.
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4.6B). Two mutations - R407A and Q412A - altered the chain-length distribution of
LPS species, with a loss of species with shorter chain lengths. Interestingly, the
chain length distribution seen in immunoblots of cells harbouring each of these two
mutants resembled more closely that seen with the export-null mutants.
4.3.7 Mutation of the putative binding pocket impairs LPS-binding in vitro
The point mutations were introduced into the WztO12-C-His10 construct to
facilitate in vitro-binding studies, as described above. Under the experimental
conditions used here, only the Q355A mutant retained binding activity and coeluted
with LPS (Fig. 4.7). In all other cases, the LPS was detected only in the flowthrough. These results implicate the pocket on the five -strand face of the protein
in binding the O-PS chain. As well, the results suggest that polar and electrostatic
interactions by Arg407/Arg414 and Asp358 with the terminal Kdo sugar are
important for binding. Gln412 possibly contributes to binding through polar
interactions with its amide group. The sole aromatic residue in the pocket, Phe298,
may contribute to ring-stacking.
4.3.8 WztO12 mutants defective in glycan binding do not display a ‘dominantnegative’ phenotype
Studies with the maltose ABC importer (MalK) demonstrated that transport
was severely affected by an ATPase defect in a single NBD (Davidson and
Sharma, 1997). The same is true for the vitamin B12 (BtuD) transporter (Tal et al.,
2013), where a single functional ATPase supported just 5% of wildtype transport
levels. We used a dominant-negative approach as a simple preliminary method to
investigate the transport response to increasing levels of NBDs with glycan-binding
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Figure 4.7 Mutagenesis of key residues in the Wzt-C putative binding pocket
reduces LPS affinity.
Wzt-CO12 binding site variantss have reduced O-PS affinity compared to wild type.
Pull-down experiments were performed using purified WztO12-C-His10 variants and
LPS obtained from K. pneumoniae O12. WztO12-C-His10 was incubated with LPS
and magnetic nickel beads. Beads were pulled down with a magnet and the
supernatant (flow through; FT) was collected. The beads were washed with buffer
three times (W1-W3) and protein was eluted with buffer containing 500 mM
imidazole (E1-E3). Protein samples were detected by SimplyBlue staining 12%
polyacrylamide SDS-PAGE gels (lower). LPS samples were proteinase-K treated
fractions and LPS was detected by SDS-PAGE and silver staining (upper).

defects (Fig. 4.8). The WztO12 binding-site variants G348Q changes a residue
essential for the export of Und-PP-O-PS (Fig. 4.6) and in vitro LPS binding (Fig.
4.7). This protein has no detectable folding defects and the mutation is not in a
position that should influence dimerization. FLAG-tagged WztO12 G348Q was
overexpressed, along with low levels of WbbL, Wzm, WbbB and wild-type WztO12.
Surprisingly, export was not affected, even with high levels of G348Q expression;
O-PS-substituted LPS was still observed on silver stained SDS-PAGE gels. The
lack of any detectable dominant-negative effect by the variant was surprising. One
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interpretation is that this particular system is refractory to dominant-negative
effects for some reason, so we tested this possibility using a catalytically-null
variant. A glutamic acid residue within the Walker box motif that is conserved
across ABC transporters is generally critical for function (Orelle et al., 2003). The
corresponding WztO12 variant (E183Q) was generated. High-level expression of
the E183Q variant with wild-type Wzt, WbbL, WbbB and Wzm results in a transition
of LPS to a form devoid of O-PS (as observed by silver stained SDS-PAGE gels)
demonstrating its inability to support transport. A similar dominant-negative
phenotype was also observed when a Wzt double variant containing both the CBM
mutation, G348Q, and the Walker box mutation, E183Q, was overexpressed. From
the precedent established with the MalK and BtuD systems, these results are
consistent with a scenario where, as levels of the variant protein rise, there is a
transition to ABC transporter complexes with heterodimers and homodimers of
inactive NBD proteins.
4.4 Discussion
A wide variety of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria are predicted
to contain glyco-transporters with an extended C-terminal domain on the NBD
(Cuthbertson et al., 2010). Examples include members of the genera Clostridium,
Pseudomonas, Vibrio, Yersinia and Rhizobium. These ABC transporters play
essential roles in the production of O-PS and glycoproteins but the structures and
functions of the C-terminal domains are unknown. Prior to the current study, the
only fully characterized example was from E. coli O9a, where the C-terminal
domain is a CBM (Cuthbertson et al., 2005, 2007). The K. pneumoniae O12 Wzt
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Figure 4.8 Half-site binding by Wzt-CO12 permits export of O-antigen.
Samples were whole cell lysates. The top panels display representative silverstained SDS-PAGE gels and the samples were proteinase K-treated. The lower
panels are representative Western immunoblost with primary antibodies directed
against the N-terminal FLAG-tag. N-terminally FLAG-tagged WztO12 (pWQ114),
WztO12 E183Q (pWQ857), WztO12 G348Q (pWQ856) or WztO12 E183Q G348Q
(pWQ866) were induced with arabinose (0-0.2%) in cells expressing wild-type Wzt,
the TMD (Wzm), and O12 biosynthesis GTs (pWQ674). Expression of genes
cloned in pWQ674 was peformed without inducer (leaky expression) and cells
were grown to an A600nm of approximately 0.8.

CBM provides a second example and reveals a conserved process for two O-PSs
with significantly different carbohydrate structures and terminal modifications. The
C-terminal extension of WztO12 encodes a lectin-like CBM, which recognizes its
cognate O-PS with a conserved binding pocket. Binding is dependent on the
presence of a -Kdo residue at the non-reducing terminus of the O-PS substrate
and is a requisite step in the transport mechanism. The general similarity to the E.
coli O9a model increases our confidence in the widespread applicability of the
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export strategy in other systems.
Analyses of the role of the CBM took advantage of both in vivo activity and
in vitro LPS-binding tests. The in vitro system was much more sensitive to
mutations in the CBM. Several variant s were still able to export sufficient O-PS for
abundant O-PS-substituted LPS molecules, despite showing no binding of LPS in
vitro. Possibly, this implies that carbohydrate binding has additional determinants
in the holo-complex. Aromatic residues played a critical role in O-PS binding in E.
coli O9a, potentially by ring stacking. In contrast, electrostatic and polar
interactions dominate in O12 CBM recognition. In either case, a pair of glycine
residues form the base of the binding pocket. Replacement with bulkier glutamine
residues appears to completely abrogate carbohydrate binding and export,
presumably by steric exclusion. The activities of several other bacterial CBMs
recognizing terminal residues have been characterized, although they are in the
minority in comparison to CBMs recognizing features within the glycan chain. The
family 66, type C CBM of the Bacillus subtilis -fructosidase (SacC) contains a sandwich fold with the binding pocket on the concave face. It binds strongly to the
non-reducing terminal fructose with only moderate hydrogen bonding to the
penultimate residue, allowing it to recognize a broader range of substrates with
various linkages (Cuskin et al., 2012). This increased hydrolytic activity by ~100
fold. Likewise, the B. halodurans laminarinase and Saccharophagus degradans agarase family 6 CBMs bind the non-reducing terminus of their substrates, albeit
using loop inter-strand loop regions (van Bueren et al., 2005; Henshaw et al.,
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2006). Conversely, Thermotoga meritima xylanase 10A identifies residues located
at the reducing terminus of xylans and cellulose (Boraston et al., 2001).
The longer saccharide chain-length phenotype observed with most binding
pocket variants is interesting. Precedent from the E. coli O9a chain-length
regulation systems (Hagelueken et al., 2015), and recapitulation in K. pneumoniae
O12 (Williams et al., 2017), suggests that chain length should be dictated primarily
by the action of the capping Kdo-transferase domain of WbbB, with the Wzt-Wzm
export system acting downstream. However, the accumulation of capped
saccharides in the cytosol by slowed transport may indirectly affect the relative
activities of the chain elongation and termination activities of WbbB, for example,
by product inhibition of the Kdo-transferase domain.
At the time of this study, the route of Und-PP-glycan flipping had been
described in PglK from the N-linked protein glycosylation pathway in
Campylobacter jejuni (Perez et al., 2015), and this represented our best working
model for the Wzm-Wzt mechanism of action (See Appendix 3). In this case, PglK
is a half-transporter and the substrate is a lipid-linked heptasaccharide, rather than
a longer polysaccharide. The conserved pyrophosphate-sugar moiety interacts
with the interior of the transmembrane channel to stimulate ATP-binding.
Conformational changes in the NBDs, induced by nucleotide binding, are
translated to opening of the TMDs to the periplasm and translocation of the
oligosaccharide through the lumen of the transporter, while the lipid component
remains in the membrane. ATP hydrolysis and nucleotide release facilitate release
of the Und-PP-glycan substrate and resets the transporter to the resting state for
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a new round of transport. Sequence and organizational differences between WzmWztO12 and PglK are large enough to preclude confident modelling of the subtle
features important in the PglK mechanism. However, integration of a CBM into this
model offers intriguing regulatory possibilities. One possible analog of the O12
system is the NBD of the E. coli maltose importer, MalK, which contains a Cterminal extension involved in trans-inhibition. In particular, unphosphorylated
enzyme IIAglc suppresses transport by binding to the NBD-regulatory domain
interfaces, locking the transporter in an ATPase deficient conformation (Boos and
Shuman, 1998). By analogy, the binding of the cognate O-PS by WztO12 could
induce a conformational change which is a necessary precondition of dimerization,
nucleotide-binding or nucleotide hydrolysis by the NBD.
Although the functional transporter possesses two CBMs, we consider it
unlikely that both are essential to initiate transport. The model proposed for PglK
invokes flipping of a single Und-PP-glycan at a time, implying half-site binding
(Perez et al., 2015); given that the O12 glycan substrate is much larger, half-site
binding would seem a reasonable assumption in this system too. This is consistent
with the lack of a dominant-negative phenotype with a Wzt variant defective in
glycan binding. Although it is conceivable that variant Wzt never reaches levels
high enough to prevent wild-type Wzt dimers from forming, this is not consistent
with the sensitivity of the system to the overexpression of the E183Q variant (which
was able to integrate and inactivate the complex at expression levels comparable
to those evident with G348Q (Fig. 4.8)).
More interesting is the observation that no dominant-negative effects were
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observed even at the highest levels of CBM-defective protein expression when
expressed in conjunction with the chromosomal Wzt. This suggests that the finite
available Wzm somehow avoids being locked into transport-incompetent
complexes by excess transport-incompetent variant homodimer Wzt. One
hypothesis explaining this observation is that the abrogation of carbohydrate
binding interferes with the assembly of a functional ABC transporter complex. In
some transporters, NBDs exist as monomers in the absence of nucleotide, and
only dimerize in vitro in the presence of ATP. In Wzt, the CBM domains likely form
a strongly dimerized platform (implied by the extensive interactions between the
subunits) that may then control the interaction geometry of the NBD domains in a
carbohydrate-binding dependent manner. In this model, binding of carbohydrate
to a single CBM site drives NBD dimerization, followed by association with Wzm
and ultimately, transport. This hypothesis is consistent with the lack of a dominantnegative phenotype demonstrated by highly overexpressing the glycan bindingdeficient G348Q variant in the presence of chromosomal Wzt; without the ability to
bind carbohydrate, the G348Q homodimers fail to form a stable complex with
Wzm, but the G348Q/WT heterodimers still mediate transport. The E183Q
G348Q/WT heterodimers on the other hand can bind carbohydrate, and therefore
initiate NBD dimerization and Wzm binding; however, this complex is unable to
hydrolyze ATP. This leaves these heterodimers trapped in a state incapable of
completing transport, leading to the observed dominant negative phenotype. A
similar observation has been made for the E. coli ribose importer RbsABC2. Coelution experiments were performed with the TMD RbsC-His6 to purify the complex
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in different states and biochemically characterize the steps in the transport cycle
(Clifton et al., 2015). Initially, the entire RbsABC2 complex was purified in the
presence of the vanadate-trapped transition-state analogue, ADP-Vi, as well as
with the non-hydrolysable substrate adenosine 5′-(β,γ-imido)triphosphate (AMPPNP) to represent the ATP-bound state. ATP hydrolysis in the presence or
absence of ribose resulted in purification of the RbsAC2 complex, without the SBP.
Finally, in the absence of nucleotide, RbsC was purified alone, suggesting that
ATP hydrolysis results in destabilization of the transport complex. These data
suggests an additional mechanistic feature for some importers, where the resting
state involves dissociation of NBDs from the TMDs. Interestingly, dynamic
assembly and disassembly was observed for the P. aeruginosa A-band ABC
transporter, based on the distribution of oligomeric states in the absence of
substrate (Singh et al., 2013). Now, that the overall conservation of the CBM role
is established in two systems with different glycan structures, reaching an
understanding of how carbohydrate binding at the CBM can trigger transport
becomes an important research priority for this field.
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CHAPTER 5. FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF THE TERMINAL METHYL GROUP ON
THE LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE O ANTIGEN OF ESCHERICHIA COLI O9A
5.1 Statement of contributions
Dr. Brad R. Clarke, Dr. Chris Whitfield, and I conceived the study and
designed the experiments. Gregory Whitfield purified LPS species and I performed
the experiments. C.W, B.R.C. and I analyzed and interpreted the data.
5.2 Rationale
Regulation of the E. coli O9a polysaccharide chain-length is dependent on
a non-reducing terminal modification with a methylphosphate group, produced by
sequential activities of the WbdD kinase and methyltransferase domains. Other
examples of this type of chain-terminating O-PS assembly strategy include
addition of a methyl group in E. coli O8, or a sugar such as Kdo in K. pneumoniae
O12 (Vinogradov et al., 2002). The involvement of both phosphate and methyl
residues in chain-length regulation in E. coli O9a is more complex than the terminal
modifications employed by E. coli O8 and K. pneumoniae O12; in principle, a single
terminating residue should suffice. It has been demonstrated previously that
termination of O9a with methylphosphate is a prerequisite for CBM-binding and OPS export (Cuthbertson et al., 2007); however, the minimal requirements for
substrate-engagement were not investigated. The hypothesis that the phosphate
and methyl residues perform separate roles during O9a biosynthesis and export
was investigated by uncoupling the kinase and methyltransferase activities and
examining their contributions to chain-length regulation, CBM-binding and export.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 WbdD kinase activity is solely responsible for arresting O-PS polymerization
O-PS chain-extension termination by E. coli O9a is performed by the dualdomain kinase/methyltransferase WbdD (Fig. 5.1). The modal distribution of O9aPS chain-lengths is established by the coiled-coil domain, which physically
separates the WbdD termination machinery from membrane-anchored WbdA.
Previous work has established that the activity of WbdD halts extension of the OPS by WbdA by modifying the non-reducing terminus, to block further extension
(Clarke et al., 2004; Hagelueken et al., 2015; King et al., 2014). Logically, the
addition of a single terminating residue to the site of O-PS extension should be
sufficient for regulation of chain-length distribution. To test the hypothesis that the
first WbdD-catalyzed addition (i.e. glycan phosphorylation) arrests polymerization
and subsequent methylation provides a separate function, the effects of
introducing plasmids encoding wbdD with individually inactivated domains into E.
coli O9a were monitored. Each of the genes encoding WbdD variants were
expressed from an L-arabinose inducible pBAD promoter in a multicopy plasmid
(hereafter designated “plasmid-encoded”).
Previous work has demonstrated that overexpression of a functional WbdD
decreases the average chain length of O-PS (King et al., 2014). This was readily
assessed by profiles of LPS molecules from whole-cell lysates in SDS-PAGE. A
similar strategy was used in the experiments described below. These were
performed in a manA background (CWG634), where O-PS production is
conditionally dependent on addition of D-mannose to the growth medium (Clarke
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Figure 5.1 Structure and biosynthesis of the E. coli O9a O-PS.
Organization of the O-PS synthesis (wb*) operon (A). Chemical structure of the
O9a O-PS (B). O-PS is assembled on undecaprenol phosphate (Und-P). The
square brackets delineate the repeat unit. Man, D-mannose; GlcNAc, D-Nacetylglucosamine. Domain organization of the dual kinase methyltransferase
WbdD. The coiled-coil domain (‘Coil’ in the figure) acts as a molecular ruler
separating WbdA from the chain termination domains of WbdD. An
innermembrane amphipathic -helix (‘IM helix’) anchors WbdD to the membrane
(C).
et al., 2004), in order to avoid any unexpected effects on viability of the
transformants, known to occur when O9a export is affected (Cuthbertson et al.,
2005). This strain contains a genomic copy of wbdDWT which facilitates surface
presentation of O-PS. In vitro experiments have verified that WbdDH132A and
WbdDD351A lack methyltransferase and kinase activities, respectively (Hagelueken
et al., 2012). As shown previously (King et al., 2014), increasing levels of WT
WbdD resulted in an inducer-dependent reduction in the O-PS chain-length
distribution in the LPS profile (Fig. 5.2A). This effect is established at the level of
the Und-PP-linked intermediates, as shown by the Western immunoblot profile
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using anti-O9a antibodies, when the variant proteins were expressed in a
transport-deficient mutant (CWG638, manA wzm−wzt), (Fig. 5.2B). These
intermediates are not visible in silver-stained SDS-PAGE (e.g. Chapters 3 and 4,
(Kos et al., 2009)). The LPS phenotype of cells harbouring the plasmid-encoded
methyltransferase-null variant (wbdDH132A) was similar to wild type, indicating a
functional chain terminator (Fig. 5.2 AB). In contrast, the kinase-null variant
(WbdDD351A) had no effect on the O-PS chain-length distribution in either complete
LPS (Fig. 5.2A), or in Und-PP-linked intermediates in the absence of transport
(Fig. 5.2B). The detection of WbdDD351A (by exploiting the His6-tag) confirmed that
this was not due to a problem in protein expression. Furthermore, the similar OPS profiles in complete LPS and the corresponding Und-PP-linked intermediates
rule out any effects due to selective transport, for instance, on the basis of glycan
size. These results conclusively show that addition of the activity of the kinase is
sufficient to determine O-PS chain-length in vivo and that the kinase and
methyltransferase activities can be uncoupled.
5.3.2 The terminating methyl group is essential for export by Wzm-Wzt
To evaluate whether O9a O-PS lacking normal non-reducing terminal
modifications could be transported across the inner membrane, an E. coli O9a
wbdD mutant (CWG900) was complemented with plasmids expressing WbdD
variants. In vitro experiments have verified that WbdDH132A and WbdDD351A lack
methyltransferase and kinase activities, respectively (Hagelueken et al., 2012).
Export activity was monitored in whole cell lysates separated by SDS-PAGE.
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Figure 5.2 The kinase domain of WbdD acts as the chain-elongation
terminator.
E. coli O9a manA (A; CWG634) and E. coli O9a wzm-wzt (B; CWG638) were
transformed with plasmids expressing wildtype WbdD-His6 (pWQ470), or
methyltransferase-deficient (WbdDH132A-His6 (pWQ829)) or kinase-deficient
WbdDD351A-His6 (pWQ830)) variants, and protein expression was induced with
0.02% - 0.2% L-arabinose, or supressed with 0.4% glucose. E. coli O9a (CWG634)
was used as a positive control. To detect LPS, whole cell lysate samples were first
treated with proteinase K then subjected to SDS-PAGE. To visualize LPS, gels
were either silver-stained (A) or immunoblotted with antibodies directed against
O9a, to detect surface exposed and internal (non-transported) O-PS (B). Protein
expression was monitored with -His5 primary sera.
WbdD mutants do not produce O-PS since WbdD is required to recruit WbdA to
the membrane in order for polymerization to occur (Liston et al., 2015). While
plasmids expressing wild-type WbdD complemented the wbdD mutant, those
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expressing WbdDH132A and WbdDD351A could not, and only O-PS-deficient rough
LPS was evident (Fig. 5.3). However, Und-PP-linked O-PS was detected in all
strains in immunoblots using antibodies specific for the polysaccharide, consistent
with a defect in export. These results suggested that the ABC transporter could not
export either the non-methylated O-PS or the non-terminated (non-phosphorylated
and non-methylated) O-PS. While the WbdDH132A variant produced a banding
pattern indicative of a similar O-PS chain-length profile to wild-type, the WbdDD351A
O-PS was of a higher molecular weight, as expected from the lack of chain-length
regulation described above.
To corroborate these findings, immunofluorescence microscopy was
performed to determine whether (exported) O-PS was present on the cell surface
of the complemented mutants. O-PS was probed with a primary antiserum directed
against the O9a antigen and a secondary antibody conjugated with FITC. Images
of the wild-type and complemented wbdD mutant displayed fluorescent signal on
intact cells (Fig. 5.4). Cells containing only variant WbdD proteins deficient in either
methyltransferase or kinase activity did not display O-PS on the cell surface. In
contrast, permeabilized cells displayed detectable fluorescent signal reflecting
transport deficiency and accumulation of (unexported) Und-PP-O-PS at the
cytosol-inner membrane interface. In addition, brightfield images show that cells
accumulating intracellular O-PS intermediates possess severe morphological
defects, as reported previously for E. coli O9a mutants lacking the ABC transporter
(Cuthbertson et al., 2005; Jorgenson and Young, 2016).
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Figure 5.3 WbdD kinase domain is responsible for chain-termination
E. coli O9a wbdD (CWG900) were transformed with plasmids expressing WbdDHis6 (pWQ470), H132A (pWQ829) or D351A (pWQ830) and protein expression
was induced with 0.02% L-arabinose. E. coli O9a (CWG634) was the positive
control. The top panel displays the LPS profile of proteinase-K treated whole cell
lysates resolved by SDS-PAGE and stained with silver. The middle panel is an
immunoblot using polyclonal primary antibodies directed against O9a;
immunoblots detect both Und-PP-linked and lipid A-linked O-PS. The panel to the
right displays a longer exposure of the two rightmost lanes. The bottom panel is a
Western blot using primary antibodies directed against the C-terminal His tag on
WbdD to demonstrate equivalent protein expression.
5.3.3 The carbohydrate-binding module on Wzt is unable to recognize nonmethylated LPS
Previous work demonstrated that the Wzt C-terminal domain functions as a
CBM (Cuthbertson et al., 2007). In that study, the CBM was functionally
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Figure 5.4 The complete O-antigen terminator moiety is essential for cell
surface exposure.
Brightfield and immunofluorescence microscopy experiments were performed on
formalin-fixed whole and permeabilized cells. E. coli O9a (CWG900) were induced
with 0.02% L-arabinose to express wild-type WbdD-His6 (pWQ470), WbdD H132AHis6 (pWQ829) or WbdD D351A-His6 (pWQ830) and compared to an E. coli O9a
positive control (CWG634). Fixed cells were probed with an anti-O9a rabbit
antisera and a FITC conjugated secondary antibody. The lower signal in the
images of WbdD inactivated strains is anticipated since non-transported O-PS
occupies Und-P carriers and prevents additional rounds of O-PS synthesis.

characterized using an in vitro pull-down approach, where it was revealed to bind
its cognate LPS, but not LPS purified from another serotype (E. coli O8)
possessing a different polymannose structure with a terminal methyl group,
suggesting specificity for its native O-PS. To act in a quality control capacity, the
CBM must only recognize terminated O-PS. Therefore, non-terminated LPS and
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phosphorylated but non-methylated LPS were purified to test the hypothesis that
the complete methylphosphate group is required for CBM-binding using the same
pull-down approach. LPS molecules with chemically distinct non-reducing termini
were generated using a strategy exploited previously to generate non-terminated
K. pneumoniae O12 LPS (Chapter 4). This method takes advantage of the K.
pneumoniae O2a ABC transporter, which lacks a CBM and has no specificity for
either the repeat-unit structure or terminal modifications of O-PS substrates
(Cuthbertson et al., 2010; Kos et al., 2009). Non-methylated and fully nonterminated LPS species were purified from E. coli O9a wbdD wzm-wzt
transformed with plasmids to express the K. pneumoniae O2a transporter and
appropriate variant WbdD derivatives.
The pull-down experiments follow binding (or not) of LPS by His 6-tagged
CBM using Ni++-affinity beads. In the control experiments with WT (fully
terminated) LPS, a considerable amount of LPS eluted in fractions containing CBM
(Fig. 5.5). However, when CBM was incubated with either non-methylated or
completely non-terminated LPS, no binding was evident, indicating that phosphate
and methyl groups are both essential for recognition by the CBM. The inability of
the CBM to bind improperly terminated O-PS is entirely consistent with the
transport defects described above.
5.4 Discussion
The cell surface polysaccharide synthesis system exemplified by E. coli
O9a represents an elegant model for regulating polymer chain length distribution.
It is hypothesized that by combining a molecular ruler with polymerization-
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Figure 5.5 The Wzt CBM does not recognize non-methylated LPS.
Pull-down experiments were performed using purified Wzt-C-His6 and one of three
LPS species: A) wild-type O9a; B) phosphorylated/non-methylated O9a produced
in E. coli O9a wbdD (CWG900) expressing WbdDH132A-His6; C) non-terminated
O9a produced in E. coli O9a wbdD expressing WbdDD351A-His6. Reaction
mixtures consisting of 200 g Wzt-C and 200 g of LPS were mixed with magnetic
nickel beads and harvested using a magnet. The supernatant (flow through (FT))
was collected and the beads were washed three times (W1-W3). Protein was
eluted using imidazole (E1-E3) and fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE.
Protein was detected by simply blue staining (lower panel) and LPS was detected
by silver staining (upper panel).

termination and exporter-recognition mechanisms, the cell ensures an appropriate
O-PS length distribution for optimal survival within their natural environment.
Comparable systems have been identified in E. coli O8, K. pneumoniae O12 and
in S-layer glycoprotein assembly in Geobacillus stearothermophilus NRS2004/3a,
G. tepidamans GS5-97T and Aneurinibacillus thermoaerophilus L420-91T
(Cuthbertson et al., 2010). In most examples, a single terminal residue (and
presumed termination-export signal) is used; an O-methyl group on E. coli O8 and
G. stearothermophilus NRS2004/3a (Schäffer et al., 2002) and A. thermophilus
L420-91T (Schäffer et al., 1999) S-layer glycans, and a Kdo on K. pneumoniae O12
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(Vinogradov et al., 2002). An unusual variant is the addition of GlcNAc and Nacetylmuramic acid (MurNAc) residues onto separate positions of the final Rha in
G. tepidimans GS5-97T (Kählig et al., 2005). However, the specific roles of these
residues in elongation-termination and export have not been investigated. The
overall strategy for the biosynthesis of the terminally-methylated D-Rha polymer in
G. stearothermophilus NRS2004/3a is remarkably similar to that used for the
methylated D-mannose E. coli O8 antigen (Steiner et al., 2008). In contrast, E. coli
O9a utilizes a binary terminator, consisting of a phosphate and an O-methyl group
(Clarke et al., 2011; Vinogradov et al., 2002). An identical structure terminates the
related mannans produced by E. coli O9, K. pneumoniae O3 and Hafnia alvei
PCM1223 (Kubler-Kielb et al., 2012).
In this chapter, it was demonstrated that the WbdD kinase domain was
sufficient for chain-length determination in vivo. However, the quality control
mechanism conferred by the CBM on the ABC transporter shows an additional
dependence on methyltransferase activity. The observation that the methylation
step is obligatory for substrate recognition can be interpreted in two different ways.
In one, the methyl group serves a direct role, completing the export signal.
Alternatively, methylation is required only to overcome binding constraints
imposed by the charged terminal phosphate. Presently there are no data to
unequivocally resolve these differences. The O9a CBM crystal structure has been
solved and the binding pocket was characterized using site-directed mutagenesis
in conjugation with transport and CBM binding experiments (Cuthbertson et al.,
2007). In these studies, aromatic residues were necessary for substrate binding,
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presumably via -stacking with the monosaccharide rings. However, this is not
sufficient for robust binding in the absence of any terminal modification, as seen
here and in the previous study using in vitro-synthesized O9a glycan with or
without any terminal modification (Cuthbertson et al., 2007). In contrast, the K.
pnuemoniae O12 CBM relied on electrostatic and polar interactions for recognition
of the acidic terminator moiety, Kdo (Chapter 4). It is conceivable that the
phosphate moiety on the O9a glycan provides contact points within the extensive
binding pocket and therefore still contributes to recognition of the fully modified
glycan. However, negatively-charged residues are present within the vicinity of the
groove and could be involved in selecting against binding of the O9a O-PS via
electrostatic repulsion in the absence of methylation. Cocrystal structures with
terminated O-PS analogues are essential to conclusively verify structural features
related to O-methyl specificity but, unfortunately, structures of CBM:O-PS
complexes have yet to be obtained for a detailed view of the interactions.
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CHAPTER 6. BIOINFORMATIC ANALYSIS PREDICTS CHEMICAL AND
MECHANISTIC DIVERSITY IN CHAIN-TERMINATED BACTERIAL GLYCANS
EXPORTED BY ABC TRANSPORTERS
6.1 Statement of contributions
Dr. Chris Whitfield and I conceived the study. I collected the data. C.W., Dr.
Matthew S. Kimber and I analyzed and interpreted the data.
6.2 Rationale
The E. coli O9a prototype O-PS assembly system contains several
structural features that are important for defining the chain-length. These elements
are predicted to be conserved in glycan assembly systems from diverse phlya.
Specifically, the involvement of a capping enzyme possessing a coiled-coil
molecular ruler to determine chain length and integration into the ABC transporter
of a CBM which recognizes the glycan cap and provides a quality-control measure
to ensure that only capped polysaccharides are exported through the cytosolic
membrane. Here, the current model of chain-capping processes was used to
develop a strategy for a bioinformatics census of additional examples in available
whole genome sequence records. This provided insights into the scope of
terminator and CBM diversity.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Systems with known terminated glycans reveal conserved features in the
assembly machinery
The prototype systems from E. coli O9a/O8 and K. pneumoniae O12
suggest guiding principles for chain-terminating exporters. Systems where a
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terminal capping residue has been reported in the glycan structure (Table 6.1)
were therefore examined to identify conserved concepts. This is a very small
subset of known bacterial glycan structures and reflects the difficulty in assigning
terminal modifications, and the fact they have not been sought after in most
studies. Consistent with the prototypes, the relevant gene clusters revealed Wzt
homologs ranging in length from 395 to 469 amino acids (versus 246 amino acids
for Wzt from K. pneumoniae O2a), suggesting the presence of a C-terminal
domain, although assignment of CBM activity requires direct investigation. ORFs
encoding proteins with predicted coiled-coils were identified in some instances.
The Pfam family of each domain of these ORFs (identified using InterProScan (ElGebali et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2019)), predicted an activity consistent with the
known terminating residue. K. pneumoniae O4 is an outlier. Its O4 glycan is
terminated with an -linked Kdo residue and an extended Wzt is present. A large
ORF encoded by the O4 wb* gene cluster contains a predicted coiled-coil and this
provides a candidate terminator (D. Williams and C. Whitfield, unpublished);
however, it contains no other established Pfam domains.
While the prototypes are derived solely from OPS examples, the processes
are not necessarily confined to a particular type of glycoconjugate and Table 6.1
includes examples of surface-layer glycans (SLGs). Indeed, biosynthetic
processes similar to OPSs have been recognized in the assembly of SLGs from
glycosylated paracrystalline surface protein arrays in Bacillaceae species and the
requisite machinery is encoded within slg (surface layer glycosylation) gene
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Table 6.1 Glycans assembled in ABC transporter-dependent pathways containing non-reducing terminal
modifications. Structures were obtained from the Bacterial Carbohydrate Structure Database
(http://www.csdb.glycoscience.ru/bacterial/main.html) (Toukach and Egorova, 2016). ND = No Data.
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clusters

(reviewed

in

(Schäffer

and

Messner,

2017)).

Geobacillus

stearothermophilus NRS 2004/3a SLGs are poly-L-Rha polymers terminated with
a 2-O-methyl group (Schäffer et al., 1999, 2002). GTs required for synthesis have
been characterized (Messner et al., 2008; Steiner et al., 2010). WsaE is a
multidomain enzyme reminiscent of K. pneumoniae O12 WbbB, where two Cterminal GTs participate in polymerization (with another GT) are separated by a
coiled-coil region from the N-terminal methyltransferase (Steiner et al., 2008). The
Wzt homolog has an additional domain at the C-terminus that provides a strong
candidate for a CBM involved in terminator recognition.
Anoxybacillus tepidamans GS5-97T SLG contains an unusual termination
pattern, with the polymer being capped with both GlcNAc and MurNAc, on C2 and
C3 of the final Rha, respectively (Kählig et al., 2005; Zayni et al., 2007). Molecular
details of synthesis of this glycan have not been examined, but the slg cluster
revealed a gene encoding a predicted single-domain GT (WbsH) with a coiled-coil,
consistent with a terminator protein assignment, whose enzymatic activity cannot
be definitively assigned by sequence data. It presumably adds either the MurNAc
or the GlcNAc to halt elongation. Addition of GlcNAc at the C-2 position directly
obstructs the next glycose addition, so the role of the additional N-acetymuraminic
residue is unclear. The SLG from Thermoanaerobacter thermohydrosulfuricus
L111-69 (and L110-69) possesses a non-reducing terminal O-methyl group on
position 3 of Rha (Bock et al., 1994) but the sequence of the slg gene cluster is
unavailable.
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6.3.2 Bioinformatics data predicts the chemistry of novel terminators
Characterized examples of chain-length regulation are limited to a few
terminal molecules but, in principle, any modification that sterically or chemically
prevents GT-catalyzed extension of the polysaccharide can serve as a chainterminating group. This can include glycan substituents found in other (nonterminating) contexts, such as acetate, alanine, sulfate, pyruvate, carbamoyl, or
phosphate, as well as any sugar whose addition breaks the glycan repeat-unit
pattern.
A bioinformatic approach was used here to predict additional chain
terminating modifications using a strategy which exploits our understanding of the
required activities and possible formats. The initial step was to identify genes
encoding Wzt homologs with C-terminal domains within the NCBI nucleotide
database, working on the premise that the CBM should (in most cases) correlate
with a cognate terminator. Only wzt homologs found near genes predicted to
encode GTs, or enzymes involved in nucleotide-sugar donor synthesis, were
considered. The protein sequence of full-length E. coli O9a Wzt was used as a
query sequence, since the NBD sequence is more highly conserved than the CBM.
A tBlastn search (Altschul et al., 1990) was performed within the non-redundant
nucleotide sequence database with an expect value cutoff of 10e -20. A Python
script (Appendix 2) was written using the BioPython package (Cock et al., 2009)
to locate the wzt homolog within the Genbank file of each Blast hit based on the
position of the High-scoring Sequence Pair. To identify Wzt homologs possessing
C-terminal domains, sequences were selected based on two criteria which can be
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obtained directly from Genbank records: a length ranging from 325 to 550 amino
acids (i.e. longer than K. pneumoniae O2a Wzt (246 amino acids) but shorter than
the model half-transporter, MsbA (582 amino acids)); located within 7500 bp and
in the same orientation on the chromosome as one or more annotated
‘glycosyltransferases’ (annotation contains ‘glyco’, ‘manno’, etc.). For each of the
identified polysaccharide synthesis gene clusters, translated ORF sequences
surrounding the Wzt homolog were then analyzed by COILS from the Swiss
Institute of Bioinformatics (Lupas, 1996; Lupas et al., 1991; Parry, 1982), to identify
proteins with coiled-coil regions indicative of chain-length regulation activity. ORFs
containing a coiled-coil region were subjected to domain prediction analysis using
InterProScan software to propose the chemical identity of the non-reducing
terminal modification (El-Gebali et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2019).
This approach identified several Wzt homologs with extended C-terminal
domains that had been highlighted in prior phylogenetic analysis (Cuthbertson et
al., 2010). The corresponding structural data was often unavailable or insufficient
to support the presence of non-reducing terminal modifications. These offered test
cases for validation of the strategy. Genes surrounding wzt were examined for
predicted gene products possessing coiled-coil motifs. In most cases, well
established Pfam domains could be assigned to the coiled-coil proteins, facilitating
prediction of the identity of the non-reducing terminal modification (Table 6.2). The
majority of these offer additional examples of the established non-reducing
terminal methylphosphate or methyl terminators, while others suggest glycose
terminators and some remain unknown. For instance, the E. coli O99 antigen
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backbone is composed of poly D-Rha. The O99 gene cluster resembles that of O9a
(King et al., 2009a; Perepelov et al., 2009) and includes homologs of WbdA (WejI),
as well as WbdD (WejH), with obvious methyltransferase and kinase domains
(44% identity, 62% similarity to WbdDO9a, E = 0.0) (Perepelov et al., 2009). The
bioinformatics data strongly suggests that the O99 glycan is terminated with a
methylphosphate moiety like the O9a prototype. Termination involving a methyl
group was most commonly identified. Its prevalence could reflect biases in the
current genomic and structural data or reflect either the ready availability of this
cellular resource, or some favourable biophysical property associated with the
methyl group (such as better adherence to non-polar surfaces).
The bioinformatic approach identified additional examples where there were
no structural data associated with the glycan synthesis cluster. In these, novel
potential terminators were predicted, including pyruvate, sulfate, phosphate (in the
absence of additional methylation) and carbamate (Table 6.3). Sulfate and
phosphate are common constituents along the main chain of several carbohydrate
containing structures, such as glycosaminoglycans and

teichoic acids,

respectively. A pyruvate terminator was predicted for a polysaccharide from B.
vietnamiensis G4, and this may be the terminator for the known O-PS structure
(Table 6.2). The putative modular chain-length regulation protein possesses a pair
of C-terminal GT modules, separated from the N-terminal pyruvyltransferase
candidate. Ketal pyruvate groups are a common modifications of side chains in
polysaccharides, such as E. coli colanic acid and Xanthomonas campestris
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Table 6.2 Glycans with Wzt-C domains and known structures expected to contain non-reducing terminal
modifications. The gene clusters are predicted to be responsible for biosynthesis of the indicated glycan, but
further genetic or biochemical evidence is required to confirm the assignment.
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xanthan gum (Ielpi et al., 1981; Marzocca et al., 1991; Stevenson et al., 1996).
Pyruvyl groups are also used as decorations of Gram-positive SCWP from
Paenibacillus alvei (Hager et al., 2018). The pyruvyltransferase, CsaB, shares 28%
identity (E=2e-26) with the B. vietnamiensis G4 putative pyruvyltransferase domain,
suggesting a similar function. CsaB uses a donor substrate, phosphoenolpyruvate,
that, like methyl, phosphate and Kdo groups, requires no additional glycandedicated enzymes for production.
The

predicted

chain-terminating

carbamoyltransferases

from

Herbaspirillum rubrisubalbicans M1 and Rhodoplanes sp. Z2-YC6860 each share
>28%

sequence

identity

(E<1e-36)

with

both

NodU

and

NolO

carbamoyltransferases from Nodulation (Nod) factor biosynthesis in Rhizobium sp.
NGR234 (Jabbouri et al., 1995, 1998). Nod factors are acylated -1,4-GlcNAc
oligosaccharides secreted by rhizobia to induce symbiotic nodule formation on the
roots of legumes (D’Haeze and Holsters, 2002). The structures of Nod factors can
vary in the number, variety and position of substituents including non-reducing
terminal N-methyl, O-acetyl, and O-carbamoyl groups, providing further examples
of modifications which have the potential to arise in cap-dependent glycan
synthesis.
Many of the identified putative glycan-capping proteins display modular
organizations. Some of these are candidates for proteins acting in termination and
(full or partial) polymerization, by analogy with the established models. Substantial
additional diversity was observed in the predicted terminator modules. For
example, the putative terminator protein from Sebaldella termitidis ATCC 33386
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Table 6.3 Newly discovered candidates for putative coiled-coil termination
activities
Source

Genbank
ID

NBD
CBM
Accession

NBD
Length

Putative
Terminator
Accession

Terminator
architecture

Pseudomonas
protegens
FDAARGOS_307
Sulfate Terminator

CP022097
.2

ASE24426.1

424

ASE24427.1

PvTase (PF04230)
– CC

Nitrosococcus
halophilus Nc 4

CP001798
.1

ADE15671.1

411

ADE15675.1

Sulfotransferase
(PF13469) – CC –
GT (PF00535) –
MeTase (PF13489)

CP027477
.1

AVX90388.1

419

AVX90387.1

Acetyltransferase
(cd04647)
KdoTase
(PF05159) – CC –
GT (PF00535) – GT
(PF00535)

Herbaspirillum
rubrisubalbicans M1

CP013737
.1

ALU87684.1

429

ALU87686.1

Rhodoplanes sp. Z2YC6860

CP007440
.1

AMN43749.1

419

AMN43744.1

Carbamoyltransfera
se
(PF02543,
PF16861) – CC –
GT (PF00535)
Carbamoyltransfera
se
(PF02543,
PF16861) – CC

Paenibacillus
polymyxa
ATCC
15970
Methyl Terminator

CP011420
.1

APQ62228.1

433

APQ61431.1

Kinase (PF01633) CC

Sebaldella termitidis
ATCC 33386

CP001739
.1

ATA18599.1

463

ACZ09261.1

MeTase (PF13578)
CC
–
GT
(PF00535) – GT
(PF00535) – GT
(PF01075)

Thiocystis
violascens DSM 198

CP003154
.1

AFL74597.1

455

AFL74598.1

MeTase (PF13489)
- GT (PF00535) –
CC – GT (PF00535)
– GT (PF13692)

Enterococcus
mundtii CRL35
Pseudomonas
fluorescens Pf0-1

CP025473
.1
CP000094
.2

AZP92413.1

406

AZP92414.1

ABA75785.1

438

ABA75784.1

MeTase (PF13489)
- CC
MeTase (PF08241)
– CC

Clostridium
saccharobutylicum
DSM 13864

CP006721
.1

AGX45163.1

419

AGX45162.1

Pyruvate terminator

O-acetyl/Kdo Terminator
Pseudomonas
koreensis P19E3

Carbamate Terminator

Phosphate Terminator

MeTase (PF13578)
– CC
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(ACZ09261.1) possesses three predicted C-terminal GT domains, separated from
the N-terminal methyltransferase by a coiled-coil. In the Thiocystis violascens DSM
198

candidate

chain-length

regulator

(AFL74598.1),

an

N-terminal

methyltransferase-GT pair is separated by a coiled-coil region from two GT
domains.
It should be noted that the predicted termination enzyme is typically at the
N-terminal end of the construct when not appended to GTs (Tables 6.2 and 6.3).
This is the same format observed for E. coli O9a WbdD, which contains a Cterminal amphipathic helix which may be a feature common to many capping
enzymes. One possible reason for this conserved arrangement is to ensure that
the membrane anchor is the final component that is translated so that once protein
synthesis is completed and released from the ribosome, it rapidly incorporates into
the membrane. Synthesis of the amphipathic membrane anchor first could
increase possibilities for protein aggregation while the rest of the protein is
translated.
6.3.3 Sequence similarity networks of Wzt_C domains
The largest Pfam family, PF00005, is the ABC transporter superfamily,
while the E. coli O9a CBM is a member of the Wzt_C protein family (PF14524).
Pfam identifies members of a family using Hidden Markov Models generated with
HMMER3 (http://hmmer.org/) (El-Gebali et al., 2019; Sonnhammer et al., 1998).
Because it does not rely upon annotations of neighboring genes, it can identify
Wzt-C domains from incomplete sequence data, or in situations with erroneous or
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outdated annotations. One disadvantage is that proteins unrelated to glycan export
may be identified, so for the examples presented in Tables 6.1 - 6.3, inspection of
the gene clusters confirmed GT-encoding genes. Conversely, Wzt C-terminal
domains identified in other reports, such as with B. bronchiseptica MO149 Wzt,
are not identified as members of the Wzt_C family (Vinogradov et al., 2010). It is
not clear if this example has a different function from the characterized CBMs or if
it represents a shortcoming of the Pfam model for Wzt_C family identification.
Sequence-based relationships among Wzt-C domains, were visualized
using the Enzyme Similarity Tool from the Enzyme Function Initiative (EFI; Carl R.
Woese Institute for Genomic Biology) (Gerlt, 2017; Gerlt et al., 2015; Zallot et al.,
2018). This tool uses protein sequence data to generate a sequence similarity
network (SSN) map, where related proteins are grouped in clusters. It has been
used to group members of protein families by function and substrate specificity
(Vetting et al., 2015; Wichelecki et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). Protein
sequences are represented as nodes (in this case representative nodes of groups
of sequences with > 80% sequence identity) and the edges connect nodes with
similarity above a specified threshold value. For this analysis, the set of Wzt_C
sequences identified by Pfam were used and the protein sequences were trimmed
to only include the Wzt_C domain, to eliminate the confounding effects created by
the highly conserved NBD sequences. The SSN was generated with an alignment
score threshold of 28 (sequence identity ~40%). This resulted in clusters
containing the Wzt_C sequence for E. coli O9a (Cluster 8) and K. pneumoniae
O12 (Cluster 20) being highly interconnected (Fig. 6.1). Examination of the
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Figure 6.1 Sequence similarity network of Wzt_C family proteins.
The SSN was constructed using the EFI Sequence Similarity Tool and visualizes
Wzt_C family members as representative nodes (>80% sequence identity)
connected by edges representing an alignment score of at least 28. Figure displays
the 30 largest clusters. Representative nodes are coloured by phyla. Clusters are
numbered by size (number of sequences) and the predicted non-reducing terminal
modification being recognized is indicated. The SSN was visualized using
Cytoscape 3.6.1.
polysaccharide gene clusters associated with each node in Clusters 8 and 20
revealed coiled-coil-containing proteins with the same activity as WbdDO9a or
WbbBO12-N (Tables 6.4 and 6.5), but no coiled-coil proteins with unrelated
activities. In SSN maps generated with a lower alignment score threshold (lower
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Table 6.4 Protein IDs of Wzt_C proteins from representative nodes in SSN
cluster 8 and the associated coiled-coil proteins containing
methyltransferase and kinase domains
Source

Genome ID

Wzt ID

Terminator ID

Tatumella citrea strain DSM
13699
Pseudomonas citronellolis strain
SJTE-3
Pantoea sp. CFSAN033090

NZ_CP015579.1

WP_087488997.1

WP_087488996.1

NZ_CP015878.1

WP_064584795.1

WP_082936889.1

NZ_LGYX01000001.1

WP_052270681.1

WP_082239100.1

Burkholderia sp. Leaf177

NZ_LMPF01000004.1

WP_056355223.1

WP_056355225.1

Vibrio barjaei strain 3062

LQXO02000034.1

OIN25469.1

OIN25468.1

Xanthomonas citri pv. glycines str.
8ra
Rhizobium sp. P44RR-XXIV

NZ_CP017188.2

WP_016851449.1

WP_026007292.1

NZ_MPVZ01000024.1

WP_077472446.1

WP_077472445.1

Delftia sp. RIT313

NZ_JFYT01000046.1

WP_081816195.1

WP_081816205.1

Acidovorax avenae subsp. avenae
strain Sa2
Sodalis-like symbiont of Philaenus
spumarius strain spu UN00832
Acidovorax sp. 62 Ga0181132_11

CP028301.1

AVT12026.1

AVT12027.1

NKXM01000262.1

OZI14940.1

OZI14941.1

NZ_PEFJ01000001.1

WP_099743136.1

WP_099743137.1

Klebsiella oxytoca strain UNM
NODE_27
Stenotrophomonas indicatrix
strain WS40
Pseudomonas hunanensis strain
P11
Delftia acidovorans strain 2167
scaffold1
Xanthomonas cannabis pv.
cannabis strain NCPPB 2877
Serratia plymuthica PRI-2C

NZ_PCMV01000027.1

WP_023321274.1

WP_023321273.1

NZ_PEJS01000001.1

WP_099841856.1

WP_099841857.1

NZ_PISL01000016.1

WP_103518058.1

WP_103518057.1

NZ_KN046795.1

WP_080736969.1

WP_080736968.1

NZ_JSZE01000019.1

WP_039564055.1

WP_039564066.1

NZ_CP015613.1

WP_006320940.1

WP_006320939.1

Lonsdalea quercina strain ATCC
29281
Pantoea agglomerans strain
NFPP29
Ectothiorhodospira magna strain
B7-7
Sodalis glossinidius str.
'morsitans' isolate B4
Aurantimonas manganoxydans
SI85-9A1 scf_1099451004081
Pantoea sp. BL1

FNQS01000007.1

SEA70384.1

SEA70356.1

NZ_FUWI01000003.1

WP_078804565.1"

WP_078804564.1

NZ_FOFO01000009.1

WP_090205445.1

WP_090205406.1

LN854557.1

CRL45014.1

CRL45015.1

NZ_CH672387.1

WP_009210106.1

WP_009210105.1

NZ_JZRH01000010.1

WP_045832312.1

WP_052696562.1

Xanthomonas citri pv.
mangiferaeindicae LMG 941
Pseudomonas putida ND6

NZ_CAHO01000010.1

WP_033482371.1

WP_003484120.1

NC_017986.1

WP_014754179.1

WP_014754178.1

Xanthomonas alfalfae strain GEVRose-07

NZ_MIKD01000489.1

WP_046939786.1

WP_071118782.1

stringency), the cluster containing E. coli O9a Wzt_C had edges connecting it with
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a cluster containing Wzt_C sequences associated with coiled-coil-containing
proteins without kinase domains (data not shown). On this basis, it is probable that
the remaining SSN clusters are largely populated with Wzt_C domains recognizing
a shared terminal group. The 3930 nodes generated in this analysis were grouped
into 1211 clusters; 1033 of these had no edges. This high degree of dispersion
reflects the low sequence similarity among members of the protein family and is
consistent with (among other things) the chemical diversity of CBM target ligands.
Table 6.5 Protein IDs of Wzt_C proteins from representative nodes in SSN
cluster 20 and the associated coiled-coil proteins containing Kdotransferase domain
Source

Genome ID

Wzt ID

Terminator ID

Serratia marcescens strain SM03

NZ_LZOB01000011.1

WP_074054654.1

WP_074054653.1

Serratia oryzae strain J11-6

NZ_MOXD01000005.1

WP_076942341.1

WP_076942340.1

Pseudomonas sp. MF4836

MVOL01000008.1

OOV93995.1

OOV93996.1

Pseudomonas sp. AAC

NZ_KL647095.1

WP_043268309.1

WP_081884580.1

Serratia sp. Ag1

NZ_JQEI01000003.1

WP_037394106.1

WP_037394103.1

Pseudomonas koreensis strain D26

NZ_CP014947.1

WP_041478299.1

WP_082817319.1

Aeromonas hydrophila strain AH-1

LYXN01000191.1

OCA60464.1

OCA60463.1

Raoultella ornithinolytica strain S12

NZ_CP010557.1

WP_041146372.1

WP_041146371.1

Rhodanobacter sp. SCN 67-45

MEFB01000128.1

ODT91411.1

ODT91410.1

Enterobacter cloacae strain e54

NZ_FKET01000061.1

WP_063930273.1

WP_063930272.1

Pseudomonas sp. ok602

NZ_FOUL01000010.1

WP_093421942.1

WP_093421937.1

Xanthomonas sp. Leaf131

NZ_LMOG01000016.1

WP_055824844.1

WP_055824846.1

Enterobacteriaceae bacterium S05

NZ_CP024784.1

WP_049004241.1

WP_108450970.1

Pseudomonas sp. GM79

NZ_AKJE01000042.1

WP_032830376.1

WP_008071652.1

Pseudomonas sp. PICF141

NZ_MUNM01000087.1

WP_095634986.1

WP_095634985.1

Pseudomonas sp. T

NZ_MUHV01000001.1

WP_081515771.1

WP_081515319.1

Wzt_C proteins are found in a phylogenetically diverse group of organisms
(Fig. 6.1). The majority are from proteobacteria, although this may reflect biases
in genome depositions rather than natural abundance. While some are likely to be
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O-PSs, the type of glycan cannot be clearly established from sequence alone.
Representatives from firmicutes and actinobacteria, which are Gram-positive, may
recognize terminated SLGs or peptidoglycan-linked SCWPs. As might be
expected, individual SSN clusters are dominated by sequences from an individual
phylum, and we predict that these share the same terminal group specificity. It is
common for homologues from different phyla to share low sequence identity (Zallot
et al., 2018).
Next, Wzt_C SSN clusters were correlated with known or predicted
substrate

glycan

constituents,

recognizing

that

polysaccharide

structure

availability limits many of these assignments to predictions, which are meant to
inform future biochemical investigations. E. coli O8 and Aneurinibacillus
thermoaerophilus L420-91T Wzt_C sequences are both represented in Cluster 1
and both are terminated with O-methyl on C3 (Table 6.6). However, B. mallei OPS is also capped with 3-O-methyl, but its Wzt_C domain is represented in Cluster
2, along with that of V. cholerae O37. It is not clear if this reflects evolutionary
distance or if it has mechanistic implications. For instance, one explanation for this
observation is that constituent sugars near the end of the main-chain polymer
contribute to Wzt-C substrate specificity along with the terminal substituent. This
is consistent with the extended ligand-binding site observed in WztO9a-C
(Cuthbertson et al., 2007) and WztO12-C crystal structures (Chapter 4) containing
aromatic residues, which are frequently involved in protein-carbohydrate
interactions. Glycan repeat-unit structures represented in Cluster 1 contain Man
(or Rha, i.e. 6-deoxymannose), while Cluster 2 representatives share a common
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repeating unit Glc. In addition to the chemical identities of the terminator and sugar
it is covalently linked to, the position on the sugar is likely to be important for
recognition by the CBM.

Table 6.6 Summary of sequence
neighbourhood network analyses

Cluster
1

2

3
5

6

7
8

9

similarity network

and

genome

Representative organisms

Predominant
phylum

Proposed
Terminator

Potential shared
repeat
unit
constituents

Escherichia coli O8
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
PAO1 CPA
Pseudomonas putida W619
Aneurinibacillus
thermoaerophilus L420-91T

Proteobacteria

Me-3-

Man or Rha

Proteobacteria

Me-3-

Glc

Firmicutes

Me-?-

L-Rha

Vibrio cholerae O37
Burkholderia
pseudomallei
K96243
Burkholderia mallei ATCC
23344
Aneurinibacillus
thermoaerophilus
DSM
10115/G+
Burkholderia vietnamiensis G4i

or Hep

Proteobacteria

Pseudomonas syringae pv.
Tomato DC3000
Sebaldella
termitidis
ATCC
33386

Proteobacteria

Me-?-

L-Rha

Enterococcus mundtii CRL35

Firmicutes

Me-?-

L-Rha

Proteobacteria

Me-PO4-3-

Man or D-Rha

Burkholderiales bacterium 68-12

Proteobacteria

HexN-?-

Klebsiella pneumoniae O4 ii
Burkholderia phytofirmans PsJN

Proteobacteria

Kdo-2,2-

Escherichia coli O9a
Escherichia coli O99
Xanthamonas campestris
Campestris

pv.

10
Gal(NAc)
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13

16
20

21
25
26
28

Geobacillus
stearothermophilus
NRS
2004/3a
Pseudomonas
protegens
FDAARGOS_307

Firmicutes

Me-2-

Proteobacteria

Pv-?,?-

Proteobacteria

Kdo-2,3-

Proteobacteria

Me-?-

Firmicutes

Me-?-

Proteobacteria

CHO-?-

Proteobacteria

Me-?-

Proteobacteria

Pv-?,?-

Pseudomonas fluorescens strain
E24

Proteobacteria

SO4-?-

Pseudomonas koreensis P19E3

Proteobacteria

Ac-?-Kdo?-

Rhizobium tropici CIAT 899

Proteobacteria

Rhizobium etli CE3

Proteobacteria

Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans
serotype e

Proteobacteria

CHO-?-

Nitrosococcus halophilus Nc 4

Proteobacteria

SO4-?-

Geobacillus tepidamans GS597T

Firmicutes

GlcNAc,
MurNAc

Klebsiella pneumoniae O12
Serratia marcescens O4
Pseudomonas fluorescens strain
HPB
Clostridium saccharobutylicum
DSM 13864
Serratia
marcescens
strain
MSU97
Legionella
anisa
isolate
UMCG_3A

L-Rha

L-Rha,

Glc(NAc)

D-Rha

or GlcNAc

29
Burkholderia vietnamiensis G4i

30
85

87
96
111
126
1094

Organisms bolded have a known non-reducing terminal constituent
Terminators listed in italics are inferred from genome data
i B. vietnamiensis G4 genome sequence contains two gene clusters with extended Wzt
represented in the SSN
ii Used an ‘identical protein’ from NCBI database to locate position within the SSN

Wzt_C sequences identified in the previous analysis (Tables 6.1 – 6.3)
disperse across clusters in a way that is largely consistent with differences in the
chemical identity of their predicted terminators (Table 6.6). Clusters without
representatives may offer additional novel termination chemistries. A Wzt_C
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sequence was chosen from large, proteobacteria- or firmicutes-dominated clusters
that lacked representatives from previous analysis (Table 6.7). Representatives
from Clusters 26 (Serratia marcescens strain MSU97), 28 (Legionella anisa isolate
UMCG_3A) and 30 (Pseudomonas fluorescens strain E24) provided candidates
with putative termination activities consistent with known examples: glycosylation,
methylation and sulfation, respectively. Evaluation of the genome sequence from
an SSN Cluster 9 representative, Burkholderiales bacterium 68-12, revealed a
coiled-coil protein with a predicted N-deacetylase activity. This protein shares
similarity (25% identity, E= 3e-9), including conserved active site residues, with
Thermococcus

kodakarensis

(strain

ATCC

BAA-918)

diacetylchitobiose

deacetylase, which removes an acetyl group from the non-reducing terminal Ndiacetylglucosamine (Tanaka et al., 2004; Viars et al., 2014). Its presence may
imply that instead of providing a substituent to block chain-elongation, this
modification blocks further polymerization by converting a glycose to a form that is
no longer an acceptor for the oligosaccharide-extending GT.
Table 6.7 Representative organisms from additional SSN Clusters.
Organism

Genbank ID

NBD CBM
Accession

NBD
Length

Burkholderiales
bacterium 68-12

MKUS010000
38.1

OJX31745.
1

403

Serratia marcescens
strain MSU97
Legionella
anisa
isolate UMCG_3A
Pseudomonas
fluorescens
strain
E24

NZ_MJAO010
00001.1
CP029563.1

WP_07352
8826.1
AWN7396
2.1
WP_07882
7099.1

444

NZ_MSDI010
00001.1

489
443

Putative
Terminator
Accession
OJX31736.1

WP_073528
827.1
AWN73963.
1
WP_073638
362.1

Terminator
architecture
Deacetylase
(PF02585, LmbE) –
GT (PF00535) – CC
– GT (PF00535) –
GT (SSF53448)
GT (PF13429) – CC
– GT (PF13692)
MeTase (PF05050)
– CC
Sulfotransferase
(PF13469) - CC
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Although these types of tools can provide useful starting point for analysis,
some of the SSN groupings need to be interpreted with care. For example, Cluster
10 contains the the Wzt_C domain of B. phytofirmans PsjN Wzt_C, which was
predicted to be terminated with a methyl group (Table 6.3), as well as the Wzt_C
from the K. pneumoniae O4 antigen that is predicted to recognize a terminal Kdo
residue (Table 6.2). Notably, the K. pneumoniae O4 coiled-coil protein could not
be assigned domains, implying that its proposed Kdo-transferase domain is not
represented within the Pfam database. One possibility is that the B. phytofirmans
PsjN coiled-coil protein contains an identical activity, but it could not be assigned
by InterProScan analysis. Structural elucidation of the B. phytofirmans PsJN nonreducing terminal substituent is required to address this inconsistency.
6.3.4 Variations on the theme suggest potential novel mechanisms
Some systems do not conform to the prototypes. First, the Vibrio cholerae
O1 antigen is capped at the non-reducing terminus with a 2 O-methyl group in
Ogawa strains. This group is completely dispensable for export and the ABC
transporter lacks a C-terminal domain (Hisatsune et al., 1993, 1996; Stroeher et
al., 1992). The absence of this group differentiates the Inaba (serogroups AC) from
the Ogawa (serogroups AB(c)) serotype of V. cholerae and arises from mutations
in wbeT (formerly rfbT), encoding a methyltransferase. There is no difference in
the chain-length distribution seen in these strains (Manning et al., 1986).
Consequently, it is probable that the export model for V. cholerae O1 resembles
K. pneumoniae O2a (Cuthbertson et al., 2010). Despite the lack of impact of the
terminal residue on chain regulation and export, the terminal modification has an
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important biological effect. Individuals who acquired immunity to Ogawa strains
were not immune from Inaba isolates but individuals immune to Inaba were
immune to both Inaba and Ogawa strains (Alam et al., 2016).
Secondly, several biosynthetic gene clusters are not predicted to encode a
coiled-coil protein. One example is the P. aeruginosa Common Polysaccharide
Antigen (CPA), an LPS-linked

D-Rha

polymer exported by an ABC transporter

(King et al., 2009b). The CPA synthesis cluster contains a Wzt homolog with an
extended C-terminus and chemical analysis of CPA revealed the presence of small
amounts of 3-O-methyl substituted Rha (Arsenault et al., 1994), making this
substitution a candidate for the non-reducing terminal modification. Termination is
proposed to be carried out by the cyclic-di-GMP-regulated methyltransferase and
kinase enzymes WarAB (McCarthy et al., 2017). These are encoded by genes
outside the CPA biosynthesis locus but interact with CPA GTs. Although WarAB
lacks a coiled-coil domain, they have been proposed to provide capping by addition
of a methylphosphate group, based on LPS phenotypes from methyltransferase
overexpression assessed by SDS-PAGE; further polysaccharide structural data is
essential to confirm this interpretation. The generated SSN offered an opportunity
to predict the non-reducing terminal modifications in cases where a corresponding
coiled-coil-containing terminator protein could not be identified. Based on its
position within Cluster 1 of the SSN, the termination of P. aeruginosa CPA is
predicted to be an O-methyl group on the C3 position. This may indicate that the
methyltransferase WarA modifies O-PS independently of the kinase, WarB.
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Several additional examples of extended Wzt without a coiled-coil partner
suggests that variations on the E. coli O9a protype exist and P. aeruginosa CPA
is not an aberration. WbmOO (CCJ56881.1) from Bordetella bronchiseptica
MO149 was proposed to be the terminating methyltransferase (PF08241) based
on similarity to WbdDO8 (29% identity over 108aa) (Vinogradov et al., 2010),
however this sequence is not predicted to contain a coiled-coil region. A
terminating methyl residue was found in the

D-rhamnan

homopolymer from

Campylobacter fetus ssp. Fetus serotype B (Senchenkova et al., 1996), but
corresponding genes could not be identified in nearby sequence encoding Wzt or
a coiled-coil-containing protein. The heteropolymers produced by Burkholderia
mallei BM2308 and B. pseudomallei RR2808 also have terminal methyl groups.
Genome data reveals an extended Wzt in these isolates with downstream
methyltransferases (YP_103568.1 and CCJ56881.1, respectively, belonging to
PF13489), consistent with the terminator identity. However, these were not
predicted to contain coiled-coils and may be responsible for addition of main-chain
O-methyl substituents.
While it is possible that in these systems coiled-coil-containing termination
proteins reside elsewhere on the chromosome, this is unlikely given the propensity
of glycan biosynthesis genes to cluster. One possibility is that a terminating
enzyme exists somewhere within these operons, but either has a coiled-coil spacer
that evades detection, directly associates with the membrane, or is fused with, or
binds to some other protein (such as a glycosyltransferase) that is itself bound to
the membrane. We anticipate that a termination enzyme that is not somehow
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tethered a defined distance from the membrane would be unfavourable, as the
organism would be capable of producing oligosaccharides too short to reach the
ABC transporter CBM which would not be transported. This would generate toxic
effects by sequestering Und-P, which is essential for peptidoglycan assembly
(Jorgenson and Young, 2016). It is conceivable that structural features other than
a coiled-coil can contribute the spacing between polymerizing and terminating
enzymes required to act as a molecular ruler and dictate chain length. The P.
aeruginosa O17 biosynthetic gene cluster encodes an extended Wzt and a
methyltransferase

domain-containing

protein.

Overexpression

of

the

methyltransferase domain results in premature chain-termination, suggesting that
the methyltransferase-containing protein acts as the chain-length regulator
(Huszczynski, 2018). The O17 methyltransferase lacks a predicted coiled-coil
motif. However, the region C-terminal to the methyltransferase domain has regular
repeating sequences that range in number from 4 to 17 repeats, depending on the
O17 isolate, and secondary sequence prediction suggests this region contains a
single -helix. It is therefore predicted to behave like a molecular ruler, though it
may not form a coiled-coil. In other instances, another motif, such as a -helix
could provide the requisite extended structure and provide the appropriate
geometry (Mitraki et al., 2002).
Another alternative model is that in cases without a coiled-coil protein, there
is no terminating enzyme, and the CBM instead simply recognizes a specific end
group within the regular repeat structure of the glycan; such a variant would
dispense with the need for a separate termination module, but at the cost of only
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being able to produce oligosaccharides at the minimal saccharide length dictated
by the membrane-ABC transporter-CBM spacing. An interesting candidate
example can be found in Rhizobium etli CE3. O-PS assembly in this organism
relies on an ABC transporter with a putative CBM (Lerouge et al., 2001), and the
non-reducing terminus of the O-PS is decorated with several O-methyl groups
(Forsberg et al., 2000). Four methyltransferases and 9 GTs have been identified
in the wb* cluster (Lerouge et al., 2003; Ojeda et al., 2013). However, prediction
tools do not identify a putative coiled-coil in any of these ORFs, so there is no clear
candidate termination enzyme. The degree of main-chain and terminal Omethylation can be modulated by environmental factors such as pH and
anthocyanins (D’Haeze et al., 2007; Noel et al., 2004), and existing mutant
phenotypes suggest that non-reducing terminal methylation is not required for
chain-termination, or for export (Duelli et al., 2001; Ojeda et al., 2010). In addition,
the genes responsible for addition of the non-reducing terminal fucose (wreB) and
O-methyl groups (wreA, wreD, wreF) proved dispensable for production of smooth
LPS (Ojeda et al., 2010). Together, this suggests that methylation is not the
termination strategy. Chain-length control is exact, resulting in a uniform product
with five repeat units per polymer. This chain length may represent the shortest
possible glycan that can span the distance from the membrane to the CBM, which
then captures and exports the OPS.
Interestingly, some extended Wzt proteins can be found with an extra Cterminal domain attached to the CBM C-terminus (Table 6.8). An NBD-Wzt_Csulfotransferase ORF was reported previously in Geobacter uraniireducens strain
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Table 6.8 Wzt homologs with additional C-terminal domains
Source

Genbank Id

Wzt Id

Wzt Organization

Oscillatoriales
cyanobacterium
USR001
Tychonema
bourrellyi
FEM_GT703
Geobacter
uraniireducens
(strain Rf4)
Oscillatoria nigroviridis PCC 7112
Acidovorax
sp.
(strain JS42)

MBRE01000079.1

OCQ93928.
1

NBD(PF000005)
–
Wzt_C(PF14524)
–
Sulfotransferase (PF00685)

NXIB02000039.1

PHX55816.1

ND

CP000698.1

ABQ27964.
1

CP003614.1

AFZ07876.1

ABQ27960.1
MeTase(PF134
89) - CC
ND

CP000539.1

ABM40795.
1

Polynucleobacter
sp. VK13

FWXJ01000009.1

SMC60958.
1

Roseiflexus
(strain RS-1)

CP000686.1

ABQ92433.
1

Hyphomicrobium
nitrativorans NL23

CP006912.1

AHB47207.1

Clostridium
clostridioforme
CAG:132

CBDY010000463.
1

CDB64836.
1

Comamonadaceae
bacterium PBBC1

NKIP01000013.1

OYU11157.
1

Pseudomonas
fluorescens F113

CP003150.1

AEV62088.1

sp.

NBD(PF000005)
Wzt_C(PF14524)
–
(PF13692)
NBD(PF000005)
Wzt_C(PF14524)
MeTase(PF05050)

–
GT
–
–

NBD(PF000005)
Wzt_C(PF14524)
–
MeTase(PF08241)
–
MeTase(PF13649)
NBD(PF000005)
Wzt_C(PF14524) – MeTase
(PF13489)
NBD(PF000005)
–
Wzt_C(PF14524)
–
Cholinetransferase(PF0499
1)
NBD(PF000005)
–
Wzt_C(PF14524)
–
Acetyltransferase(PF13527)
NBD(PF000005)
–
Wzt_C(PF14524)
–
PvTase(PF04230)

Coiled-coil
partner
ND

ND

SMC60939.1
MeTase(PF050
50)-CCGT(PF00534)GT(PF00534)
ND

ND

ND

ND

AEV62086.1
CC
–
GT(PF13692)GT(PF00535)

Rf4 (Cuthbertson et al., 2010). Several proteins containing comparable modularity
but distinct predicted activities were identified, including Wzt with appended
methyltransferase and GT domains. Examination of the Pfam Wzt_C family
members revealed additional trifunctional representatives with enzymatic activities
including

putative

sulfotransferases,

methyltransferases,

GTs,

pyruvyltransferases, acetyltransferases and cholinetransferases. The biological
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role of such activities is uncertain. However, in some of these examples, the gene
clusters did not identify coiled-coil-containing proteins, raising the possibility that
the transporter takes a direct role in a capping mechanism. These systems could
follow a model similar to the one we proposed for R. etli, where the ABC transporter
itself acts as the molecular-ruler. However, in this case the chain length would be
defined as the distance between the membrane and the appended terminating
enzyme.
The

data presented here

suggest

several potential models for

polysaccharide engagement by the Wzm-Wzt ABC transporter complex (Figure
6.2). These can be grouped into two separate classes with several possible
subtypes. In both groups of exporters, the primary site of substrate binding is
proposed to be the electropositive pocket near the Wzt gate helix which is likely
binds to the Und-PP head group (Appendix 3). In ‘type I’ transporters, export
occurs independently of non-reducing terminus recognition and the transporters
do not contain a CBM. These are divided into type Ia (e.g. K. pneumoniae O2a),
classical Wzm-Wzt transporters where a non-reducing terminal modification is
absent, and type Ib, where the substrates have a modified terminus as part of an
antigenic variation strategy, but the modification goes unrecognized by the
transporter (e.g. V. cholerae O1).
The proposed ‘type II’ systems consist of an ABC transporter that relies
upon a C-terminal extension to Wzt which acts as a CBM. The CBM binds the nonreducing terminus of its glycan substrate, so substrate engagement by the
transporter is more complex than type I and incorporates specificity. The most
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Figure 6.2 Proposed models of glycan termination/chain-length regulation
and substrate engagement by Wzm-Wzt. Details are provided in the main text.

common iterations of the system are types IIa and IIb, where the glycan assembly
process relies upon a coiled-coil-containing enzyme that regulates chain-length
and modifies the non-reducing terminus of the polysaccharide as a prerequisite to
transport. This termination protein may be single domain (type IIa, e.g. E. coli O9a)
or modular (type IIb, e.g. K. pneumoniae O12).
The final subtypes are speculative and have yet to be verified
experimentally but are consistent with current experimental and bioinformatic data.
Type IIc transporters do not require a non-reducing terminal modification and
instead the CBM binds directly to the terminal sugar of the final repeat unit. In this
way, the minimal chain-length is dictated by the distance from the membrane to
the CBM. R. etli CE3 O-PS is proposed to embody such a system. As well, the
existence of such an assembly system may partially explain why coiled-coil
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proteins could not always be identified. Type IId transporters have enzymes
appended to the CBM which may modify the non-reducing terminal modification
prior to recognition by the CBM (eg. Table 6.8). Finally, type IIe transporters rely
upon modification of the glycan reducing terminus by an enzyme without a coiledcoil, but with a structural arrangement which confines termination activity away
from the membrane. P. aeruginosa O17 provides a possible candidate for this
class of system.
The bioinformatic analyses presented here highlight intriguing facets of
microbial glycobiology and present new potential biochemical activities, intended
to stimulate further investigation to resolve the details by the research community.
The analysis presented here predicts substantial chemical diversity in the identity
of the polysaccharide termination substituent and identifies prototypes for
structural validation. Novel termination activities were identified that are consistent
with activities known to modify carbohydrate structures, although, the search was
not exhaustive, and an even greater range of chemical diversity is expected.
Furthermore, new multi-modular enzymes with novel functionalities that may
participate in polymerization and/or termination were also identified. These provide
targets for biochemical investigation to add to our understanding of the principles
that underpin glycan assembly. In all cases, definitive interpretation begins with
(and is dependent on) integration of sequence data for the relevant glycan
biosynthesis loci, and complete structures of the glycans. Fortunately, these
elements are increasingly being pursued in parallel in published studies. A key
observation is the need for polysaccharide structure initiatives to take special care
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to identify low abundance substitutions at the non-reducing terminus. Depending
on the residues and linkages, some may be lost during glycan purification steps
(e.g. acid hydrolysis) or overlooked during structural assignments. Genetic data
that predicts a CBM and (in many cases) a protein with a coiled-coil motif should
serve as vital indicators that terminal residues distinct from repeat unit glycoses
are likely.
The machinery is discussed here in terms of glycan modification and
transport, which could be driven by the need to optimize the capacity for glycans
to perform key functions, such as protection against the host innate immune
response. For example, O-PS chain length is an important feature in defending
against complement mediated killing (Miajlovic and Smith, 2014). This may also
serve to limit resource investment into polysaccharide synthesis beyond the
minimal protective length. However, the addition of terminal residues has the
potential to alter antigenic epitopes and interactions with glycan-specific
bacteriophages or surfaces, all of which could offer strong selection.

Table 1
(Bock et al., 1994; Forsberg et al., 2000; Heiss et al., 2013; Hisatsune et al., 1993; Ito et al., 1994; Kählig et al., 2005;
Lerouge et al., 2001; Ojeda et al., 2010; Redmond, 1979; Schäffer et al., 2002, 1999; Senchenkova et al., 1996; Steiner et
al., 2008; Stroeher et al., 1992; Vinogradov et al., 2002, 2010)
Table 2
(Arsenault et al., 1994; Ganguly et al., 2009; Gaur and Wilkinson, 2006; Gil-Serrano et al., 1995; Huszczynski, 2018; Knirel
et al., 1998; Molinaro et al., 2003; Novotny et al., 2004; Oxley and Wilkinson, 1988; Perepelov et al., 2009; Perez-Perez et
al., 1986; Perry et al., 1996; Senchenkova et al., 1996, 2002; Silipo et al., 2008; Yoshida et al., 1999)
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The research described in this thesis offers insights into the assembly of
glycans in ABC transporter-dependent systems. This includes the first evidence
that O-PS exported by an ABC transporter could be modified by a periplasmic
glucosylation (Gtr) system. The Wzm-Wzt O-PS transporter sometimes contains a
CBM that is required for export of the glycan. The experimental evidence
presented in this thesis demonstrate that the CBM specifically binds to the
completed polysaccharide termination residue, not to an uncapped non-reducing
terminus, and that this binding event is a critical component of the export process.
Furthermore, a bioinformatic survey suggests that a diverse range of O-PS
capping mechanisms are possible, and this provides broad hypotheses to guide
future investigations.
7.1 Periplasmic glycosylation in ABC transporter-dependent systems
At the time Mann et al., 2015 (Chapter 4) was published, no validated
natural examples of bacteriophage-mediated glucosylation of O-PSs synthesized
by ABC transporter-dependent pathways had been reported. Such interpretations
require knowledge of both the O-PS structure and unequivocal assignment of
biosynthetic activities and this level of information is often limited. However,
bioinformatic analysis (Mann and Whitfield, 2016) suggested that periplasmic
modification could occur in some strains of K. pneumoniae (e.g. NTUH-K2044,
GenBank accession GCA_000009885.1 and BIDMC 47, GenBank accession
GCA_000567125.1) and the related R. terrigena (R1Gly, GenBank accession
GCA_000964285.1). These bacteria possess a gene locus encoding the enzymes
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required for producing the O2a glycan. K. pneumoniae NTUH-K2044 and R.
terrigena R1Gly possess a gene cluster containing genes homologous to gtrA, gtrB
and gtr* from seroconverting Shigella phages. The gtr genes are located adjacent
to the O2a synthesis gene cluster but there is no evidence of other genes indicative
of a lysogenic phage nearby. In contrast, the gtr genes are found at a separate site
on the chromosome alongside phage-specific genes in K. pneumoniae BIDMC 47.
Phages typically exploit periplasmic glycosylation systems to prevent infection by
other phages recognizing the same antigen, and this system can potentially help
the host bacterium evade immune detection by modifying important surface
epitopes. Some Klebsiella O-serotypes produce a polygalactan O-PS that is
modified with 1,2- or 1,4-D-Gal side branches (Kelly et al., 1995; MacLean et
al., 1993). The gtr-like loci provided candidates for these modifications and this
was later confirmed for isolates of the ST258 global multidrug-resistant epidemic
clonal group, which possess an 1,4-D-Gal side branch (Szijártó et al., 2015). The
genes responsible for both the 1,2- (gmlABD) and 1,4-D-Gal (gmlABC) sidegroup modifications to D-galactan I have since been characterized by members of
the Whitfield lab (Clarke et al., 2018). While gtr loci are typically found within
prophages, in both K. pneumoniae strains examined, the gmlABC genes are
located within the wb* region and there is no evidence of phage-derived DNA in
proximity of the gml clusters.
Systems for addition of side-chain glycoses extend beyond O-PS
modification. For example, glycosylation of teichoic acids leads to serological
diversification which alters the susceptibility of Gram-positive species to specific
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phages and can alter their function to assist in virulence (reviewed in (Winstel et
al., 2014)). The best characterized teichoic acid modifying GTs all use NDP-sugar
donors and operate in the cytoplasm during formation of the Und-PP-linked
polymer (reviewed in (Brown et al., 2013; Winstel et al., 2014)). These include
TarM and TarS, which transfer - and -GlcNAc to the Staphylococcus aureus
polyribitol phosphate WTA, and TagE and TarQ, which add -Glc residues to the
polyribitol-phosphate WTA from B. subtilis.
Recently, three component system-dependent modifications have been
observed in Gram positives. For example, polyrhamnose cell-wall linked polymers
from Streptococcus pyogenes are assembled in an ABC transporter dependent
mechanism (Shibata et al., 2002) and modified following transport with GlcNAc
residues provided from Und-P-GlcNAc donors (Rismondo et al., 2018; Rush et al.,
2017). Similar systems are proposed for wall-teichoic acids (WTAs), which are
produced in ABC transporter-dependent systems, as well, such as Nacetylglucosylation in L. monocytogenes serovar 1/2a (Eugster et al., 2015). The
repeat unit structure of Bacillus coagulans WTA contains -ᴅ-Glc units originating
from Und-P-ᴅ-Glc donors (Shimada et al., 1989), as opposed to soluble nucleotidelinked donors, which are only used when modifications are made to glycans
external to the cytoplasmic membrane. Inspection of the B. coagulans genome
revealed GtrABC homologues, with similar genetic arrangement to glucosylation
systems (Mann and Whitfield, 2016). Listeria monocytogenes serotype 4b
produces a polyribotol-phosphate-GlcNAc backbone, modified at positions 3 and
6 on the GlcNAc residues with -Glc and -Gal, respectively (Uchikawa et al.,
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1986). The genome contains no genes for candidate UDP-Glc/Gal-dependent
cytosolic GTs for these modifications. However, sequence and functional data from
genes identified in transposon mutants suggests the involvement of periplasmic
glycosylation systems. Deletion of gtcA (a GtrA homologue) abolished Gal
incorporation and reduced Glc incorporation into WTA, (Promadej et al., 1999)
while deletion of gltA (similar to gtrC) or gltB (similar to gtrB) prevented Glc
incorporation (Lei et al., 2001).
Gram positive Lipoteichoic acid (LTA) post-transport glycosylation was
recently confirmed in Staphylococcus aureus (Kho and Meredith, 2018). In this
case, the poly-glycerophosphate polymer is assembled by a synthase-dependent
mechanism (Percy and Gründling, 2014) and is modified with GlcNAc. Several
Bacillus species use Und-P-GlcNAc donors in the modification of their LTA,
(Iwasaki et al., 1989) and Und-P-Glc was predicted to serve as a donor for
glucosylating LTA in Streptococcus sanguis. (Fischer, 1994; Mancuso and Chiu,
1982; Yokoyama et al., 1988). Evaluation of the related S. pneumoniae deposited
genome revealed potential genes responsible for the modification (Mann and
Whitfield, 2016).
7.2 Implications of terminator binding on the Wzm-Wzt O-PS transport mechanism
The current Wzm-Wzt model is substantially based on the 3-dimensional
structures of the Gram-negative A. aeolicus homologue (Appendix 3). These
revealed novel structural features absent in ABC exporters operating with
alternating access or outward-only mechanisms, and are predicted to
accommodate export of a complex substrate (Bi et al., 2018). Although the
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chemical structure of the putative polysaccharide substrate in A. aeolicus is
unknown, sequence level comparisons of polysaccharide ABC transporters from
E. coli O9a and other glycan assembly pathways (such as SLG and teichoic acid
exporters) suggest a unified mechanism (Bi et al., 2018; Liston et al., 2017). The
most striking feature is that a continuous channel extends through the membraneembedded Wzm dimer. The diameter and length of this channel is large enough
to support a linear polysaccharide of about 8-10 residues. The channel does not
close when disengaged from polysaccharide, but instead a lipid-plug is used to
seal the channel at the periplasmic opening (Caffalette et al., 2019) (Fig. 7.1). In
the equivalent transporter from E. coli O9a, transport was dependent on a cytosolic
gate helix on Wzt (that is shared with WztAa), that is not observed in any other ABC
transporter structural model. The helix is located close to the channel entrance and
forms part of an electropositive pocket which likely attracts the pyrophosphate
head group of the lipid component of the substrate. Initial lipid flipping is postulated
to occur with the pyrophosphate headgroup traveling within the lumen and the lipid
group in the bulk membrane, through a ‘soft seam’ between the Wzm protomers.
This process establishes the polysaccharide within the channel proper. The
channel is lined with residues containing aromatic side chains, which are
commonly involved in polysaccharide-binding by -stacking interactions. These
are predicted to help prevent backsliding of the polysaccharide. The
polysaccharide is extruded through the lumen of the channel with ATP hydrolysis
driving egress. Comparison of the apo- and the ATP-bound structures of WzmWztAa revealed structural rearrangements near the cytosolic entrance of the Wzm
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Figure 7.1 Overview of the Wzm-Wzt O-PS export mechanism.
Structures of Wzm-Wzt in the apo- state (A). The gate helix (GH, yellow) forms
part of an electropositive cavity that attracts the Und-PP-O-PS substrate. ATPbinding by Wzt drives movement of the GH and interface helix (IF, green) towards
the channel opening, flipping the LG loop this may provide the force necessary to
translocate glycan through the membrane. In the resting state, the Wzm channel
is sealed by a phospholipid plug (B). Binding of the Und-PP region to the GH helps
guide the lipid head group into the channel. During flipping the head group moves
through the channel and displaces the lipid plug, while the lipid moves through a
soft-seam between Wzm protomers to remain in the bulk membrane. Once
established in the channel proper, the polysaccharide is held in place by aromatic
residues lining the channel. ATP-binding drives movement of the GH and IF which
translocates the polysaccharide by a few residues. ATP hydrolysis and nucleotide
exchange facilitates successive rounds of transport. Polysaccharide release is
followed rapidly by sealing of the pore and reset to a resting state for further
transport cycles.
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channel that occur during the transport cycle. These movements could provide the
mechanical force necessary to drive (or push) the polysaccharide substrate
through the channel in a stepwise manner, a few sugar units at a time (Caffalette
et al., 2019). This model is similar to that of the E. coli cellulose synthase, which
translocates its polysaccharide substrate by one glycose after each round of
extension (Morgan et al., 2013). The processive translocation process relies upon
the interaction between a cytosolic -helix with the translocating polysaccharide,
which extends out of the channel and into the cytosol (Morgan et al., 2016).
Conserved threonine and aspartate residues on the -helix provide the point of
contact and movement of the helix toward the channel opening pushes the
substrate through the membrane by a single glycose per cycle. Detailed
biochemical data is required to confirm if multiple rounds of ATP hydrolysis are
required for transport, or if a single round is enough.
The Wzt CBM ensures only terminated O-PS is transported. This creates a
quality control mechanism that certifies the exporter only delivers mature O-PS of
appropriate chain length. Several important questions concerning the structure
and function of capping-dependent Wzm-Wzt transporters remain. These include:
what is the position of the CBM relative to the transporter?; what structural changes
are triggered by CBM-binding?; how does glycan-binding by the CBM influence
transporter activity?, and; how much ATP is required to transport a single glycan?
The model of O-PS export by Wzm-Wzt is derived from the high-resolution
X-ray crystal structures of the A. aeolicus complex. Although WztAa contains a
putative CBM, this was removed from the protein constructs to facilitate crystal
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growth. Based on the position of the C-terminus of crystalized WztAa-N in apo- and
ATP-bound states, the CBM is predicted at the base the of transporter (Bi et al.,
2018; Caffalette et al., 2019). However, the data do not indicate the relative
position of the glycan binding site to the rest of the complex (e.g. between the NBD
and CBM). Structural characterization of the complete exporter by cryoelectron
microscopy in diverse but mechanistically relevant states would provide the most
comprehensive information to formulate a more detailed mechanism. These
analyses could reveal not only the position of the CBM, but more global structural
changes occurring due to glycan-binding. For example, in depth structural
investigations of MsbA with and without bound nucleotide or LPS helped elucidate
the different structural states of its alternating-access transport cycle.
Mechanistic details of Wzt-C-mediated regulation of the Wzm-Wzt transport
process remain poorly understood. In the current model, the CBM is predicted to
help localize substrate in close enough proximity to the transporter to facilitate
diffusion into the transport pathway. In Chapter 4, evidence was provided
demonstrating that Wzm-WztO12 complexes did not assemble with Wzt dimers
incapable of cap binding. One possible explanation for this is that, between export
cycles, Wzt dimers dissociate from Wzm and only assemble into a complete
complex when a CBM subunit binds Und-PP-glycan. In this way, Wzt could act as
a scavenger and traffic substrate to the export channel. Notably, a CBM is not
required for substrate engagement for K. pneumoniae O2a cap-independent O-PS
export. Therefore, the CBM may have a more substantial role beyond glycanrecruitment, such as regulating ATP-binding or -hydrolysis, similar to ABC
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importers subject to regulation by C-terminal modules on their NBDs (eg. MetN,
MalK, ModA; (Bordignon et al., 2010; Yang and Rees, 2015)). This is supported
by the observation that engagement of the CBM is a critical prerequisite for export
for E. coli O9a and K. pneumoniae O12 models. In addition, in vitro ATP hydrolysis
by WztAa NBD is stimulated by the addition of CBM (without polysaccharide
substrate) in trans, suggesting it contributes to some aspect of ATP-turnover (Bi et
al., 2018). Interestingly, Wzt NBD and CBM domains can be expressed as
separate polypeptides without disrupting export in vivo (Cuthbertson et al., 2005;
Mann et al., 2016). Parallel WztO9a activity assays could be performed with and
without purified O-PS to investigate the influence of glycan-binding on ATP-affinity
and hydrolysis.
Ultimately, an in vitro transport assay using proteoliposomes with
reconstituted Wzm-Wzt should be developed to provide detailed biochemical
evidence for processive (step-wise) glycan export. The model for the proposed
transport assay is provided by studies on C. jejuni PglK (Perez et al., 2015). The
end-point assay critically depends on chemoenzymatically-synthesized Und-PPlinked oligosaccharides as a substrate and an oligosaccharide specific GT to
monitor reaction progress (below). To initiate the reaction, ATP is added to the
reaction mixture containing proteoliposomes with embedded transporter and
oligosaccharide. Parallel reactions are arrested after various time intervals by
addition of inhibitory quantities of ADP. Non-transported oligosaccharides, on the
external face of the proteoliposome, are then enzymatically labelled with a
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radioactive sugar unit, in this case GlcNAc, using the substrate-specific GT, to
facilitate radiometric measurements.
Two key advances have been made in the development of a very similar
assay for analysis of the Wzm-WztO2a transporter. Firstly, the Und-PP-linked O2a
polymer has been synthesized in full by collaborators from the laboratory of Todd
Lowary at the University of Alberta (Sweeney and Lowary, 2019) and could serve
as the natural substrate. Furthermore, a suitable substrate-specific enzyme has
been identified for radioisotopic labelling of non-transported substrate. Glycan
labelling can be performed by addition of the GT WbmV, which adds a single
(radiolabeled) GlcNAc to the non-reducing terminal galactofuranose of the O2a
polysaccharide on the external face of the proteoliposome (Clarke et al., 2018, S.
Kelly and Whitfield, unpublished data). This assay could be coupled to a
colourimetric ATP-hydrolysis assay to determine the ratio of transported glycan to
ATP units hydrolyzed and will verify if transport requires a single or multiple rounds
of ATP hydrolysis (Bartolommei et al., 2013). Ultimately, the in vitro evaluation of
a cap-dependent transporter would provide the most comprehensive biochemical
data. This would depend on the synthesis of a specific Und-PP-linked glycan and
development of an appropriate labelling strategy to monitor assay progress. The
K. pneumoniae O12 system offers a compelling potential model since the
terminating Kdo may be subject to modification with an additional radiolablled Kdo
by the enzyme KpsC (Willis et al., 2013). However, this needs to be verified
experimentally.
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7.3 Closing remarks
Collectively, the assortment of polysaccharide structures presented on
bacterial cell surfaces provide critical functions for viability or virulence. These
roles include (but are not limited to) host and environmental colonization, cell-tocell communication and immune system or phage evasion. Many of these
structures are assembled in systems that critically rely upon an ABC transporter.
Defining the precise mechanisms of polysaccharide assembly and translocation
may provide critical tools for glycoengineering strategies, including in vivo
glycoconjugate vaccine development (Baker et al., 2013). Protein conjugation is
an important step to maximize vaccine efficacy since polysaccharides in isolation
fail to elicit adaptive immune processes. This is because the glycoconjugate’s
peptide component is necessary for antigen presenting cells to display the
polysaccharide to T-cells, which in turn initiate long-lasting immunity (Avci et al.,
2013; Finco and Rappuoli, 2014). The length of glycan used in the vaccine
influences the ability of the conjugate to stimulate immune responses and
fractionation steps are commonly employed to isolate glycans of the preferred
uniform length (Berti and Adamo, 2018). Recombinant technologies can facilitate
the assembly of complete glycoconjugates within laboratory strains of E. coli,
negating the need to culture slow-growing and dangerous pathogens during
vaccine manufacturing. Molecular chain-length regulation systems could serve to
ensure glycoconjugate uniformity and maximize efficacy. Critical to this
recombinant system is an oligosaccharyltransferase which can transfer desired
polysaccharides to specifically engineered sites on a highly expressed soluble
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protein within the periplasm. Translocation of the glycan through the inner
membrane represents a possible bottleneck in the process, so a comprehensive
understanding of glycan transport mechanisms can inform rational design of
synthetic systems. This thesis provides insights into prototype ABC transporterdependent polysaccharide assembly systems that define the field and identifies
novel systems that warrant further investigation, as they may provide additional
functions for the glycoengineer’s toolbox.
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APPENDIX 1
Table A1.1 Primers used in the generation of strains and plasmids
Primer
name
C1217
Fwd
C1217
Rev
OL1019
OL1020
114 Fwd
114 Rev
811 Fwd
promoter
811 Rev
promoter
811 Fwd
knR
811 Rev
knR
677 Fwd
wbbLM
677 Rev
wbbLM
677 Fwd
wbbB
677 Rev
wbbB
115 Fwd
115 Rev
674 Fwd

674 Rev

Sequence
5′-acgaataaattatctttaagaagaaacgttatatatctggctgt
cgttcaGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC-3′
5′-atgttcttcagtaataaaattaactagttcatcaaacccaacta
atacatCATATGAATATCCTCCTTAG-3′
5′-aagacttggatgatagacttcattcctttgattattagctgatag
aagaaGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC-3′
5′-aattggtatcgcttcttcttcattgaagacaggaactacaagag
atatctCATATGAATATCCTCCTTAG-3′
5′-gatcgaattcATGgattacaaggatgacgacgataagTC
CTCTAATGAAATTGCTATCCAGGTCAC-3′
5′-gatcaagcttTTACTCTCCATTCGAAATAATTTT
CAACGGAG-3′
5′-gtcgaagaattcatATGACTTTTCTCTATCACTG
ATAGGGAGTGG-3′
5′agaacagctagCATTTAGGTGGGTACGTTGGAG
C-3′
5′-aaaaaaattaataagcttgcatgctgcagtcgactagtCGT
TGCTGTCGCTAGCTTCAC-3′
5′-aaaaaagaattccatggtacccgggatcctctagactagtG
TTGCTGTCGCGAACCCCAG-3′
5′aaaaaagaattctATGACTTATGAAGCAATGAAGC
C -3′
5′-aaaaaaaaactagtggtaccaacctcctagaggaCATC
AGCAAATCCC-3′
5′-aaaaaagctagcaggaggttggtaccATGCTGGCTG
TATTTTTACCTCCC-3′
5′aaaaaaaagcttccatggaCTAGCGGTTGCGCTTAA
ACTCC-3′
5′-taatggtaccACAGCAAGTATCGAT-3′
5′-ttaggatccCGCAATTCTATCAGGAG-3′
5′aaaaaagaattccatATGTCCTCTAATGAAATTGCT
ATCC-3′
5′-aaaaaaaaaagcttggtaccTTACTCTCCATTCGA
AATAATTTTC-3′

Construction of
strain or plasmid
CWG1217
CWG1217
CWG1218
CWG1218
pWQ114
pWQ114
pWQ811
pWQ811

pWQ811
pWQ811
pWQ677

pWQ677
pWQ677
pWQ677

pWQ115
pWQ115
pWQ674
pWQ848
pWQ851
pWQ674
pWQ848
pWQ851
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689 Fwd

5′-caactaggaggtaccacatatgGCGGACCAGGGTT
CAGCTG-3′

689 Rev

5′-aaaaaaaaaagcttggtaccttagtgatggtgatggtgatggt pWQ689
gatggtgatgtgACTCTCCATTCGAAATAATTTTC3′

672 Fwd

5′-aaaaaaggtaccaggaggtgaattctATGACTTATGA
AGCAATGAAGCC-3′
5′- aaaaaatctagaCTTCCGGCCTTTTGCTATG-3′
5′gactactagtATGAGTATAAAGATGAAGTACAATT
TAGG-3′
5′-gatcaagcttTTAAGCCATTGCTTGCTTGTAC3′
5′gactactagtATGAAAAACCCGCATCAAAAACTTT
C-3′
5′gatcaagcttTTACTCTCCATTCGAAATAATTTTC
AAC-3′
5′aaaaaagaattccatATGTCCTCTAATGAAATTGCT
ATCC-3′
5′CGCcatatgtggtacctcctaGTTTGCGGCTGGCTTC
TCG-3′
5′-CAACtaggaggtaccacatatgGCGGACCAGGG
TTCAGCTG-3
5′-aaaaaaaaaagcttggtaccTTACTCTCCATTCGA
AATAATTTTC-3′
5′aaaaaagaattccatATGTCCTCTAATGAAATTGCT
ATCC-3′
5′-gaaaattatttcgaatggagagtcacatcaccatcaccatca
ccatcaccatcacTAAGGTACCAAGCtttttttttt-3′
5′-ggaggaattcaccatgcatcatcatcatcatcatGAGAAC
CTATATTTTCAAGGCGCGGACCAGGGTTCA
GCTGAAGAAGTTAGCG-3′
5′-gatcaagcttTTATGACTCTCCATTCGAAATAA
TTTTCAACGG-3′
5′tctatcagtgatagaggATGCTGGCTGTATTTTTACC
-3′

672 Rev
841 Fwd

841 Rev
842 Fwd

842 Rev

675-1
Fwd
675-1
Rev
675-2
Fwd
675-2
Rev
843 Fwd

843 Rev
844 Fwd

844 Rev
845-1
Fwd

pWQ689

pWQ672
pWQ672
pWQ841

pWQ841
pWQ842

pWQ842

pWQ675

pWQ675

pWQ675
pWQ675
pWQ843

pWQ843
pWQ844

pWQ844
pWQ845

186

845-1
Rev
845-2
Fwd
845-2
Rev
703 Fwd
703 Rev

840 Fwd
840 Rev
847 Fwd

847 Rev

856 Fwd
856 Rev
858 Fwd
858 Rev
wztF298
A Fwd
wztF298
A Rev
wztG348
Q Fwd
wztG348
Q Rev
wztQ355
A Fwd

5′-CTTCATTGCTTCATAAGTCATTATTTACCT
CCTTTATGATCCTAGCGGTTGCGCTTAAACT
C-3′
5′-gagtttaagcgcaaccgctaggatcATAAAGGAGGT
AAATA ATGACTTATGAAGCAATGAAG -3′
5′ccgggtaccatggtgCAACCTAACTTCCGGGGAAT
TTC-3′
5′-aaaaaagctagcaggaggttggtaccATGCTGGCTG
TATTTTTACCTCCC-3′
5′aaaaaaaagcttccatggaCTAGCGGTTGCGCTTAA
ACTCC-3′
5′-gatcgaattcATGgattacaaggatgacgacgataagTC
CTCTAATGAAATTGC- TATCCAGGTCAC-3′
5′-gatcaagcttTTAGCGGTTTGCGGCTG-3′
5′gatcggtaccaggaggatctcatATGGCGGACCAGGG
TTC-3′
5′gatctctagaTTACTCTCCATTCGAAATAATTTTC
AAC-3′
5′-gatcgaattcATGgattacaaggatgacgacgataagTC
CTCTAATGAAATTGCTATCCAGGTCAC-3′
5′-gatcaagcttTTACTCTCCATTCGAAATAATTTT
CAACGGAG-3′
5′- gatcgaattcATGTCCTCTAATGAAATTGC -3′
5′-gaaaattatttcgaatggagagtcacatcaccatcaccatca
ccatcaccatcacTAAGGTACCAAGCtttttttttt-3′
5′CTGGTGAGAAGCGCggCGGTAGCGCGCGTG
-3′
5′CACGCGCGCTACCGccGCGCTTCTCACCAG3′
5′-CCTGCGCTTTCGACATGGAGATctgTAACG
CGATATCTTTAATTTCTTC-3′

pWQ845

5′-GAAGAAATTAAAGATATCGCGTTAcagATC
TCCATGTCGAAAGCGCAGG-3′
5′TCCATGTCGAAAGCGgcGGGGGGCGATATC
TG-3′

pWQ849

pWQ845
pWQ845

pWQ703
pWQ703

pWQ840
pWQ840
pWQ847

pWQ847

pWQ856
pWQ856
pWQ858- 865
pWQ858- 865
pWQ848

pWQ848

pWQ849

pWQ850
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wztQ355
A Rev
wztD358
A Fwd
wztD358
A Rev
wztG361
Q Fwd

wztG361
Q Rev
wztR407
A Fwd

wztR407
A Rev
wztQ412
A Fwd

wztQ412
A Rev
wztR414
A Fwd
wztR414
A Rev
wztE183
Q Fwd
wztE183
Q Rev
Y15F-r
Y15F-f
Y15W-r

5′CAGATATCGCCCCCCgcCGCTTTCGACATGG
A-3′
5′-TCTCCCCAGATAgCGCCCCCCTGCG-3′

pWQ850

5′-CGCAGGGGGGCGcTATCTGGGGAGA-3′

pWQ851

pWQ851

5′pWQ852
TCCGATATTACTGTCtgGCCAGATATCGCCCC
CC-3′
5′pWQ852
GGGGGGCGATATCTGGCcaGACAGTAATATC
GGA-3′
5′pWQ853
GATCGAGTTCTTCCgcATCGCCGTTGCCAAC
CT-3′
5′AGGTTGGCAACGGCGATgcGGAAGAACTCG
ATC-3′
5′CGGACGGCGCgcATCGAGTTCTTCCCGATC
G-3′

pWQ853

5′CGATCGGGAAGAACTCGATgcGCGCCGTCC
G-3′
5′-TTTAACTTTCATCATCGGAgcGCGCTGATC
GAGTTCTTCC-3′

pWQ854

5′-GGAAGAACTCGATCAGCGCgcTCCGATGA
TGAAAGTTAAA-3′
5′GATCTTAATTGTCGACcAGGCGTTGGCGGTT
G-3′
5′CAACCGCCAACGCCTgGTCGACAATTAAGAT
C-3′
5′-TTCCATTTAGATGGAaAATATTTATACGCC
TTGCCGACGTG-3′
5′-CACGTCGGCAAGGCGTATAAATATTtTCCA
TCTAAATGGAA-3′
5′-GGTTCCATTTAGATGGccAATATTTATACG
CCTTGCCGACGTG-3′

pWQ855

pWQ854

pWQ855

pWQ857

pWQ857

pWQ921
pWQ921
pWQ918

188

Y15W -f
Y15L-r
Y15L-f
Y15A-r
Y15A-f
Y192F-r
Y192F-f
Y192W-r
Y192W-f
Y192L-r
Y192L-f
Y192A-r
Y192A-f
Y15V-r
Y15V-f
Y15I-r
Y15I -f
Y15K-r
Y15K-f
Y15E-r
Y15E-f
Y15R-r
Y15R-f
Y192V-r

5′-CACGTCGGCAAGGCGTATAAATATTggCC
ATCTAAATGGAACC-3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGAagATATTTATACGC
CTTGCCGACGTGCT-3′
5′-AGCACGTCGGCAAGGCGTATAAATATctTC
CATCTAAATGGAAC-3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGAgcATATTTATACGC
CTTGCCGACGTGCT-3′
5′-AGCACGTCGGCAAGGCGTATAAATATgcT
CCATCTAAATGGAAC-3′
5′-CGTTTTGGATACGaAGACAATTGGCGTAA
ACCAGAACCA-3′
5′-TGGTTCTGGTTTACGCCAATTGTCatCGTA
TCCAAAACG-3′
5′-CGGCAGCGTTTTGGATACccAGACAATTG
GCGTAAACC-3′
5′-GGTTTACGCCAATTGTCTggGTATCCAAAA
CGCTGCCG-3′
5′-CGGCAGCGTTTTGGATACGagGACAATTG
GCGTAAACCAG-3′
5′-CTGGTTTACGCCAATTGTCctCGTATCCAA
AACGCTGCCG-3′
5′-CGGCAGCGTTTTGGATACGgcGACAATTG
GCGTAAACCAG-3′
5′-CTGGTTTACGCCAATTGTCgcCGTATCCAA
AACGCTGCCG-3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGAacATATTTATACGC3′
5′-GCGTATAAATATgtTCCATCTAAATGGAAC3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGAatATATTTATACGC3′
5′-GCGTATAAATATatTCCATCTAAATGGAAC3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGcttATATTTATACGC-3′
5′-GCGTATAAATATaagCCATCTAAATGGAAC3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGttcATATTTATACGC-3′
5′-GCGTATAAATATgaaCCATCTAAATGGAAC3′
5′-GTTCCATTTAGATGGAcgATATTTATACGC3′
5′-GCGTATAAATATcgTCCATCTAAATGGAAC3′
5′-CAGCGTTTTGGATACGacGACAATTGGCG
T-3′

pWQ918
pWQ919
pWQ919
pWQ914
pWQ914
pWQ929
pWQ929
pWQ926
pWQ926
pWQ927
pWQ927
pWQ923
pWQ923
pWQ917
pWQ917
pWQ920
pWQ920
pWQ916
pWQ916
pWQ915
pWQ915
pWQ922
pWQ922
pWQ925
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Y192V-f
Y192I-r
Y192I-f
Y192K-r
Y192K-f
Y192R-r
Y192R-f
Y14L-r
Y14L-f
Y14I-r
Y14I -f
Y14V-r
Y14V-f

5′-ACGCCAATTGTCgtCGTATCCAAAACGCTG
-3′
5′-CAGCGTTTTGGATACGatGACAATTGGCGT
-3′
5′-ACGCCAATTGTCatCGTATCCAAAACGCTG
-3′
5′-CAGCGTTTTGGATACcttGACAATTGGCGT3′
5′-ACGCCAATTGTCaagGTATCCAAAACGCTG
-3′
5′-CAGCGTTTTGGATACGcgGACAATTGGCG
T-3′
5′-ACGCCAATTGTCcgCGTATCCAAAACGCTG
-3′
5′-CAAGGCGTATAAATtaTATCCATCTAAATG
G-3′
5′-CCATTTAGATGGATAtaATTTATACGCCTTG
-3′
5′-CCATTTAGATGGATAAatTTTATACGCCTTG
-3′
5′-CAAGGCGTATAAAatTTATCCATCTAAATG
G-3′
5′-CCATTTAGATGGATAAacTTTATACGCCTT
G-3′
5′-CAAGGCGTATAAAgtTTATCCATCTAAATG
G-3′

pWQ925
pWQ928
pWQ928
pWQ924
pWQ924
pWQ930
pWQ930
pWQ932
pWQ932
pWQ933
pWQ933
pWQ931
pWQ931

Capital letters are complementary to the template DNA. Restriction
endonuclease recognition sequences are underlined. His and FLAG-tag
sequences are italicized. Bolded sequences are ribosome binding sites (rbs).
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APPENDIX 2
A2.1 Python script 1
import Bio
from Bio import SeqIO
from Bio.SeqRecord import SeqRecord
from Bio.Blast import NCBIWWW
output = open("<save file path>", "w+")
"""
tBLASTn Wzt O9a against translated whole genome sequences,
expect value cutoff is 10e-20 and will take up to 500000 hits
"""
blast_results = NCBIWWW.qblast("tblastn", "nr", "BAA28332.1", expect=10e-20,
hitlist_size=500000)
output.write(blast_results.read())
output.close()
A2.2 Python script 2
import Bio
from Bio import SeqIO
from Bio.SeqRecord import SeqRecord
from Bio.Blast import NCBIWWW
from Bio.Blast import NCBIXML
import re
from Bio.Seq import Seq
from Bio.Alphabet import IUPAC
"""
This reads Blast results from xml file produced in Python script 1 and writes the
genbank id and HSP position to an output text file.
"""
blast_results = open("<read file path>", "r")
output = open("<save file path>", "w+")
hsps=[]
blast_records = NCBIXML.parse(blast_results)
for hit in blast_records:
for alignment in hit.alignments:
for hsp in alignment.hsps:
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if hsp not in hsps:
hsps.append(hsp)
output.write(str(alignment.title.split("|")[3] + ", "
+str(hsp.sbjct_start)+"\n"))

blast_results.close()
output.close()
A2.3 Python script 3
import Bio
from Bio import SeqIO
from Bio.SeqRecord import SeqRecord
from Bio.Blast import NCBIWWW
from Bio.Blast import NCBIXML
from Bio import Entrez
from Bio.Seq import Seq
from Bio.Alphabet import IUPAC
Entrez.email = "<email address>"
Entrez.api_key ="<Entez key>"
"""
This reads in the genbank accession and WztO9a HSP position from Python
script 2 text file.
It downloads the genbank file. It then uses the position to identify
the Wzt CDS feature and checks if it is between 325 and 500 amino
acids (975 to 1650 nucleotides). If the length is within this range,
the name of the organism name, the taxid id and the Wzt protein id,
protein description and translation are recorded.
The description of each CDS feature 7500 bp upstream and 7500 bp
downstream of the wzt start position is then read. If any of these
contains a "glyco" key word, then recorded Wzt information is output
to a csv file.
"""
reference_file = open("<read file path>","r") #Contains genome id blast hits and
hsp positions
output = open("<save file path>","w+") #Output file for descriptions of extendedWzt
exceptions = open("<save exceptions path>","w+") #Output file for errors
output.write("count, gb id, description, protein id, length\n") #Output csv headers
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genbank_ids=[] #Container for list of genbank ids from input text file "ref_file"
position_wzt_hsp=[] #Container for list of wzt hsp positions from input text file
"ref_file"
"""Reads the input file and assigns genbank ids and wzt positions to lists"""
for line in reference_file:
genbank_ids.append(str(line.split(",")[0]))
position_wzt_hsp.append(str(line.split(",")[1])[1:])
list_count = -1 #Needed so that info can be obtained from list based on index
neighbourhood = "" #Container for annotation of genes in wzt neighbourhood
organism ="" #Container for organism description
taxid ="" #Container for organism taxid id
"""common words used in annotation for genes in polysaccharide synthesis gene
clusters"""
keyword = ['glycosyl', 'glycosyltransferase', 'manno', 'polysaccharide', 'wb', 'lps',
'lipopolysaccharide','wzt', 'tagh', 'glucose', 'rhamnose', 'gt']
for item in genbank_ids:
try:
list_count+=1
handle = Entrez.efetch(db="nucleotide", rettype="gb", retmode="text",
id=item) #Fetch genbank file
seq_record = SeqIO.read(handle, "gb")
SeqIO.write(seq_record, "C:/Users/Evan/Desktop/temp_hit.gb", "gb") #Save
full genbank file locally (overwritten in next loop)
seq_record1 = SeqIO.read("C:/Users/Evan/Desktop/temp_hit.gb", "gb")
#Read local genbank file
PSS_cluster = False #Set to false until it is confirmed that Wzt is in a
polysaccharide synthesis gene cluster
wzt_end_position=0 #Container for wzt CDS feature end position
strand = 0 #Container to record if wzt on forward or reverse strand
for feature in seq_record1.features: #Scans through each feature in the
genbank file
if feature.type =="source": #Source features contain data related to the
organism and its genome
organism = str(feature.qualifiers["organism"]).split("'")[1] #Records
name of the organism
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organism_edit ="" #Container for modified organism name
for letter in organism: #This replaces ',' with ';' for csv file output
if letter != ",":
organism_edit+= letter
else:
organism_edit+= ";"
#Find wzt based on the position of HSP start from position_wzt_hsp list
lying between the CDS feature start and end position
elif (int(feature.location.start.position <= int(position_wzt_hsp[list_count]))
and int(feature.location.end.position >= int(position_wzt_hsp[list_count]))) and
feature.type == "CDS" and abs(feature.location.end.positionfeature.location.start.position)<5000:
"""If wzt is between 975 and 1650 nt then the genome id, organism
name, taxid id, protein id and translation are recorded in a string"""
if (975 < abs(feature.location.end.positionfeature.location.start.position) < 1650): #Checks if wzt length between 325 and
550 aa
wzt_end_position = int(feature.location.end.position) #Records wzt
CDS feature end position
strand = feature.strand #Records if wzt on forward or reverse strand
try:
translation = str(feature.qualifiers["translation"]).split("'")[1]
#Records wzt amino acid sequence
except:
translation ="" #If there is a problem obtaining translation then an
empty string is recorded
genome_id = str(seq_record1.id) #Records the name of the genbank
file
genome_id_edit = "" #Container for modified genbank file name
for letter in genome_id: #This replaces ',' with ';' for csv file output
if letter != ",":
genome_id_edit+= letter
else:
genome_id_edit+= ";"
try:
protien_id = str(feature.qualifiers['protein_id']).split("'")[1] #Records
wzt protein id
except:
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protien_id="" #If there is a problem obtaining protein id then an
empty string is recorded
protein_id_edit = "" #Container for modified protein id
for letter in protien_id: #This replaces ',' with ';' for csv file output
if letter != ",":
protein_id_edit+= letter
else:
protein_id_edit+= ";"
#Wzt_extended_description is a string containing the Wzt information
(oranism, taxid, protein id, translation)
Wzt_extended_description = (str(list_count)+",
"+(genome_id_edit)+", "+(str(organism_edit))+", "+protein_id_edit+ ", "+
str(len(translation)))
#Finds CDS features on the same strand as wzt and within 7500 nt of wzt
and records the annotation of each in the neighbourhood string"""
for feature in seq_record.features:
if feature.strand == strand and ((feature.type =="CDS" and
feature.location.start.position >= wzt_end_position and
feature.location.start.position <=(wzt_end_position+7500)) or (feature.type ==
"CDS" and feature.location.start.position <= wzt_end_position and
feature.location.start.position >=(wzt_end_position-7500))):
neighbourhood+=(str(feature.qualifiers['product']).split("'")[1]+" | ")
#Scans the neighbourhood string for the presence of a glyco-related
keyword"""
for word in keyword:
if word in str(neighbourhood).lower(): #If a keyword is in the
neighbourhood...
PSS_cluster = True #then the gene cluster is classified as
polysaccharide synthesis cluster.
neighbourhood=''
if PSS_cluster: #If wzt is in a polysaccharide synthesis cluster then its
description is output in a csv file.
output.write(str(Wzt_extended_description) + "\n")
PSS_cluster = False
except Exception as e:
print(str(e))
exceptions.write(str(e)+ " "+str(item)+"\n") #Writes errors to text file
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output.close()
reference_file.close()
exceptions.close()
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APPENDIX 3
The following has been published in Nature in a modified form (Bi et al.,
2018). This appendix includes only my experimental contribution to the report. See
paper for full details.
A3.1 Statement of contributions
Dr. Yunchen Bi, Dr. Chris Whitfield, Dr. Jochen Zimmer and I conceived the
study. I performed in vivo export experiments. Y.B. performed all other
experiments. Y.B., J.Z., C. W. and I analyzed and interpreted the data.
A3.2 Rationale, results and discussion
To elucidate the O-PS translocation mechanism, the crystal structure of
Aquifex aeolicus VF5 Wzm-Wzt was determined to 3.85 Å resolution (Fig. A3.1).
For crystallization, the C terminal CBM was removed to generate Wzt-N. Similar
constructs of E. coli O9a and K. pneumoniae O12 Wzt proteins are fully functional
in vivo if the CBM is expressed in trans (Cuthbertson et al., 2005, 2007). A defining
feature of Wzt-N is an extension of the -strand 1/2 loop, which forms a cytosolic
'gate helix' (GH) that rests near the Wzm-Wzm protomer interface at the
membrane boundary. The helix creates a wedge-shaped path towards the WzmWzm protomer interface, likely forming a substrate-binding pocket. At its center,
the GH contains a conserved positively charged residue, which may be important
for binding the Und-PP diphosphate. Strikingly, a preceding Tyr residue packs
against and stabilizes the GH on its membrane distal side. Primary sequence
alignments of homologous transporters reveal that the GH is a characteristic
feature of O-PS (and related) ABC transporters.
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Figure A3.1 Architecture of the Wzm-Wzt O-PS transporter.
The Wzm protomers are shown in green and red and the Wzt-N domains are
shown in blue and gray, respectively. Wzm contains an N-terminal interface helix
(IF). Wzm re-entrant helix 1 (PG1) and the gate helix (GH) formed by Wzt-N near
the Wzm protomer interface, represent periplasmic and cytosolic gate helices,
respectively. Membrane boundaries are represented by horizontal lines.

A pair of Wzm protomers compose a transmembrane channel sufficiently
wide to accommodate a linear polysaccharide. Approximately 9 sugar units span
the length of the aromatic residue-lined channel. Protein-carbohydrate interactions
are frequently mediated by CH- stacking interactions between aromatic residues
and sugar rings (Spiwok, 2017). At its N terminus, Wzm forms an amphipathic
interface helix (IF) that runs parallel to the Wzm–Wzt interface. the periplasmic
connection between TM5 and TM6 forms two re-entrant helices, PG1 and PG2
near the mouth of the channel. PG1 is preceded by a conserved aromatic residue.
It is hypothesized that this forms a periplasmic gate.
The functional importance of the gate helices was tested by introducing
point mutations into the conserved gate helix Tyr residues (WztO9a Tyr15 and
WzmO9a Tyr 192) and monitoring O-PS export in vivo. E. coli O9a CWG638 (wzmwztO9a) cultures containing plasmids with WT or variant wzm-wztO9a were grown to
an A600nm of ~1.0, then resuspended in media containing 0.4%

D-mannose

to
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induce O-PS biosynthesis. After 15 min, L-arabinose was added to induce WzmWzt synthesis. At discrete time points, aliquots of culture were removed, lysed, and
treated with proteinase K for SDS-PAGE analysis. Replacing Wzt-Tyr15 at the
cytosolic gate with Trp or Phe supported O-PS export, while replacing it with
hydrophobic -branched residues (Val and Ile) abolished export. Among the
charged residues, Lys and Arg supported some export, which required longer
incubation periods before reaching detectable levels, while the Y15E mutant is
inactive. Substitution of Tyr15 with Ala resulted in moderately delayed O-PS
export. This may be due to the presence of a second Tyr directly N terminal to the
conserved residue, which could functionally replace Tyr15. These results are
consistent with the cytosolic gate forming the substrate-binding pocket, perhaps
through CH- stacking interactions of the tyrosine with the substrate's first sugar
moiety. We speculate that the gate helix, upon ATP binding, pushes against the
IF-TM1 loop, such that it moves horizontally towards the channel. This loop
contains several polar residues that could interact with and move the
polysaccharide during this transition, similar to the translocation mechanism
proposed for cellulose synthase (Morgan et al., 2016). On the periplasmic side,
Wzm Tyr192 is less critical for export as most of the tested substitutions supported
O-PS secretion (Fig. A3.2). It is likely that, once initiated, translocation is
completed even with a compromised periplasmic gate and/or that other aromatic
residues nearby functionally replace Tyr192.
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Figure A3.2 In vivo O-PS translocation.
The indicated point mutations were introduced into E. coli O9a Wzm-Wzt. O
antigen export was detected after inducing transporter expression by silver staining
(Ag) of whole-cell lysates, detecting exported and LPS-linked O antigens only.
Western blots detecting Wzt and MBP were performed to monitor transporter
expression and as a loading control, respectively. Time=Period after inducing
Wzt/Wzm expression.
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